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ABSTRACT

This dissertation offers an analysis of the expression of event plurality in Taiwan
Sign Language. Event plurality is an event’s state of having more than one occurrence
distributed over multiple points in time or over multiple participants. Three issues are
discussed.
The first issue is how verbs in TSL expresses the prolongation, the iteration, and the
periodicity of each of the four types of events. In general, TSL can express the sequential
occurrences of an event by prolonging the signing duration of the verb, by the sequential
reduplication, or by the zero marking, accompanied by an adverbial. A prolonged state,
activity, and accomplishment is usually expressed by the zero marking. A prolonged
activity and accomplishment, in some cases, can also be expressed by prolonging the
signing duration. An iterative state, activity, achievement, and accomplishment is usually
expressed by in-situ reduplication interrupted by an adverbial or by the zero marking. A
periodic state, activity, achievement and accomplishment is usually expressed by the zero
marking.
The second issue is how plain verbs, agreement verbs, and spatial verbs in TSL
express the multiplicity of the figures (i.e., subject participants) and the grounds (i.e.,
object participants) of a non-motion event. In general, TSL can express a
multiple-participant plural event by a reduplication of the verb in multiple locations or an
extension of the verb form over multiple locations in the signing space which are
associated with the participants. TSL can also express it by the zero marking on the verb,
accompanied by an adverbial. Some plains verbs and spatial verbs can express the
simultaneous involvement of the multiple figures by the zero marking, by the extension of
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the verb form, or by the simultaneous reduplication while agreement verbs usually
express it by the zero marking. Some plains verbs, agreement verbs, and spatial verbs
usually express the sequential involvement of the multiple figures and/or the multiple
grounds by the zero marking or by the sequential reduplication.
The third issue is how spatial verbs in TSL express the plural motion event which
involve multiple figures and one ground or multiple grounds as places. In general, TSL
can express the multiplicity of the figures by reduplicating the proform which denote the
figure or by reduplicating the verb which bears the proform. In a static scene, the
reduplication of the verb is usually sequential and spread over the signing space. In a
dynamic scene, the reduplication can be simultaneous or sequential, depending on
whether the occurrences of the event are simultaneous or sequential, and can be in-situ or
spread. The multiplicity of the places can be expressed by reduplicating the verb in
multiple locations in the signing space which are associated with the places. When the
figures are in multiple locations, the signer reduplicates the verb in multiple locations.
When the figures move from multiple sources, along multiple paths, or to multiple goals,
the signer reduplicates the verb by moving the hand from multiple starting points, along
multiple paths, or to multiple end points in the signing space, respectively.
The implication of these findings is that the space and time in the signing space are
iconic meaning-constructing devices. The multiple points in space occupied by an entity
in the (conceptualized) real world can be represented by multiple points in space in the
signing space. Likewise, the multiple points in time occupied by an event in the real
world can be represented by multiple points in time in the signing space.

Keywords: event plurality, Taiwan Sign Language, event types, verb types
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摘要

本文旨在探討複數事件在台灣手語中的表達方式。首先，本文發現，不同事件
類型（event types）的複數表達方式有所不同。事件的延續，狀態事件（states）主
要是透過副詞來表達，而動作事件（activities）及完成事件（accomplishments），除
了使用副詞之外，也可以透過延長動詞打出的時間來表達。至於事件的重複發生，
狀態事件、動作事件、瞬成事件（achievements）、及完成事件，都可以透過穿插副
詞的動詞重複來表達，或是動詞形式維持不變，透過副詞來表達。至於事件的週期
性發生，四種類型的事件都可以透過使用原來的動詞形式，搭配副詞來表達。
其次，不同類型的動詞也會用不同的方式表達複數事件。當一個事件同時發生
在多個作為句子主詞的人或物身上時，一些一般動詞（plain verbs）及空間動詞（spatial
verbs）可以透過三種方式來表達，一是使用原本的動詞形式，搭配副詞；二是擴大
打出動詞的動作，以使動詞打出的位置涵蓋較多的空間；三是使用雙手在不同位置
同時打出兩個一樣的動詞。而呼應動詞（agreement verbs）一般只能透過使用原本的
動詞形式，搭配副詞來表達。當一個事件陸續發生在多個作為句子主詞或受詞的人
或物身上時，三種動詞都可以透過副詞的使用，或是透過把動詞重複打在不同的位
置來表達。
最後，當一種空間關係存在於多個人或物之間時，通常會透過複製空間動詞來
表達。當多個主體位於一個背景時，通常會在一個區域的多個位置重複打出動詞。
當多個主體位於多個背景時，通常會多個區域重複打出動詞。當多個主體同時移動
到一個背景時，通常會用雙手同時打出兩個一樣的動詞，且手移動到同一個位置。
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當多個主體同時移動到多個背景時，通常會用雙手同時打出兩個一樣的動詞，且手
移動到不同的位置。當多個主體陸續移動到一個背景時，通常會用手陸續打出多個
一樣的動詞，且手移動到同一個位置。當多個主體陸續移動到多個背景時，通常會
用手陸續打出多個一樣的動詞，且手移動到不同的位置。
台灣手語經常使用像似性（Iconicity）的方式來表達複數事件。總括而論，當一
個事件的發生只涵蓋一個時間單位時，動詞的打出也只會涵蓋一個時間單位；而當
事件的發生涵蓋多個時間單位時，動詞的打出也會涵蓋多個時間單位。同樣地，當
一個事件的發生只涵蓋一個位置時，動詞的打出也只會涵蓋一個位置；而當一個事
件的發生涵蓋多個位置時，動詞的打出也會涵蓋多個位置。

關鍵詞：複數事件、台灣手語、事件類型、動詞類型
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NOTATION CONVENTIONS

SIGN

An English word in capital letters is a glossed representation for
a TSL sign. For example, APPLE stands for the TSL sign which
is translated as ‘apple’.

SIGN.SIGN

English words in capital letters linked by a dot represent a single
TSL sign. For example, TABLE.TENNIS stands for the TSL sign
which is translated as ‘table tennis’.

SIGNi, SIGNj

The lowercase letters are the markers for referential relations.
The same referent in the discourse is marked by the same letter.

SIGNij
SIGN+SIGN

The arrow indicates the direction of the path movement.
The symbol + indicates that the two signs are produced
simultaneously with both hands. The sign on the left side of the
symbol + is the one signed by the right hand. The sign on the
right side of the symbol + is the one signed by the left hand.

SIGN-SIGN

The hyphen - between two signs indicates that the two signs are
produced by the same hand at the same time.

[SIGN]+

One single symbol + in the upper right side of a square-bracketed
sign stand for one single reduplicant of the citation form of the
sign. Likewise, two such symbols, i.e.,

++

, stand for two

reduplicants.
[SIGN+]

One single square-bracketed symbol + in the upper right side of a
sign stand for one single inherent repetitive movement in the
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citation form of the verb. Likewise, two such symbols, i.e.,

++

,

stand for two repetitive movements.
[SIGN]in-situ

The sign in [

]in-situ is an in-situ reduplicant of a previous sign.

SIGN++spread

The reduplicants are spread over the signing space.

[SIGN]spread

The sign in [

]spread is the reduplicant of a previous sign and is

produced in a different location.
SIGNPRO
-continuative

The word PRO indicates that the sign is a proform.
The Continuative morpheme

-iterative

The Iterative morpheme

-habitual

The Habitual morpheme

-REDUP

The reduplication

-dual

The morpheme which expresses duality

-1

The first-person morpheme

-alt

Alternating motion of the two hands

+z

The front-right location

r

The right hand

l

The left hand

ABBREVIATIONS
TSL

Taiwan Sign Language

ASL

American Sign Language

BSL

British Sign Language

LSF

French Sign Language
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UgSL

Ugandan Sign Language

JSL

Japanese Sign Language
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Like entities, events can be plural. Talmy (1988, 2000c) holds that the concept of
plurality can not only be applied to entities in the domain of space, but also be applied to
events in the domain of time. Xrakovskij (1997) reports that many languages in the world
have verbal morphology to express plural events. Cusic (1981) proposes that an event can
be plural in many ways. An event can occur more than one time over time, can occur in
more than one place in space, and can happen to more than one person or thing (Cusic
1981). An event which has more than one occurrence over time can be further divided
into three types: the event a portion of which occurs more than one time, the event the
entirety of which occurs more than one time successively, and the event the entirety of
which occurs more than one time periodically (Cusic 1981). However, the conceptual
complexity of plural events has not received too much attention since, in spoken
languages, the expression of plural events usually involves a simpler grammatical and
lexical system than the expression of plural entities.
Sign languages are known for their iconic ways of expressing concepts. Thus, sign
languages are an important source of data when we study how human languages express
plural events. This dissertation aims to study how event plurality is expressed in Taiwan
Sign Language (hereafter, TSL), which utilizes a great deal of iconic devices to express
concepts (Chang 2014b, 2015; Tai 2005; Su and Tai 2009, among others).
1
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An event is plural when it has more than one occurrence. Two major and
widely-discussed types of plural events are the events whose occurrences are distributed
over multiple points in time, as shown in (1), and the events whose occurrences are
distributed over multiple participants, as shown in (2) and (3).

(1) a. He kept wiping the window.
b. He wiped the window again and again.
c. He wipes the window every day.

(2) a. He wiped the windows (individually) one after another.
b. They wiped the window (individually) at the same time.
c. They wiped the windows (one-on-one) at the same time.

(3) a. He went to the restaurants (individually) one after another.
b. They went to the restaurant (individually) at the same time.
c. They went to the restaurants (one-to-one) at the same time.

The sentence in (1a) means that he repeated the wiping movement in the process of
wiping the window. The sentence in (1b) means that he repeated the process of wiping the
window successively. The sentence in (1c) means that he repeats the process of wiping
the window periodically.
The sentence in (2a) means that there was more than one act of wiping a window,
and each act was done by the same person to a different window. The sentence in (2b)
means that there was more than one act of wiping a window, and each act was done by a
different person to the same window. The sentence in (2c) means that there was more than
2
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one act of wiping a window, and each act was done by a different person to a different
window.
The sentences in (3a) - (3c) describe motion events (Talmy 1983). The sentence in
(3a) means that there was more than one act of going to a restaurant, and each act was
done by the same person to a different restaurant. The sentence in (3b) means that there
was more than one act of going to a restaurant, and each act was done by a different
person to the same restaurant. The sentence in (3c) means that there was more than one
act of going to a restaurant, and each act was done by a different person to a different
restaurant.
A conspicuous difference between spoken languages and sign languages is that
spoken languages use one-dimensional oral-auditory channel of communication and sign
languages use three-dimensional gestural-visual channel of communication. Many
characteristics of sign languages come from the use of the gestural-visual modality of
communication (Meier 2002; Tai 2005, 2013; Tai and Chen 2010, among others). One
important effect of the gestural-visual modality is the iconic representation of entities and
events (Tai 2013). For example, TSL can present entities simultaneously in the signing
space with both hands (Chang, Su, and Tai 2005; Chang 2008). Further, TSL can use the
direction of one hand with respect to the other hand in the signing space to represent the
direction of one entity with respect to another entity in the real world (Chang, Su, and Tai
2005; Chang 2008).
The expression of event plurality involves the expression of multiple events in space
and/or in time. Spoken languages, which use one-dimensional channel of communication,
have a limited capacity for iconically representing multiple events and have to adopt other
strategies such as the use of lexicon. Sign languages, which use three-dimensional
channel of communication, have a great capacity for iconically representing multiple
3
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events.
However, the way how sign languages use three-dimensional channel of
communication to express multiple events need to be further uncovered. There are three
questions needing discussing. The first is how sign languages represent an event which
occurs in multiple points in time in the signing space. The second is how sign languages
represent an event which happens to multiple people or things in the signing space. The
third is how sign languages express it if the multiple occurrences of an event involve
different places. This dissertation aims to provide a first-hand survey of how sign
languages utilize the elements in the signing space to represent multiple occurrences of an
event distributed over multiple points in time, over multiple participants, and over
multiple places, with a focus on TSL.

1.2 Issues for the Research

Three issues will be dealt with in the dissertation. The first issue is what strategies
TSL uses to express the plural event which involves multiple points in time. I will discuss
three types of temporally plural events. One is the event where a portion of it is repeated.
Another is the event where the entirety of it is repeated successively. The other is the
event where the entirety of it is repeated periodically.
Events can be classified into four types. They are states, activities, achievements,
and accomplishments (Vendler 1957, 1967). States are static durative atelic events.
Activities are dynamic durative atelic events. Achievements are dynamic instantaneous
telic events. Accomplishments are dynamic durative telic events. Thus, a related issue is
whether verbs in TSL use different strategies to express plural states, plural activities,
4
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plural achievements, and plural accomplishments.
The second issue is what strategies TSL uses to express the plural event which
involves multiple participants in the same grammatical role. I will discuss the plural event
which involves multiple figures1 (i.e., subject participants), and the plural event which
involves multiple grounds (i.e., object participants).
Verbs in sign languages can be classified into three types. They are plain verbs,
agreement verbs, and spatial verbs (Padden 1983, 1990). Plains verbs do not change form
to express agreement with the figure (i.e., subject participant) and the ground (i.e., object
participant). Agreement verbs can express agreement by changing the form. Spatial verbs
can also change form, but the form change is used to represent the motion of entities in
the (conceptualized) real world. Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999) proposes that agreement
verbs use the signing space as the syntactic space, where the locations in the signing
space are used to encode grammatical categories, while the spatial verbs use the signing
space as the topographic space, where the locations in the signing space are used to
represent the locations in the real world. Thus, a related issue is whether plain verbs,
agreement verbs, and spatial verbs use different strategies to express plural events.
The third issue is what strategies TSL uses to express the plural motion event which
involves multiple figures and multiple grounds. In motion events, the figure is the entity
the location or route of which the language user intends to describe, and the ground is the
entity which serves as a reference point for defining the location or route of the figure

1 Following Langacker (1987, 1991), I analyze the subject of a clause as the figure and analyze the object
as the ground. Note that Langacker uses the terms ‘trajector’ and ‘landmark’ to refer to the same things
which the terms ‘figure’ and ‘ground’ in Talmy (2000a, 2000b) refer to. In this dissertation, for the
consistency of terminology, I will adopt the terms ‘figure’ and ‘ground’.

5
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(Talmy 1983). The route can be divided into the source, the path, and the goal (Talmy
1983). I will discuss two kinds of plural motion events. One is the event which involves
multiple figures and one ground. The other is the event which involves multiple figures
and multiple grounds.
In TSL, motion events are mainly expressed by using the handshape of one hand to
stand for the figure and using the handshape of the other hand to stand for the ground and
then using the motion of the figure hand in relation to the ground hand to represent the
motion of the figure in relation to the ground (Chang, Su and Tai 2005; Chang 2008). The
issue I will discuss is what strategies spatial verbs use to express multiple figures and
multiple grounds. Specifically, I will discuss how spatial verbs in TSL express the motion
event where the multiple figures are in one location or move along one route and the
motion event where the multiple figures are in multiple locations or move along multiple
routes.

1.3 Data Collection

In the dissertation, the data collection is organized by the research projects hosted by
Professor Jung-hsing Chang at National Chung Cheng University. The TSL data have
been collected from three deaf TSL users. One of them is a right-handed male aged over
sixty years. One of them is a right-handed female aged between fifty to sixty. The other
informant is a left-handed male aged between fifty to sixty. The permission to use the
images of the informants’ data production in this dissertation has been obtained. The
elicitation of data is mainly conducted through discussions with the informants.
First, I informed the informant of my research questions about plurality of events. I
6
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was studying. I gave the informant scenarios which contrasted with each other and asked
the informant how he/she would describe the scenes in TSL. For instance, I asked the
informant how he/she would express it in TSL if a guest went in the restaurant and then I
asked him/her how he/she would express it if more than one guest went in the restaurant.
Second, I observed the differences in the way in which the informant expressed the
contrastive scenes. In order to confirm my observation, I offered the informant a different
set of scenes which exhibit the same singular and plural contrast and asked he/she to
show how TSL expressed the scenes. For instance, I asked the informant how he/she
would express it if a student went in the school and how he/she would express it if more
than one student went in the school. In addition, I also used the observed signing
strategies to produce TSL sentences and asked the informant to judge the acceptability.
Further, I also presented the same set of scenes to different informants and saw whether
they used the same strategy to express the meaning contrast.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. After Chapter 1, Chapter 2 reviews the
related literature and provides the theoretical background of the study in this dissertation.
Chapter 3 investigates how TSL expresses the event which has occurrences
distributed over multiple points in time. I will try to answer what strategies TSL uses to
express internally-repeated events, wholly-repeated events, and periodically-repeated
events, and how these strategies encode the concepts which constitute the three types of
plural events. I will also try to answer whether plural states, plural activities, plural,
achievements, and plural accomplishments are expressed in different ways.
Chapter 4 explores how TSL expresses the event which has occurrences distributed
7
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over multiple figures (i.e., subject participants) and/or multiple grounds (i.e., object
participants). I will try to answer what strategies TSL uses to express the event which has
multiple figures and the event which has multiple grounds, and how these strategies
encode the concepts which constitute the two types of plural events. I will also try to
answer whether plain verbs, agreement verbs, and spatial verbs express the plural events
in different ways. In this chapter, I will focus on the events which do not belong to motion
events.
Chapter 5 studies how spatial verbs in TSL expresses the motion event which has
occurrences distributed over multiple figures and one ground and the motion event which
has occurrences distributed over multiple figures and multiple grounds. The ground can
serve as the location, the source, the path, and the goal. Accordingly, I will discuss these
four cases. Chapter 6 provides a summary of the findings in this dissertation and
discusses the implications of these findings.

8
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Since Cusic (1981), event plurality, also known as pluractionality, has received more
and more attention. Xrakovskij (1997) and Cabredo Hofherr and Laca (2012a, 2012b)
provide volumes of works describing how a certain language expresses event plurality.
Several languages received an in-depth analysis. For example, Cusic (1981) analyzes the
event plurality in English. Součková (2011) analyzes the event plurality in Hausa. Yu
(2003) analyzes the event plurality in Chechen. Chinese also received some analyses. For
example, Jaxontov (1997) provides an observation of how Chinese expresses event
plurality. Zhang (2015) analyzes the relation between the morpheme which expresses
nominal plurality and the morpheme which expresses event plurality. Cross-linguistic
analysis of event plurality has also been conducted. For example, Wood (2007) provides
an analysis of event plurality from perspectives of cross-linguistic comparison,
psychology, and semantic theories.
TSL is a sign language used by the deaf community in Taiwan. TSL has been
extensively studied by many authors. These studies cover a variety of fields. In the field
of culture and society, Chang (2014a) provided an insightful observation of the Deaf
education and the Deaf culture in Taiwan and pointed out the blind spots of the hearing
people. In the field of lexical formation, Chang (2011a) analyzed the lexical formation of
family names in TSL. Chang (2011b) analyzed the lexical formation of place names in
9
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TSL.
In the field of lexical variation and change, Chen and Tai (2009) studied lexical
variation and change in TSL. Su and Tai (2009) conducted a cross-linguistic lexical
comparison and discovered that TSL and JSL belong to the same family. Chang (2014b)
compared the cognitive processes of the lexical formation in ASL and TSL and proposed
that the differences in the form of a word result from differences in the viewpoint taken
when viewing the referent. Chang (2015) compared the lexical formations of the variants
of a word in TSL and compared the lexical formations of a word in TSL and in other sign
languages. He proposed that the differences in lexical-formation strategy and viewpoint
can account for the differences in the form of a word.
In the field of syntax and morphology, Smith (1989) analyzed the morphological
characteristics of verbs in TSL and provides a classification of verbs into three types. Tai
and Su (2006) proposed that TSL verbs can express agreement by four means: the
direction of moving verbs in signing space, the direction of eye gaze, the same-hand
strategy, and the auxiliary markers. Chang, Su and Tai (2005), Chang (2008), Tai and Su
(2013) provided an analysis of how TSL uses spatial verbs to express motion events.
In the field of iconicity, Tai (2005) analyzed the word formation in TSL and
identified 8 iconic devices, including direct presentation, number representation, shape
representation, size representation, part-for-whole representation, proform representation,
temporal order representation, metonymic and metaphorical representations. I will
explain them in Section 2.4.
In the field of the sign and spoken language comparison, Tai (2013) argued that the
different modalities, i.e., the auditory-oral channel in spoken languages and the
visual-gestural channel in sign languages, can account for the fundamental differences
between spoken and sign languages in lexicon, morphology, and syntax. In addition, the
10
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sharing of the visual-gestural modality among sign languages can account for the
similarity between them in morphology and syntax.
A comprehensive introduction to the history, the social context, the phonology, the
morphology, the syntax, and other issues is provided in Tai and Tsay (2015a, 2015b, 2017)
and Tsay and Myers (2009).
This chapter is organized as follows. After the introduction, Section 2.2 discusses the
previous studies on event1 plurality, focusing on the conceptual base, the classification,
and the relation with event types. Section 2.3 discusses the previous studies on TSL with
a focus on the event types, the verb types, the aspectual modulation, and the nominal
plurality. Section 2.4 discusses the previous studies on the iconicity in sign languages.
Section 2.5 concludes this chapter.

2.2 Event Plurality

Plurality is a grammatical category, which denotes the state of a thing of a type
having more than one instance (Radden and Dirven 2007). An event is considered plural
when it has more than one instance, or namely occurrence. The formal property of a verb
which expresses the plurality of event is called verbal plurality, a notion parallel to
nominal plurality. Some widely-observed devices used by languages in the world for
expressing event plurality include adverbials, affixes, reduplication.

1

The term ‘event’ here is used in the general sense. It covers both events and states and is interchangeable

with the term ‘eventuality’.
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2.2.1 Concepts Underlying Event Plurality

According to cognitive linguistics (Langacker 1987, 1991a, 1991b; Lakoff and
Johnson 1980; Lakoff 1987, 1993; Talmy 2000a, 2000b, among others), language is an
integrated part of cognitive system. Talmy (1988; 2000c) divides the cognitive
representation that is evoked in a language user’s mind by a scene into two parts: the
content and the structure. The content of the cognitive representation of a scene is
typically specified by the open-class words and the structure of the cognitive
representation of a scene is normally determined by the closed-class elements (Talmy
2000c).
For example, in the word birds, the stem bird denotes the content of the cognitive
representation of the birds, i.e., a kind of animals which can fly, can lay eggs, and have
feathers, and so on, and the suffix -s denotes the structure of the cognitive representation
of the birds, i.e., the state of having more than one instance. Some major concepts which
usually constitute the structure of the cognitive representation of a scene are Domain,
Plexity, Boundedness, Dividedness (Talmy 2000c).
According to Talmy (2000c), the notion of event plurality involves two basic
concepts: Domain and Plexity. The concept Domain, having two basic members, Space
and Time, captures the difference between entities and events. The concept Plexity,
having two members, Uniplex and Multiplex, captures the differences between singularity
and plurality. Two related concepts are Boundedness and Dividedness.
Domain is a conceptual category, containing two basic members, Space and Time. A
quantity in space is an entity while a quantity in time is an event. An entity is signified by
the grammatical category ‘noun’ and an event is signified by the grammatical category
‘verb’. In English and Chinese, the noun and the verb each has a set of unique linguistic
12
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properties that distinguish them from each other. For example, in English, nouns can
co-occur with determiners like this and that while verbs cannot. In addition, verbs can
co-occur with aspectual markers like be…-ing while nouns cannot. In Chinese, nouns can
co-occur with determiners like zhe ‘this’ and na ‘that’ while verbs cannot. In addition,
verbs can co-occur with imperfective aspectual markers like zhengzai ‘right at’ while
nouns cannot.
Plexity is “a quantity’s state of articulation into equivalent elements” (Talmy 2000c:
48). When a quantity “consists of only one such element, it is uniplex, and where it
consists of more than one, it is multiplex.” (Talmy 2000c: 48). The plurality of a quantity
results from the cognitive operation of multiplexing, by which “an original solo referent is,
in effect, copied onto various points of space or time” (Talmy 2000c: 48). The categories
Domain and Plexity interact with each other and give rise to four kinds of quantities: the
uniplex entity, like an apple, which consists of only one element, the multiplex entity, like
apples, which consists of more than one equivalent element, the uniplex event, and the
multiplex event.
The examples of a uniplex event and a multiplex event are the event denoted by He
sighed (once) and the event denoted by He kept sighing respectively (Talmy 1988: 176).
The former is composed of only one subevent, i.e., a single instance of sighing while the
latter is composed of numerous subevents, namely numerous instances of sighing.
English usually expresses uniplexity of an entity by the word a as in a bird flew in,
where a bird, referring to one single bird, denotes a uniplex referent (Talmy 1988). The
grammatical device English usually uses to express multiplexity of an entity is the marker
-s on the noun as in birds flew in, where birds, referring to multiple birds, denotes a
multiplex referent (Talmy 1988).
In Chinese, only nouns that denote humans can have plural markers on their stem.
13
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For example, -men can be added to the noun ren ‘person or people’ to indicates plurality,
as in renmen ‘people’. Other examples are laoshimen ‘teachers’, kerenmen ‘guests’, etc.
Other kinds of nouns do not take plural markers on the stem. For example, a book and
books in English are both translated in Chinese as shu ‘book’.
Chinese can also express the plexity of an entity by a numeral combined with a
measure word like yi-ben in yibenshu ‘a book’ and wu-tou in wutou niu ‘five cows’. The
term ‘measure word’ here covers the words that some authors call ‘classifers’ (e.g., Li
and Thompson 1981). Words like ben and tou generally provide information about the
class of entities. Some measure words express the plurality of entities on their own.
Examples are xie ‘some’ as in yi xie wanju ‘some toys’ and nei xie kouhao ‘those slogans’
(Li and Thompson 1981: 112-113) and qun as in yi qun niao ‘birds’. Chinese also uses
quantifiers like xuduo ‘many’ in xuduo shu ‘many books’ and quanbu ‘all’ in quanbu de
shu ‘all books’ to express the multiplicity of an entity.
The strategies English uses to mark the multiplexity of an event are pretty diversified.
They include constructions like keep … -ing as in He kept wiping the window, meaning he
repeated the action of wiping the window time after time, adverbials like again and again
as in He asked her the question again and again, meaning he asked her the question, then
he asked her the same question again, and later he asked her once again, and affixes like
re- as in He rewrote the story, meaning he wrote the story and then wrote it again. The
multiplexity of events can also be expressed lexically. For example, the verb massacre
means killing a lot of people, expressing the multiplexity of the action of killing.
The multiplexity of an event in Chinese is usually expressed by adverbials like yizhi
‘continually’ and butingdi ‘continually’ as in Ta butingdi qiao men ‘He kept knocking on
the door’ (Shu 2008). It can also be expressed by constructions like V le you V as in Ta
qiao le you qiao ‘He knocked again and again.’
14
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Boundedness refers to whether a quantity has a conceptual boundary which makes
the quantity distinguishable from other quantities. In English a bounded entity like a car is
expressed by a count noun, while an unbounded entity like water is expressed by a mass
noun. A bounded event is usually expressed by a verb used in the perfective aspect. Such
verbs include ran, dressed, arrived, etc. An unbounded event is expressed by a verb used
in the imperfective aspect. Such verbs include running, dressing, and talking, etc.
Dividedness refers to “a quantity’s internal segmentation” (Talmy 2000c: 55). A
quantity “is composite or (internally) discrete if it is conceptualized as having breaks, or
interruptions, through its composition” (Talmy 2000c: 55). Timber, for example, is a
(relatively) internally discrete entity, while water is a (relatively) internally continuous
entity. The example of a (relatively) internally discrete event is breathe and the example
of a (relatively) internally continuous event is sleep. In the former event, there are
interruptions between acts of inhaling and exhaling, while in the latter event, there is no
perceivable break in the composition of the event.
In Chinese, the two events huxi ‘breathe’ and shuijiao ‘sleep’ also have this kind of
difference. Furthermore, Chinese can use adverbials to express dividedness of events. If
we want to express the discreteness of acts of coughing, we can use the adverbial
duanduanxuxu ‘off and on’ and say Ta duanduanxuxudi ke ‘He coughed off and on’. If
we want to express the connectedness of acts of coughing, we can use the adverbial
buduandi ‘unceasingly’ and say Ta buduandi ke ‘He coughed unceasingly’.

2.2.2 Classification of Event Plurality

On the basis of cross-linguistic studies, Cusic (1981) proposed a more fine-grained
15
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way of classifying the concepts that constitute event plurality. He put forward four
parameters for classifying event plurality (Cusic 1981: 77). Two of them are generally
followed by other researchers. The two parameters are the distribution parameter and the
phase/event/occasion parameter.
The distribution parameter classifies event plurality into three types. The first type is
the distribution of multiple occurrences of an event over multiple points in time, as in the
sentences in (1). The second is the distribution of multiple occurrences of an event over
multiple points in space, as in the sentences in (2). The third is the distribution of multiple
occurrences of an event over multiple participants, as in the sentences in (3).

(1) a. The tree burst out (in bloom) again and again (each spring). (Cusic 1981: 102)
b. Ta yizai diedao. (Chinese)
he again fall
‘He fell down again and again.’

(2) a. Trees burst out (in bloom) here and there.
b. Tamen daochu diedao. (Chinese)
they everywhere fall
‘They fell down everywhere.’

(3) a. The trees (each for itself, but all at the same time) burst out (in bloom).
(Cusic 1981: 102)
b. Tamen tongshi diedao. (Chinese)
they same-time fall
‘They fell down at the same time.’
16
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The phase/event/occasion parameter also classifies plural events into three types.
According to Cusic (1981: 69) there are three levels of event structure: the phase level,
the event level, and the occasion level. The event is composed of phases, and the occasion
is composed of events. The phase/event/occasion parameter divides event plurality into
three kinds: the event-internal plurality (i.e., plurality at the phase level), the
event-external/occasion-internal plurality (i.e., plurality at the event level), and the
occasion-external plurality (i.e., plurality at the occasion level).
The event-internal plurality is also called by Cusic the ‘repetitive’ type of plurality.
The ‘repetitive’ type of plurality covers cases where multiple actions are “conceived of as
confined to a single occasion, and to a single event on that occasion.” (Cusic 1981: 78).
That is, what is reduplicated is the phase within an event. An example is the sentence
below:

(4) The mouse nibbled and nibbled the cheese. (Cusic 1981: 61)

The sentence in (4) means that the mouse nibbled the cheese continuously. The event
The mouse nibbled the cheese is a single bounded event with many internal phases of
taking bite. The reduplication of the verb nibble in (4) expresses the repetition of the
internal phases.
In Chinese, an example of the repetitive type of event is Ta yizhi chi mianbao ‘he
continuously eat bread’ ‘He kept eating bread.’ This sentence describes a bread-eating
event that is prolonged. The internal phases of the bread-eating event, i.e., bites of bread,
are reproduced unceasingly, which is expressed by the adverbial yizhi.
The event-external/occasion-internal plurality is also called by Cusic the ‘repeated’
17
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type of plurality. The ‘repeated’ type covers cases where what is reduplicated is the event
in its entirety. An example is given below.

(5) The mouse bit the cheese again and again. (Cusic 1981: 61)

The sentence in (5) means that the mouse bit the cheese once, bit again, and bit once
more. The event The mouse bit the cheese is a single bounded event. In (5), the entirety of
the event is repeated, which is indicated by the adverbial again and again.
A Chinese example of the repeated type of event is Ta yi kou jie yi kou de yao
mianbao ‘He took bites of bread one bite after another.’ This sentence describes
bread-biting events. Taking a bite of bread is an event. The construction yi … jie yi… ‘one
after another’ produces the meaning that the bread-biting event is duplicated.
Words like nibble2 and bite are related in lexical meaning, considering the former
denotes a series of acts of biting and the latter denotes an act of biting.3 However, they
are different with respect to the size of the scope within which they denote the eating
action. The verb bite4 takes a narrower scope and focuses on an act of biting while the
verb nibble takes a wider scope and focuses on the series of acts of biting. Another
2

The verb nibble means ‘to bite gently and repeatedly.’

3

Langacker (1987) holds that a linguist unit evokes not only a concept but also a whole set of related

concepts. What the linguistic unit designates is just a portion of the set. This implies that some linguistic
units are more closely related because their meanings are based on the same set of concepts.
4

Although the verb bite canonically denotes the instantaneous event of taking a single bite (i.e., a

semelfactive), sometimes it can also be used to denote the durative event of taking a series of bites (i.e., an
activity) and be used in the imperfective aspect, as in The mouse is biting the cheese, a case of aspectual
shift (in terms of Smith 1997).
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example is the pair walk and step. The action of walking is composed of a series of
actions of stepping. The verb walk focuses widely on the action of walking whereas the
verb step focuses narrowly on an action of stepping.
Thus, a plural cheese-eating event can be described in different ways when we take
different scopes and use different lexemes. When we take the narrow scope, we would say
The mouse bit the cheese again and again. When we take the wide scope, we would say
The mouse nibbled the cheese continuously. While the event of biting undergoes an
event-external (i.e., event-level) pluralization, indicated by again and again, the event of
nibbling undergoes an event-internal (i.e., phase-level) pluralization, indicated by
continuously.
The occasion-external plurality covers cases where an event occurs on more than one
occasion. The existence of the occasion can be seen by comparing the following pair of
sentences (Cusic 1981: 65).

(6) a. The mouse nibbled the cheese again and again on Thursday.
b. Again and again the mouse nibbled the cheese on Thursday.

In (6), the adverbial on Thursday (in a week) specifies the time frame within which
the cheese-nibbling event occurs. Specifically speaking, the adverbial specifies the time
where the occasion which contains the nibbling event occurs. The sentence in (6a) means
that all occurrences of the event The mouse nibbled the cheese take place in a single week
on Thursday, whereas the sentence in (6b) means that the occurrences of the event The
mouse nibbled the cheese take place in different weeks on Thursday. In other words, in
(6a), all occurrences of the event take place on a single occasion. In (6b), the occurrences
of the event take place on different occasions. The different-Thursday interpretation in
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(6b) results from the repetition of the occasion that contains the cheese-nibbling event.
When the occasion is repeated, the event in that occasion is repeated accordingly.
In English, the occasion-level plurality (i.e., periodicity) is usually indicated by the
adverbials like often, always, every time, every Thursday, etc. In Chinese, the
occasion-level plurality is usually expressed by adverbials like jingchang ‘often’, zongshi
‘always’, meici ‘every time’, meizhousi ‘every Thursday’, etc.

2.2.3 Event Types and Event Plurality

Events can be classified into different types according to their temporal structure.
Vendler (1957) proposes four types of events, namely, states, activities, achievements,
accomplishments. Smith (1997) adds one type to the array, namely semelfactives (also
known as acts). States, activities, achievements, accomplishments, and semelfactives can
be defined with respective to three features: dynamicity, durativity, and telicity (Smith
1997).
Dynamicity refers to the property of requiring continual energy input (Comrie 1975:
49). Dynamicity distinguishes states from the other event types.
Durativity refers to the property of lasting for a certain amount of time. This property
distinguishes

states,

activities,

and

accomplishments

from

achievements

and

semelfactives.
Telicity refers to the property of having an inherent outcome which implies a
following resultant state. This outcome is conceived as an end-point or boundary in the
temporal structure of an event. In English, a widely known test for telicity is the
distribution with the for-adverbial like for an hour and the in-adverbial like in an hour.
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The for-adverbial requires there be no final end-point in the time interval it describes,
while the in-adverbial requires there be a final end point in the time interval it describes
(Chang 2001; Smith 1997, among others). An atelic event like He ran in the park is
compatible with the for-adverbial but not the in-adverbial. On the contrary, a telic event
like He ran to the library is compatible with the in-adverbial but not the for-adverbial.
Telicity distinguishes achievements and accomplishments from the others.
Agentivity, associated with the combination of dynamicity and durativity, is also
widely adopted to distinguish between different types of events. Agentivity refers to the
property of having a volitional agent to perform the action. The tests for agentivity
include the compatibility with the imperative (e.g., Run!), the agentive adverb like
carefully, and complementhood of the verb like persuade (Smith 1997; Chang 2001),
since these elements require an agent in semantic structure of the events they denote.
Since the five types of events have different semantic features, the verbs which
denote them have different grammatical properties. Smith (1997) laid out a number of
properties for each event type in English.
Activities are dynamic, durative, and atelic processes that consist of more than one
stage. Some activities consist of discrete phases, such as walk as in He is walking, which
consists of a series of stepping, while some activities consist of continuous (closely
connected) phases, such as sleep as in He is sleeping (Talmy 2000c: 55).
Activities are dynamic and thus normally involve an agent that is the source of
energy. A verb constellation (i.e., a verb and its arguments, in the sense of Smith 1997)
that describes an activity can “appear with imperatives, as complements of verbs like
persuade, and with volitional and instrumental adverbs” (Smith 1997: 44). It can also be
used in the imperfective aspect and be used in the pseude-cleft construction what … did
was …. It has the habitual interpretation when used in the perfective present tense.
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Since activities are durative, verb constellations describing them can be used with
the elements that are associated with the meaning of duration, such as the adverbials like
the for-adverbial, the verbs like begin, stop, implying that the event has duration (Smith
1997: 41), spend, and the adverbs like slowly.
Since activities are atelic, they are incompatible with elements that are associated
with the meaning of completion, such as the verbs like finish and constructions like it took
him an hour to …. In addition, the sentence describing activities with the in-adverbial
either sounds odd or has an ingressive interpretation (e.g. ??He ran in five minutes.)
Accomplishments are processes that are followed by an endpoint or a change of state
as an outcome. They are dynamic, durative, and telic. An example of an accomplishment
is He walked to the store, where to the store denotes an endpoint or a change of state.
Another example is the event He ate an apple, where the outcome is the point where the
eater makes the last bite and the whole apple is eaten up.
Accomplishments are dynamic and thus normally have an agent as the source of
energy, like activities. Accomplishments are compatible with the imperative (as in Run to
the store!), the verb persuade (as in He persuaded him to run to the store), the volitional
adverb like voluntarily (as in He voluntarily ran to the store), the imperfective aspect, and
the pseudo-cleft construction. They have habitual interpretation when used in the
perfective present tense. Accomplishments are durative and are thus compatible with the
inceptive verb begin, the terminative verb stop, the adverb slowly.
Since accomplishments are telic, they are compatible with verbs of completion like
finish, and constructions like it took him an hour to …, with which activities are
incompatible. In addition, accomplishments are compatible with the in-adverbial, with
which activities receive an ingressive interpretation. Accomplishments are incompatible
with the for-adverbial. When used with the for-adverbial, the accomplishment sentence
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either sounds odd or receives a different interpretation where the for-adverbial pertains to
the result state after the completion of the event.
Semelfactives, also called ‘acts’ in Talmy (2000c), are dynamic, instantaneous, atelic
events that consist of a single stage, such as knock, as in He knocked on the door.
Semelfactives are dynamic and involve an agent. Thus, they are compatible with the
imperative, the verb persuade, the volitional adverb like carefully, and the pseudo-cleft
construction. They have habitual interpretation when used in the perfective present tense.
When used in the imperfective aspect, a semelfactive sentence receives a multiple-event
interpretation. Since semelfactives are punctual, they receive an ingressive interpretation
when used with duration-related elements like slowly. Since semelfactives are atelic, they
either sound odd or have an ingressive interpretation when used with the in-adverbial, as
activities do.
States are static, durative events that “consist of an undifferentiated period without
internal structure” (Smith 1997: 32). States are static and thus they are incompatible with
the imperative, the verb persuade, the volitional adverb like carefully, and the
pseudo-cleft construction. Because states are durative, they are compatible with
duration-related forms like the for-adverbial.
Achievements are dynamic, telic, instantaneous single-phase event that consists of a
change of state, an implicit preliminary state and an implicit resultant state. Examples are
He died, He arrived, etc. Achievements are dynamic in the sense that they involve change
of state. Since achievements are punctual, they are incompatible with duration-related
elements like slowly (e.g., *He arrived at the party slowly.) or the for-adverbial (i.e., a
different interpretation arises). Achievements are telic, and thus they are compatible with
the in-adverbial (e.g., He arrived at the party in three minutes).
In Chinese, verbs can also be divided into the five types introduced above. Examples
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of the verbs describing states in Chinese are zhidao (‘know’) and e (‘hungry’). They can
not be used in imperfective aspect, as an imperative, as the compliment of the verb bi
‘force’, and with agentive adverbials (Chang 2001).
Examples of the activities are pao (‘run’) and chi (‘eat’). Activity verbs in Chinese,
like those in English, are compatible with imperfective aspect, imperative, the verb bi
‘force’ (e.g. Ta bi tamen paobu. ‘He forced them to run.’), agentive adverbials, and the
Chinese counterpart of the for-adverbial (e.g. Ta pao le san xiaoshi. ‘He ran for three
hours.’) but are incompatible with the Chinese counterpart of the in-adverbial (e.g. *Ta
zai san fenzhong nei paobu. ‘He ran in three minutes.’) unless both hui ‘will’ and kaishi
‘begin’ also occur (Chang 2001).
Examples of the accomplishments are chi yi wan fan ‘eat a bowl of rice’ and pao dao
xue xiao ‘run to the school’. Chinese accomplishments, like English accomplishments, are
compatible with imperfective aspect, imperative, the verb bi ‘force’ (e.g., ta bi tamen pao
dao xue xiao. ‘He forced them to run to the school.’), agentive adverbials, and with the
frame adverbial (e.g., ta zai san xiaoshi nei pao dao xuexiao. ‘He ran to the school in
three hours.’) (Chang 2001).
Examples of achievements are kandao ‘notice by eyes’, faxian ‘find’, and si ‘die’.
Chinese achievements are compatible with the frame adverbial, but incompatible with
imperfective aspect, imperative, the verb bi ‘force’, and agentive adverbials (e.g., *ta
xiaoxinde si le. ‘He died carefully.’) (Chang 2001).
Comparing event types in English and Chinese, an important difference lies in the
visibility of the initial end-point of the activity. Chang (2001) proposes that the initial
end-point of the Chinese activity is implicit while that of the English activity is explicit.
The evidence comes from the following facts.
First, an English activity can be used with the in-adverbial (requiring an end-point)
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when it is presented posterior to the speech time (i.e., in future tense), receiving an
inceptive reading (e.g., He will run in an hour.), since in such a case the activity has not
begun yet and thus the stage in focus can be the ‘pre-inceptive’ stage (i.e., the stage
anterior to the initial end-point of the activity). Once the ‘pre-inceptive’ stage is in focus,
the in-adverbial can refer to the initial end-point of the activity to fulfill its semantic
requirement. On the contrary, according to Chang (2001), a Chinese activity cannot
appear with the in-adverbial even when it is presented posterior to the speech time
because the Chinese activity’s initial end-point is not explicit. This contrast is exemplified
in the sentences in (7).

(7) a. He will run in an hour.
b. ?Ta hui

zai

He will

in

yi

xiaoshi nei

one hour

in

paobu.
run

‘He will run in an hour.’

Second, if we designate the initial end-point by the verb kaishi ‘begin’, the Chinese
sentence becomes acceptable, as illustrated in (8) below.

(8) Ta hui
He will

zai
in

yi

xiaoshi nei

one hour

in

kaishi

paobu.

begin

run

‘He will begin to run in an hour.’

Different types of events are compatible with different types of event-plurality
devices. In English, two common ways to express event plurality is the use of adverbials
like again and again and the reduplication of the verb as in she talked and talked.
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According to Cusic (1981), reduplication of verb in ‘V and V’ pattern expresses event
plurality at the phase level. That is, it duplicates the phases, i.e., stages, within an event.
In addition, it must be applied to a dynamic event and to an event that has no inherent
final end-point, i.e., is atelic. In other words, the ‘V and V’ construction only applies to
activities.
Examples are given below (Cusic 1981: 271). The verb phrase pushed the cart in (9a)
describes an activity, the verb phrase wrote a book in (9b) describes an accomplishment,
the verb phrase lost his keys in (9c) describes an achievement, and the verb phrase loved
his wife in (9d) describes a state.

(9) a. Billy pushed and pushed the cart.
b. *Billy wrote and wrote a book.
c. *He lost and lost his keys.
d. *He loved and loved his wife.

The sentence in (9a) has the interpretation that the event of pushing the cart is
extended or prolonged because it is the phase within the event of pushing the cart, but not
the event in its entirety, that is duplicated, a case of event-internal plurality.
The adverbial again and again expresses event plurality at the event level. (Cusic,
1981) That is, it duplicates an event in its entirety. This adverbial can apply to activities,
achievements, accomplishments, and states. Examples are given below (Cusic 1981:
276-277). The verb ran in (10a) describes an activity, the verb phrase served the ball in
(10b) describes an accomplishment, the verb phrase recognized his friend in (10c)
describes an achievement, and the verb phrase knew the answer in (10d) describes a state.
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(10) a. He ran again and again.
b. He served the ball again and again
c. He recognized his friend again and again.
d. He knew the answer again and again.

In the sentence in (10a), the event of running in its entirety, but not the phase within
it, is plural. Thus, this sentence has the interpretation that the event of running occurred
many times. In the sentence in (10b) the entire event of serving the ball, but not the phase
within it, is plural. Thus, this sentence has the interpretation that the event of serving the
ball occurred many times. In the sentence in (10c) the entire event of recognizing his
friend is plural. Thus, this sentence has the interpretation that the event of recognizing his
friend occurred many times. In the sentence in (10d) the entire event of knowing the
answer is plural. Thus, this sentence has the interpretation that the event of knowing the
answer occurred many times.
Chinese also uses adverbials to express event plurality. These adverbials include
butingde ‘unceasingly’, yizhi ‘continuously’, changchang ‘often’, etc.
The adverbial yizhi ‘continually’ seem to pluralize an event at the phase level (i.e.,
internally) because it produces the meaning that the relevant event takes longer time than
usual. It seems to apply only to durative events like activities, accomplishments, and
states, as shown in (11).

(11) a. Activity (zou ‘walk’)
Ta

yizhi

zou.

he continuously walk
‘He kept walking.’
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b. Achievement (renchu nei ge huai ren ‘recognize that bad guy’)
*Wo

yizhi

renchu

nei

ge

huai

I continuously recognize that CL bad

ren.
person

Intended: ‘I recognized that bad guy again and again.’

c. Accomplishment (zou dao gongyuan ‘walk to the park’)
Ta

yizhi

zou

dao

he continuously walk

to

gongyuan.
park

‘He kept walking until he arrived the park.’
d. State (shengqi ‘angry’)
Ta

yizhi

hen

shengqi.

‘He was continuously angry.’

The Chinese sentences in (11a), (11c), and (11d) above all receive an interpretation
under which the event in question is prolonged, as can be seen from the use of the
construction keep…V-ing and the adverbial continuously in the English translations.
Chinese also uses reduplication to express event plurality. According to Jaxontov
(1997), two reduplication constructions are used to express the iteration of an event. They
are ‘V le yi Measure-Word you yi Measure-Word’ as in Ta chuai le yi jiao you yi jiao ‘He
gave kicks one after another’, and its variant ‘yi Measure-Word (you) yi Measure-Word
de/di V’ as in Ta yi jiao yi jiao de chuai ‘He gave kicks one after another’. The above two
constructions involve reduplication of the measure word which is associated with verb,
such as jiao ‘foot’ in ti yi jiao ‘give a kick’ and kou ‘mouth’ in chi yi kou ‘give a bite’.
The constructions ‘V le yi Measure-Word you yi Measure-Word’ and ‘yi
Measure-Word (you) yi Measure-Word de/di V’ seem to pluralize an event at the event
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level (i.e., externally) because they do not produce the meaning that the relevant event is
prolonged, but produces the meaning that the relevant event in its entirety occurs more
than one time. It seems that the latter construction can only be applied to achievements,
accomplishments, and states. Examples are given below.

(12) a. Activity (zou ‘walk’)
*Ta

yi

ci

you

yi

ci

di

zou.

he one time again one time DI walk
Intended: ‘He walked again and again.’
b. Achievement (renchu nei ge huai ren ‘recognize that bad guy’)
Wo
I

yi

ci

you

yi

ci

di

renchu nei

ge huai

one time again one time DI recognize that CL bad

ren.
person

‘I recognized that bad guy again and again.’
c. Accomplishment (zou dao gongyuan ‘walk to the park’)
Ta

yi

ci

you

yi

ci

di

zou dao

he one time again one time DI walk

to

gongyuan.
park

‘He walked to the park again and again.’
d. State (shengqi ‘angry’)
Ta

yi

ci

you

yi

ci

di

shengqi.

he one time again one time DI angry
‘He got angry again and again.’

The Chinese sentences in (12b), (12c), and (12d) above all receive an interpretation
under which the event in question occurs more than one time, as can be seen from the use
of again and again in the English translation.
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Chinese also has a construction that reduplicates the verb directly, namely ‘V le you
V’ as in ta chuai le you chuai ‘he kicked again and again’. The construction ‘V le you V’
seems to pluralize an event at the event level (i.e., externally) because it produces a
meaning that the relevant event in its entirety occurs more than one time. It seems that it
can only be applied to activities and achievements. Examples are given below.

(13) a. Activity (ku ‘cry’)
Ta ku le

you ku.

he cry LE

again cry

‘He cried again and again.’
b. Achievement (po ‘break’)
Chuanghu po le
window

you po.

break LE again break

‘The window broke again and again.’
c. Accomplishment (zou dao gongyuan ‘walk to the park’)5
*Ta

zou le

you

zou dao gongyuan.

he

walk LE again walk

to

park

Intended: ‘He walked to the park again and again.’
d. State (qi ‘angry’)
*Ta qi

le

you qi.

he angry LE again angry
Intended: ‘He got hungry again and again.’
5

According to Tai (1984), accomplishments are realized in Chinese most productively in the action-result

verb compound. The verb compound zou dao is an instance of the action-result compound.
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The Chinese sentences in (13a) and (13b) receive an interpretation under which the
event in question occurs more than one time, as can be seen from the use of again and
again in the English translation.
So far, I have discussed the concepts that constitute event plurality, the classification
of event plurality, and the interaction between event types and event plurality. In the next
section, I will discuss the literature on TSL, focusing on the verb types, the event types,
the aspectual modulation, and the nominal plurality.

2.3 Taiwan Sign Language

Taiwan Sign Language (TSL) is the major sign language used by deaf people in
Taiwan. This section will discuss the verb types, the event types, the aspect, and the
nominal plurality in TSL. One of the major differences between sign languages and
spoken languages is in the modality of communication they use. Sign languages express
information in the gestural-visual modality while spoken languages express information
in the oral-auditory modality. Many characteristics of sign languages come from the use
of the gestural-visual modality of communication (Tai 2005; Tai and Chen 2010; Tai 2013,
among others).

2.3.1 Verb Types in Taiwan Sign Language

Padden (1983, 1990) classifies verbs in American Sign Language (ASL) into three
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types: plain verbs, agreement6 verbs, and spatial verbs. Such a classification is based on
two criteria: (a) whether the verb has a morphology to express information about person
or number and (b) whether the verb has a morphology to express information about
location.
In terms of these criteria, in ASL, plain verbs are those verbs that do not inflect for
person or number, such as BE.ANGRY. They do not take locative affixes, either.
Agreement verbs are those that inflect for person or number, but do not take locative
affixes, such as GIVE, ASK. Spatial verbs are those that do not inflect for person or
number but take locative affixes, such as WALK.
Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999: 135) presents a similar classification. According to
them, all the three types of verbs, i.e., plain verbs, agreement verbs, and spatial verbs, can
change form to express manner and aspect. However, plain verbs can also change form to
express class of direct object. Agreement verbs can also change form to express person,
number, and class of direct object. Spatial verbs can also change form to express location,
movement, and related nouns.
In Padden’s (1983) approach, whether a verb participate in the process of agreement
is treated as a lexical property. For example, in Padden’s analysis, GIVE is lexically
specified as an agreement verb. However, as Mathur and Rathmann (2012) have pointed
6

Linguistic agreement is “systematic covariance between a semantic or formal property of one element and

a formal property of another” (Mathur and Rathmann 2012, citing Steele 1978). For example, in the English
sentence in (1) and (2), the verbs be and like agree with their respective subjects on person and number.
When the semantic property and formal property of the subject noun change, the formal property of the
verb changes accordingly.
(1) a. He is tall.

b. You are tall.

(2) a. He likes hotdogs.

b. They like hotdogs.
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out, this approach may face some problems.
First, some verbs change their status (namely, a plain, agreement, or spatial verb)
over time. For example, verb TEST in ASL has changed from a plain verb to an
agreement verb, and the spatial verb MOVE-A-PIECE-OF-PAPER in ASL has become
the agreement verb GIVE over time.
Second, a verb can have one status in one context but have another status in another
context. For example, the verb TEACH in the sentence TEACH FRIEND is an agreement
verb, but, in the sentence TEACH LINGUISTICS, it is a plain verb. Further, the verb
LOOK.AT in the sentence LOOK.AT FRIEND is an agreement verb, but it is a spatial
verb in the sentence LOOK.AT (across) BANNERS.
Rathmann and Mathur (2002) proposed an alternative approach. They proposed that
whether a verb participates in the process of agreement depends on its use in the sentence.
Further, a verb participates in the process of agreement only when its selects for two
animate arguments.
Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999) proposed another way to classify the verbs: the use
of the signing space. There are two uses of the signing space: the syntactic space and the
topographic space. The syntactic space is used to serve the grammatical function such as
the expression of the person and the number features. The location of the noun and the
direction of the verb in the signing space indicates the person and/or the number. In
contrast, in the topographic space, the location of the noun and the direction of the verb
iconically represents the locations and the direction of their referents in the real world.
Agreement verbs, like ASK, GIVE, TELL in BSL, use the syntactic space,
expressing the person and/or the number features, whereas spatial verbs, like WALK,
PUT, SCRATCH (e.g., SCRATCH.NOSE and SCRATCH.TUMMY) in BSL, use the
topographic space, expressing information about the location and the movement of the
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relevant things. They note that “in ‘I walked over there’ the spatial verb sign can start
anywhere, not just at a location near the signer’s body.” (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999:
146) Further, “If the location is near the signer, it just means that the area in question is
placed near the signer in the signer’s mental map.” (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999: 146)
Based on Padden (1983), Smith (1989) classifies verbs in TSL into (a)
non-agreement verbs such as LIKE, BE.ANGRY, (b) agreement verbs such as GIVE,
HELP, and (c) spatial-locative predicates such as RUN, WALK. Non-agreement verbs do
not change their form to express agreement with the subject and/or the object. For
example, the verb LIKE (signed by the thumb and the index finger nipping the throat)
does not change form in the sentences The father likes the son and The son likes the father,
where the nouns father and son switch their grammatical roles.
However, a special property of non-agreement verbs in TSL is that the grammatical
roles such as subject and object can be indicated by the direction of eye gaze, the
same-hand strategy (Tai and Su 2006) or auxiliary verbs (Smith 1989, 1990). For example,
the verb LIKE, with the form unchanged, can be accompanied by an eye gaze. The eye
looks at the specific location in the signing space. The noun that is associated with this
location is the object. In other words, the grammatical role of a noun as the object is
marked by the direction of the eye gaze. In the case of The father likes the son, the eye
looks at the location associated with the son because the noun son is the object. The
non-agreement verbs can also be accompanied by an auxiliary verb, which moves in the
signing space. Likewise, the object role is indicated by the end point of the motion of the
auxiliary verb.
Agreement verbs in TSL change forms which incorporate the direction of movement
or the orientation of facing of the hand to express agreement with the subject and/or the
object (Smith 1989; Tai and Su 2006). Agreement verbs usually contain motion or facing
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of the hand(s) in their verb form. Thus, agreement verbs can use the direction of motion
or the orientation of facing to indicate which noun is the subject and/or which noun is the
object. In most verbs, the starting point of the verb’s movement indicates the subject, and
the end point of the verb’s movement indicates the object. As for the expression of the
person feature, the agreement verbs can start and/or end in the same location where the
subject and/or the object is signed in order to agree with them/it on the person feature.
The agreement verbs can also agree with the subject and/or the object on the number
feature. One way for the agreement verbs to express the number feature is to add an arc
path movement to the verb movements (Tsay and Myers 2009).
An example of the agreement verbs in TSL is GIVE (signed by pointing the fingers
of both hands, with the two hands and the fingers of the hands pulled together, toward a
location and then spinning the hands so that the fingers are pointed toward the opposite
location). The verb GIVE uses the direction of movement to mark the subject and the
object and agree with them on the person feature. In the sentence in (14) the first person
subject pronoun I is encoded by the signer’s body. The side area in the signing space is
associated with the third person HE. The verb GIVE moves from the signer toward the
side area in order to mark the subject role of the signer and the object role of HE and to
agree with the them on the person feature.

(14) Ii

CUP GIVEiHE PRO j.
‘I gave him a cup’,

(15) HEi

DICTIONARY GIVEiI PRO j.

‘He gave me a dictionary’
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Likewise, in the sentence in (15), the verb GIVE moves from the location where
subject pronoun HE is signed (with the index finger points to one side of the singing
space) toward the signer’s body, which is associated with the object pronoun I, in order to
mark the subject role of HE and the object role of I and to agree with them on the person
feature.
As for the number agreement, an example is the sentence in (16). In the sentence, the
object pronoun THEY is plural. The verb ASK moves from the location of the pronoun I
to the location of the noun THEY to mark the subject role and the object role of them
respectively. An arc path movement is added to the movement of the verb ASK as the
plural marker in order for the verb to agree with the object on the number feature.

(16) Ii

[ASKij+THEYPROj]arc path movement.

‘I asked them.’

a. Ii

b. [ASKij+THEYPRO j]arc path movement

Figure 2.1: I asked them in TSL

Spatial verbs also have motion, but the motion is used to represent the motion of
entities (Chang, Su and Tai 2005; Chang 2008, Tai and Su 2013). Chang, Su and Tai
(2005) proposes that spatial verbs use the handshapes to represent the referents when
expressing motion events. According to Chang, Su and Tai (2005) such a handshape
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functions as a proform. It stands for the entity which is mentioned earlier in the discourse.
When a TSL signer uses a spatial verb to express a motion event, the handshapes denote
the figure and the ground (Chang, Su and Tai 2005: 259). In addition, the movement of
the figure-representing hand with respect to the ground-representing hand denotes the
movement of the figure with respect to the ground. Also, according to Chang (2008), in
TSL spatial verbs, the direction of the hand movement denotes the route of the figure’s
movement.
Furthermore, according to Chang (2008), the spatial verbs in TSL use simultaneous
construction to express spatial relations. The simultaneous construction is a construction
where the figure, the ground, and the motion are expressed simultaneously. The
simultaneous construction is usually realized by the use of both hands, in the way in
which the handshape of one hand represents the figure and the handshape of the other
hand represents the ground.
Spatial verbs can change the direction of motion to express the direction of motion
of the entities they describe. The location of the handshape of the verb also represent the
location of the entity the handshape represents. For example, in the sentence in (17)
which describes the scene where a guest went into the restaurant, the signer first signs the
noun RESTAURANT in a location, and then signs the noun GUEST in another location.
After that the signer signs the verb GO. The verb GO is composed of a specific handshape
which stands for the guest and a path movement to the location of the noun
RESTAURANT. In the form of the verb, the end point of the motion at the location of the
noun RESTAURANT indicates its role as the goal of the guest’s movement.
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(17) RESTAURANTi

HAVE ONE GUESTj

GUESTPROj/Min/-GOi+RESTAURANTPROi.
‘There was a guest going into the restaurant.’

a. RESTAURANTi

d. GUESTj

b. HAVE

c. ONE

e. GUESTPROj/Min/-GOi+RESTAURANTPROi

Figure 2.2: There was a guest going into the restaurant in TSL

2.3.2 Event Types in Taiwan Sign Language

Event types are probably universal across languages but they syntactic realizations
are subject to variation. In TSL, verbs can also be classified according to the type of event
they denote. Liu (2005) has found out some properties of the event types in TSL are
similar to those of the English and Chinese and some are different. Liu ‘s findings are
summarized below.
TSL states include HUNGRY, ANGRY (stage-level states) and ARROGANT
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(individual-level state). Like Chinese stage-level states, TSL stage-level states are
compatible with durative adverbials, as shown in the TSL sentence in (18) and the
Chinese sentence in (19). Like English states and Chinese states, TSL states are not
compatible with the frame adverbial (i.e., in-adverbial) since they do not have a final
end-point in their temporal structure.

(18) PRO HUNGRY ONE.HOUR. (Liu 2005: 25)
‘He has been hungry for an hour.’

(19) Ta

e

le

yi

ge

xiaoshi.

he hungry LE one CL hour
‘He has been hungry for an hour.’

TSL activities include SWIM. Like the counterparts in English and Chinese, they are
compatible with durative adverbials, as shown in (20). Like English activities and
Chinese activities, TSL activities are not compatible with the frame adverbial (i.e.,
in-adverbial) since they do not have a final end-point in their temporal structure.

(20) BROTHER

SWIM+++

ONE-HOUR. (Liu 2005: 27)

‘My brother swam for an hour’

TSL accomplishments, like those in English and Chinese, are composed of an
activity and a change of state as the final end-point. Unlike English accomplishments,
TSL accomplishments can be used with durative adverbials which describe the temporal
extent of the activity component in the accomplishment, as shown in (21). They are also
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compatible with the frame adverbial, as shown in (22).

(21) STAMP

PLACE PRO RUN THIRTY.MINUTES. (Liu 2005: 30)

‘He ran for thirty minutes and then he got to the post office.’

(22) FATHER

ONE.MINUTE

INSIDE

BANK

PEOPLEPRO+BANKPRO-WALK. (Liu 2005: 35)
‘(My) father walked to the bank in one minute.’

TSL achievements include FALL-DOWN. Like the Chinese counterparts, they are
not compatible with the durative adverbial, unless a different interpretation can be
obtained, but are compatible with the frame adverbial.
In addition, like English and Chinese counterparts, TSL activities and
accomplishments are compatible with the progressive aspect, which can by expressed by
the aspect marker MIDDLE (Liu 2005: 49), the imperative mood, which can be expressed
by omitting the subject (Liu 2005: 59), and agentive adverbials like CAREFULLY (Liu
2005: 66), while states and achievements are not.

2.3.3 Aspectual Modulation in Taiwan Sign Language

In the literature, the discussion on event plurality in sign languages is generally
covered by the discussions on aspectual modulation (e.g., Klima and Bellugi 1979;
Rathmann 2005; Pfau, Steinbach and Woll 2012a, among others). Aspectual modulation is
the specification of how an event is performed by adding markers to the verb or
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modifying the verb’s form. Among the aspectual modulations which are reported in the
literature on sign languages in the world and are related to event plurality, continuative,
iterative, and habitual are the three most widely-discussed modulations.
The continuative morpheme, proposed by Rathmann (2005) and including Durative
and Protractive suggested by Klima and Bellugi (1979), signifies that “the temporal
interval over which the eventuality unfolds is longer than usual and uninterrupted”
(Rathmann 2005: 36). The meaning produced by this morpheme can be paraphrased as
‘for a long time’. In some sign languages, the continuative morpheme may assume the
form of reduplication, and in others, it may assume the form of a circular movement or an
extended hold (Pfau, Steinbach and Woll 2012b: 194). This modulation corresponds to
Cusic’s (1981) phase-level verbal plurality.
The iterative morpheme, proposed by Rathmann (2005) and including Incessant,
Frequentative, and Iterative suggested by Klima and Bellugi (1979), signifies ‘multiple
instances of an eventuality’ and can be paraphrased as ‘over and over again’ or
‘repeatedly’ (Pfau, Steinbach and Woll 2012b: 194). In different sign languages, this
morpheme generally assumes the form of repetition of the verb’s movements. (Pfau,
Steinbach and Woll 2012b: 194) This modulation corresponds to Cusic’s (1981)
event-level verbal plurality.
The habitual morpheme “expresses the notion of a pattern of events or behaviours
rather than the quality of a specific event” and can thus be paraphrased as ‘regularly’ or
‘usually’ (Pfau, Steinbach and Woll 2012b: 195). This morpheme generally assumes the
form of repetition of the verb’s movements. This morpheme corresponds to Cusic’s (1981)
occasion-level verbal plurality.
In TSL, according to Tsay and Myers (2009: 92), the protractive aspect, which
produces the meaning ‘continuously’ is marked by prolonged trilled movement on some
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verbs. For example, “SEE is signed with the extended index and middle fingers moving
outward from the eyes, while GAZE (look longer) is signed exactly the same way with
the movement prolonged (with a bit of wiggling)” (Tsay and Myers 2009: 92).
In addition, according to Tsay and Myers (2009: 92), the durational aspect, which
also includes intensity and frequency, can be marked by prolonged duration, circular
movement, or reduplication. For example, in the phrase ASK ASK ASK ‘keep asking’,
“the reduplication does not only indicate the repetition (i.e. frequency), it has a
connotation of getting more annoying (intensity)” (Tsay and Myers 2009: 92-93).

2.3.4 Nominal Plurality in Taiwan Sign Language

According to Steinbach (2012), zero marking and reduplication are the most basic
strategies of nominal plural marking across sign languages. Zero marking refers to the
phenomenon that a noun has no overt marker on the form to express the plural feature.
That is to say, the form of the noun remains the same as its citation form. Reduplication
refers to the phenomenon that the form of a noun is reduplicated. In addition to markers
on the noun, the use of numerals and nominal quantifiers are also common ways to
express the nominal plurality. Numerals are free morphemes that denote exact number of
entities, such as one, two, three, etc. Among them, one can be used to express the
singularity of the noun, while others are used to express the plurality. Nominal quantifiers
are free morphemes that denote the quantity of entities, such as a, some, many, all, etc.
TSL, like other sign language, also resorts to numerals and quantifiers to express the
plurality of entities. TSL quantifiers that presupposes plurality include SOME, A.LITTLE,
MOST, and ALL, etc. (Lai 2005). TSL, like many other sign languages, mainly use zero
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marking or reduplication of the noun to mark the plural feature of the noun. For example,
a table is usually expressed by the noun TABLE in its citation form, as shown in (23)
while tables can be expressed by the noun TABLE with a reduplication, as shown in (24)
or in the citation form.

(23) TABLE.
‘a table’ or ‘tables’

a. TABLE
Figure 2.3: a table or tables in TSL

(24) TABLE TABLE TABLE.
‘tables’

a. TABLE
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b. TABLE

c. TABLE
Figure 2.4: tables in TSL

In some nouns, the reduplication is not applied to the citation form, but applied to
the classifier (i.e., proform in Chang, Su and Tai (2005) of the noun, as shown in the noun
bicycles in (26) where the signer first produces the citation form of the noun and then
reduplicates the classifier of the noun.
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(25) BICYCLE.
‘a bicycle’ or ‘bicycles’

a. BICYCLE
Figure 2.5: a bicycle or bicycles in TSL

(26) BICYCLE

BICYCLEPRO BICYCLEPRO BICYCLEPRO.

‘bicycles’

a. BICYCLE

b. BICYCLEPRO

c. BICYCLEPRO d. BICYCLEPRO

Figure 2.6: bicycles in TSL

The difference between the way of reduplicating the noun table as shown in (24) and
the way of reduplicating the noun bicycle as shown in (26) is that the former way is to
express the content of the cognitive representation of the referent and the structure of the
cognitive representation of the referent together in the same signs while the latter way is
to express them separately in different signs.
In (24), the content of the cognitive representation of the tables, i.e., the shape of the
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table, is denoted by the citation form of the noun TABLE with two hands drawing the
outline of a table. The multiplexity of the tables, which is the structure of the cognitive
representation of the tables, is encoded by the reduplication of the citation form of the
noun, signed by repeating the drawing movements of the hands. The reduplicants is
aligned linearly sideward in the signing space.
In (26), the content of the cognitive representation of bicycles, i.e., humans’
characteristic action of operating a bicycle, is encoded by the citation form of the noun
BICYCLE, signed by drawing circles vertically with alternate fists, imitating a person
pedaling a bicycle with feet. The multiplexity of the bicycles, which is the structure of the
cognitive representation of bicycles, is encoded by reduplicating the classifier of the noun
BICYLE. The classifier of BICYLE is signed by half curling each hand’s the index finger
and the thumb to make a circle and aligning the two hands in an end-to-end way,
depicting the two wheels of the bicycle. The reduplicants of the classifier is aligned
linearly sideward in the signing space.
The nominal reduplication in TSL may be subject to typological variation. Nominal
reduplication in TSL usually involves displacement.7 That is to say, TSL nouns cannot be
reduplicated in the same location in the signing space, while German Sign Language
allows such kind of reduplication (Steinbach 2012: 116). The default pattern of
displacement of reduplication in TSL is sideward reduplication (i.e., a reduplication from
one side of the signing space to the other side).

7

Whether the displaced reduplication of plural nouns in TSL mean pure plurality or distributive plurality,

which expresses that the referents are in different locations, needs further research.
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2.4 Iconicity in Sign Languages

Iconicity in language refers to “a direct or transparent relation between form and
meaning” (Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006: 493). Iconicity is one of the most prominent
features of sign languages. Like other sign languages in the world, TSL also uses a great
deal of iconic devices.
Tai (2005) analyzed the word formation in TSL and identified 8 iconic devices: (1)
direct presentation, by which the signer can refer to an entity by pointing to it, (2) number
representation, by which the signer can indicate the number of referents by the number of
fingers, (3) shape representation, by which the signer depicts the shape of the referents by
handshapes or by tracing the shape of referents, (4) size representation, by which the
signer can express the size of the referent by the extent of tracing in the signing space, (5)
part-for-whole representation, by which the signer uses the characteristic part of the
referent to refer to the referent, (6) proform representation, by which the signer uses a
particular handshape to represent referents which belong to the same class, (7) temporal
order representation, by which the signer expresses the order of the occurrences of events
in real world by the order of presentation in the signing space, (8) metonymic and
metaphorical representations, by which the signer expresses abstract concepts by
associated concepts or concrete concepts.
Researchers have proposed some frameworks for analyzing iconicity in sign
languages. For example, Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999), following Mandel (1977),
studied the iconic motivation of lexicon of British Sign Language (BSL) and proposed
that there are four ways of forming iconic signs. They are substitutive depiction, virtual
depiction, presentable action, and presentable objects. Wilbur’s (2008) Event Visibility
Hypothesis holds that there is an iconic mapping between the components of an event and
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the elements of the phonological form of the verb. Taub’s (2001) Analogue-Building
Model holds that the formation of an iconic sign involves three processes. They are
image-selection, schematization, and encoding. For the purpose of this dissertation, I will
follow Taub’s (2001) Analogue-Building Model. I will illustrate it below.
The Analogue-Building Model (Taub 2001) is a theory that accounts for the process
of expressing the concepts in mind through the signing gestures. In the
Analogue-Building Model, signs in sign languages are analyzed as iconically representing
the concepts in the language users’ mind. The process contains three stages: the
image-selection, the schematization, and the encoding.
In the image-selection stage, certain aspects of the language users’ packaged
encyclopedic knowledge about a thing, i.e., the conceptual frame of a thing, are selected.
For example, when we think of a tree, our knowledge about trees such as how trees look
like, how trees sound like, how trees feel like, how we climb trees, what trees are
composed of, and so on, are evoked, and we focus on certain concepts. Most sign
languages in the world would select the visual image of trees.
In the schematization stage, the selected image is simplified. Details of the image are
eliminated, and the skeleton is retained. For example, when schematizing the visual
image of a tree, language users may eliminate the wrinkles on the bark, the shape of each
leave, the fruits and flowers and retain the shape of the trunk and the shape of the foliage,
and the shape of the ground. Thus, the image of a tree becomes an outline. If the image to
schematize is abstract, such as the image of cheapness and the image of marriage, a
preexisting image schema, such as the Up-Down schema (Lakoff and Johnson 1980;
Johnson 1987) and the Link schema (Johnson 1987) would be evoked for the language
user to conceptualize the abstract image as a concrete one (e.g., cheapness as lowness in
price and marriage as link between men and women). See Chang (2014b) for the rich
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collection of examples in TSL and ASL.
An image schema (Johnson 1987) is a set of concepts which is a pattern abstracted
from everyday bodily experiences. An important property of an image schema is that the
component concepts are defined in terms of the whole. For example, the Containment
schema is composed of the concept Enclosed Area, the concept Excluded Area, and the
concept Boundary, and the three concepts are defined in terms of the schema. Namely,
they are defined as the components of a container. One of the functions of image schemas
is to enable us to understand the world we experience. When we experience a
phenomenon, the most matching schema will be evoked, and we will understand the
phenomenon in terms of this schema. For example, we usually understand a city as a
container. Thus, we use the word in, as in The ball is in the box, to describe the relation
between the residents and the city and say He is in New York.
In the encoding stage, language users use signing gestures to present the schematized
image. For example, in TSL, the shape of the foliage is presented by the handshape /5/8,
the shape of the trunk is presented by the arm held vertically, and the ground is presented
by the other arm held horizontally. The whole process of the formation of the sign TREE
in TSL is illustrated below. See Chang (2014b, 2015) for the more detailed discussions
and the comprehensive examples of iconic lexicon in TSL.

8

The handshape /5/ is signed by extending the five fingers and the palm with the fingers pulled apart.
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TREE
-shape
-smell
-texture
etc.
Image-selection

Schematization

Encoding

Figure 2.7: The formation of TSL TREE in the Analogue-Building Model

Although Taub (2001) did not elaborate on the formation of plural nouns, her model
is applicable to it. I will try to demonstrate it here. Take the plural noun bicycles, shown
in (26) as an example. As discussed previously, the content of the cognitive representation
of bicycles, i.e., humans’ characteristic action of operating a bicycle, is encoded by the
citation form of the noun BICYCLE, signed by imitating a person pedaling a bicycle. The
multiplexity of the bicycles, which is the structure of the cognitive representation of
bicycles, is encoded by reduplicating the classifier of the noun BICYLE.
In the image-selection stage, among the various images of a bicycle in our mind, the
kinesthetic image, i.e., the pedaling action, and the visual image, i.e., the shape, are
selected. In addition, among the two members of the category Plexity, i.e., Uniplex and
Multiplex (Talmy 2000a), the concept Multiplex is selected. Following Talmy (2000c), I
use multiple points to visualize the concept Multiplex.
In the schematization stage, the kinesthetic image of riding a bicycle is schematized
and becomes the kinesthetic image of pedaling. The visual image of the bicycle is
schematized and becomes the visual image of a pair of wheels of the bicycle. The concept
Multiplex is conceptualized as three points (in space, in this case). The combination of the
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image of one pair of wheels and the image of the concept Multiplex give rise to the image
of three pairs of wheels.
In the encoding stage, the kinesthetic image of pedaling is exhibited by the two
alternate fists drawing circles vertically, imitating a person pedaling a bicycle with feet.
The image of three pairs of wheels is exhibited by three pairs of circular fingers, produced
by half curling each hand’s index finger and thumb to make a circle, aligning the two
hands in an end-to-end way, and placing the aligned hands in three different locations in
the signing space. The whole process is illustrated in Figure 2.8 below.

Bicycle
-shape
-smell
-texture
-action
-etc.
+
Plexity
-Uniplex
-Multiplex

Image-selection

Schematization

Encoding

Figure 2.8 The Formation of Plural BICYCLE in TSL in the Analogue-Building Model

2.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have reviewed the literature on event plurality. A quantity in space
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is an entity while a quantity in time is an event. The plurality of a quantity results from
the cognitive operation of multiplexing, by which “an original solo referent is, in effect,
copied onto various points of space or time” (Talmy 2000c: 48). Plural events can be
classified into three types: events whose occurrences are distributed over multiple points
in time, over multiple points in space, and over multiple participants (Cusic 1981).
Temporally plural events can be further classified into three kinds: the phase-level,
event-level, and the occasion-level plural events (Cusic 1981).
We have also reviewed some literature on Taiwan Sign Language. Verbs in TSL can
be classified into three types: the plain verbs, which do not change form to express the
person and/or number features and information about locations, the agreement verbs,
which can change form to express the person and/or number features but do not express
information about locations, and the spatial verbs, which can change form to express
information about locations (Smith 1989).
Verbs in TSL can also be classified based on the temporal structure of the events
(Vendler 1957) they denote (Liu 2005). TSL states like BE.ANGRY and activities like
SWIM are compatible with durative adverbials but not compatible with the frame
adverbial. TSL accomplishments like running to the post office, unlike their English
counterparts, can be used with durative adverbials which describe the temporal extent of
the activity component in the accomplishment. They are compatible with the frame
adverbial. TSL achievements like FALL-DOWN are not compatible with the durative
adverbial but are compatible with the frame adverbial.
We have also reviewed some literature on iconicity in sign languages. Taub (2001)
has proposed the Analogue-Building Model to explain the formation of an iconic sign.
The formation involves three processes. They are the image-selection, where an image of
the referent is selected, the schematization, where the details of the image are eliminated,
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and the skeleton is retained, and the encoding, where the schematized image is presented
by the hand movements and the handshape in the signing space.
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Chapter 3
Temporally Plural Events in Taiwan Sign Language

3.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates how TSL encodes the temporally 1 plural events 2 . A
temporally plural event is an event which has more than one occurrence, and these
occurrences are distributed over multiple points in time. In this chapter, I will show how
TSL adopts different strategies to encode different kinds of event plurality in time.
Plurality is a grammatical category, which denotes the state of a thing of a type
having more than one instance (Radden and Dirven 2007). An event is plural or
“multiplex” (Talmy 2000c) when it has more than one occurrence. Two major and
widely-discussed types of plural events are the events whose occurrences are distributed
over multiple points in time and the events whose occurrences are distributed over
multiple participants. In this chapter, I will discuss the former type.
As I have discussed previously, events can be classified into several types according
to their temporal structure. Vendler (1957) proposes four types of events, namely, states,
activities, achievements, accomplishments. Smith (1997) adds another type to the array,
1

In the literature, the term ‘time’ is used in two different senses. In one sense, it refers to the temporal

structure of events proposed by Vendler (1957). In the other sense, it refers to the time in which events
occur. The term ‘temporally’ here is used in the latter sense.
2

In this dissertation, the term ‘event’ is interchangeable with the terms ‘situation’ or ‘eventuality’ used in

the literature.
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namely semelfactives3, also called ‘acts’ in Talmy (2000c).
I have also discussed in the previous chapter that events can be temporally plural in
several ways according to the level of the time frame where the pluralization is applied to
the event. For the completeness of the discussions in this chapter, I will restate it briefly
here.
There are three kinds of times. One is the time over which the event-constituting
phases unfold. One is the time over which the event in its entirety unfolds. The other is
the time over which the event-containing occasion unfolds. Thus, an event can be
temporally pluralized in three ways. In one way, the phases are pluralized, in another way,
the event in its entirety is pluralized, and in the other way, the occasion which comprises
events is pluralized (Cusic 1981).
The time over which the event-constituting phases unfold can be exemplified by the
time indicated by the be V-ing construction in the sentence in (1).4
3

Acts (i.e., semelfactives) can serve as component phases of an activity. For example, the event of making

a step is an act, and a series of steps constitutes an activity event of walking. Another example is the event
of coughing. The event of making a cough is an act, and a series of coughs constitutes an activity event of
coughing. In TSL, it’s difficult to distinguish between an act verb and an activity verb because it’s not rare
that a supposed act verb can readily reduplicate the signing movements to indicate successive multiple
actions, as an activity verb does. For example, the event of coughing is an act in English. In TSL, the act is
denoted by the verb COUGH. The verb COUGH can reduplicate its signing movements uninterruptedly to
mean that the action of coughing happens one after another in a row. This sequence of actions of coughing
qualifies as an activity event. In such a case, it’s difficult to determine whether the verb COUGH is an act
verb, denoting a derived activity, or an activity verb, denoting a genuine activity. Thus, in this dissertation, I
will not distinguish between an act verb and an activity verb.
4

The be V-ing construction is widely said to trigger an event-internal perspective that observes the phases

within an event (Saeed 2003; Radden and Dirven 2007, among others).
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(1) He is wiping the table.

The sentence in (1) describes an event of his wiping the table and takes an
event-internal perspective and views the steps, i.e., phases in the process of wiping the
table, such as wetting the wiper, pushing the wiper up the table, pushing the wiper down
the table, and so on. These phases unfold over a period of time. This time is an
event-internal time.
The time over which the event in its entirety unfolds can be exemplified by the time
indicated by the adverbial ‘for five minutes’ in the sentence in (2).

(2) He wiped the table for five minutes.

The sentence in (2) describes an event of his wiping the table for a period of time.
This event is viewed in its entirety. We view the start of the event, the phases of the event,
and the stop of the event. The whole event unfolds over a period of time. The duration of
the period of time is specified by the phrase five minutes.
The time over which the event-containing occasion unfolds can be exemplified by
the time indicated by the adverbial on Friday in the sentence in (3).

(3) He wiped the table on Friday.

The sentence in (3) describes an event of his wiping the table at one segment of a
period of time, namely the sixth day of a week. This event is viewed as taking place in a
large time frame, namely a week, which is evoked by the time unit denoted by the word
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Friday. In the sentence, we view not only the event of his wiping the table, but also other
events which occur on each day of the week, such as watching TV on Monday, going
shopping on Tuesday, and so on. According to Cusic (1981), these events which occur in
the larger time frame constitute an occasion. The period of time over which the occasion
unfolds, namely a week, is implied by the word Friday.
The plurality in the phase-level time frame can be exemplified by the sentence in (4)
below. In the example, the construction keep V-ing is used and it produces the meaning
that the actions of his wiping the table are reproduced and the whole process of wiping
the table is prolonged.

(4) He kept wiping the table.

The sentence in (4) describes an event of his wiping the table for a prolonged period
of time. The sentence means that he wiped the table continuously. The prolongation
meaning comes from the construction keep V-ing. In the literature, the sentence in (4) is
traditionally treated as an example of the derived durativity of events. Cusic (1981),
Talmy (2000c), Cabredo Hofherr and Laca (2012b), among others, analyze it as a case of
the plurality of events. In this dissertation, I follow their analysis and treat the
phenomenon exhibited in (4) as a phenomenon of event plurality.
The event-level plurality can be exemplified by the sentence in (5) below. In the
example, the adverbial again and again is used and it produces the meaning that the
whole process of wiping the table is repeated for an unspecified number of times and each
repeated process is performed right after the previous process is stopped.

(5) He wiped the table again and again.
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The sentence in (5) describes an event of his wiping the table for more than one time.
The sentence means that he performed the process of wiping the table, and after he had
stopped the process, he performed it again. He repeated the process for more than one
time. The iterative meaning of the sentence comes from the adverbial again and again.
The occasion-level plurality can be exemplified by the sentence in (6) below. In the
example, the temporal adverbial on Fridays produces the meaning that the whole process
of wiping the table is repeated for more than one time and each repeated process is
performed in different periods of time, namely, in different weeks on Friday,

(6) He wipes the table on Fridays.

The sentence in (6) describes an event of his wiping the table every week on Friday.
The sentence means that he wiped the table in a certain week on Friday, and after six days,
namely, the days from Saturday to Thursday, he wiped the table again. The repetition of
wiping the table is periodic. It is repeated in different periods of time, in this case,
different weeks. The periodic-recurrence meaning of the sentence comes from the
adverbial on Fridays.
Sign languages also have devices for expressing temporally plural events. For
example, ASL uses the aspectual morphemes, Continuative, Iterative, and Habitual, to
express event plurality (Rathmann 2005).
The Continuative morpheme produces the meaning that “the temporal interval over
which the eventuality unfolds is longer than usual and uninterrupted” (Rathmann, 2005:
36). It is usually produced by “altering the movement of the verb root in such a way that
it is extended for a longer time than in the citation form” (Rathmann 2005: 35).
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The Iterative morpheme produces the meaning that “multiple instances of the
eventuality unfold in their own intervals…a break is possible between each interval”
(Rathmann, 2005: 37). The meaning can be paraphrased as over and over again or
repeatedly. The morpheme is produced by “reduplication of the movement of the verb
root” (Rathmann 2005: 37). The event to which the morpheme is applied has to be
bounded, i.e., having initial and final endpoints (Rathmann 2005: 38).
The Habitual morpheme also indicates the multiple instances of an eventuality, but it
is different from the Iterative morpheme in that it “expresses a pattern of events or states,
not any particular situation” (Rathmann 2005: 40). Thus, the semantic contribution of the
habitual morpheme is that “there is a property that is characterized by a regular repetition
of the eventualities and that holds over an interval of time” (Rathmann 2005: 40). The
meaning of the habitual morpheme can be paraphrased as regularly or usually. The
morpheme is produced by “reduplicating the movement of the verb root, but in quicker
and shorter cycles compared to the iterative morpheme” (Rathmann 2005: 40).
Based on the description of the three aspectual morphemes, we can see that the
continuative aspect basically refers to the same phenomenon as the phase-level plurality
does, the iterative aspect basically refers to the same phenomenon as the event-level
plurality does, and the habitual aspect basically refers to the same phenomenon as the
occasion-level plurality does.
Different sign languages have different repertoires of devices for expressing event
plurality. In this chapter, we will see that the repertoire of devices in TSL for expressing
event plurality in the domain of time include the interruptible reduplication of the verb,
the uninterruptible reduplication of the verb, the holding of the gesture of the verb, and
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the adverbials which accompany the verb, such as ALL.THE.TIME5, AGAIN, OFTEN,
EVERY.DAY, among others.
Generally speaking, the phase-level event plurality is usually expressed by the
uninterruptible reduplication of the verb, the holding of the gesture of the verb, or no
change in the verb form, accompanied by the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME. The event-level
event plurality is usually expressed by reduplicating the verb and producing the adverbial
AGAIN between reduplicated verbs or by leaving the verb form unchanged and using an
adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES together with the verb. The occasion-level event
plurality is usually expressed by leaving the verb form unchanged and using adverbials
such as OFTEN, EVERY.DAY together with the verb.
Note that not every verb in TSL expresses event plurality on the above-mentioned
principle. The idiosyncratic features of a verb play a role in determining its strategies for
expressing event plurality. This dissertation only outlines a general tendency.
The devices used by TSL to express event plurality in the domain of time are iconic.
For example, the phase-level event plurality results in the prolongation of the event, and
TSL encodes the prolonged event by prolonging the duration of the signing of the verb.
The event-level event plurality results in the iteration of the event, and TSL encodes the
iterative event by repeating the verb and producing the sign AGAIN between repeated
verbs. The occasion-level event plurality results in the recurrence of the event in different
periods of time, and TSL uses the adverbial OFTEN, produced by drawing circles near

5

The sign STRAIGHT, produced with the hand which bears the handshape /1/ attached to the palm of the

hand which bears the handshape /Open B/ and then moved forward, has different meanings in different
contexts. One commonly-used translation is ‘all the time’. It can also be translated as ‘straight’ (Tsay, Tai
and Chen 2017).
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the head with the index finger, to encode it. I will also elaborate on these iconicity
phenomena in this chapter.
The chapter is organized as follows. After the introduction, Section 3.2 discusses
how TSL expresses the plural state. I will use the verb BE.ANGRY as an example.
Section 3.3 discusses the plural activity. I will use the verbs HAMMER, WIPE, ASK, and
STAND. Section 3.4 discusses the plural achievement. Exemplary verbs include BREAK
and DISCOVER. in Section 3.5 discusses the plural accomplishment. Exemplary verb
phrases include hammering the table broken, expressed by using the verbs HAMMER
and BREAK, reading the sentence and then understanding it, expressed by using the
verbs READ and KNOW, and giving him books, expressed by using the verb GIVE.
Section 3.6 provides analyses of the iconicity. A list of the verbs studied in this chapter is
given in Table 3.1 below.

Table 3.1 Verbs Studied in Chapter 3
Event types

Verbs

States

BE.ANGRY

Activities

HAMMER, WIPE, ASK, STAND

Achievements

BREAK, DISCOVER

Accomplishments

HAMMER BREAK; READ KNOW; GIVE

3.2 The Plural States

A state is a static event which lasts for an undifferentiated period of time (Smith
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1997). There are two kinds of state. One is the individual-level state, and the other is the
stage-level state (Pustejovsky 1995; Carlson 1977; Kratzer 1989, among others). Roughly
speaking, the individual-level state, as in He is smart, denotes an individual’s property
which lasts for its lifetime while the stage-level state, as in He is angry, denotes a
temporary property which may change through time. This chapter is aimed to deal with
the temporal multiplicity of the occurrences of an event. Thus, the stage-level state is
more relevant to the topic, and I will only discuss the stage-level state.
A state can undergo pluralization at all the three levels. I will discuss the phase-level
plurality in Section 3.2.1, the event-level plurality in Section 3.2.2, and the occasion-level
plurality in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 The Phase-Level Plural States

A phase-level plural state is a state whose phase has more than one occurrence, and
these occurrences are distributed over different points in time. When a state is plural at the
phase level, it is a prolonged state. A prolonged state lasts for a longer time than usual. An
example is the event described by the English sentence such as He was angry for a long
time. English usually expresses a prolonged state by adverbials. Chinese usually
expresses a prolonged state by adverbials, too. Some frequently-used adverbials are yizhi
(一直) ‘continuously’ and jiu (久) ‘long’. TSL encodes prolonged states mainly by using
the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME. Reduplication is not used in state verbs.
The prolongation of a state results from the application of the pluralization process,
i.e., multiplexing (Talmy 2000c), to the state viewed from the event-internal perspective.
When we view a state from the event-internal perspective, we see the phase inside the
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state but do not see the boundaries of the state, and thus the state is viewed as an
unbounded state (Radden and Dirven 2007). When an unbounded state is pluralized, only
the phase is pluralized, and thus the state becomes prolonged. The process is illustrated in
Figure 3.1 below.

A state with a focus on

A prolonged state

the inner phase

E.g., He was continuously angry
Pluralization
repeated phases

process
A

B

C
A

Notation6:

and

: stage in event;

B

C

: boundary between phases

A: pre-inception stage; B: inception stage; C: extension stage
Figure 3.1: Derivation of a Prolonged (Phase-level Plural) State

TSL uses the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME to express the prolongation of the state.
However, the reduplication of the verb form is not used. If it is used, the sentence will not
mean that the relevant event lasts for a longer time than usual but means that the relevant
6

Following Chang (2001), I analyze the temporal structure of events as composed of the pre-inception

stage, the inception stage, the extension stage, the culmination stage and the post-culmination stage. The
pre-inception stage is composed of the state prior to the start of the event. The inception stage is the starting
point of the event. The extension stage is the stage where the event-internal phases unfold. The culmination
stage is the end point of the event. The post-culmination stage is composed of the state posterior to the end
of the event.
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event occurs more than one time.
An example is given below with the state of being angry. The state of being angry is
denoted by the predicate BE.ANGRY in TSL (Liu 2005: 24-25). The singular state of
being angry is expressed by the predicate BE.ANGRY in its citation form, as shown in (7).
The phase-level plural state of being angry is expressed by the predicate BE.ANGRY
accompanied by the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME, as shown in (8)7.

(7) HE BE.ANGRY.
‘He was angry.’

a. HE

b. BE.ANGRY

Figure 3.2: He was angry in TSL

7

In the sign language sentences in this dissertation, an uppercase English word identifies a TSL sign. The

symbol ‘+’ indicates that the two signs are produced simultaneously by the two hands. The sign on the left
side of ‘+’ is the one signed by the right hand. The sign on the right side of ‘+’ is the one signed by the left
hand. The hyphen ‘-’ between two signs indicates that the two signs are produced simultaneously by one
hand.
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(8) HE ALL.THE.TIME

BE.ANGRY.

‘He was continuously angry.’

a. HE

b. ALL.THE.TIME

c. BE.ANGRY
Figure 3.3: He was continuously angry in TSL

The sentence in (7) describes a singular state of being angry. The predicate
BE.ANGRY in the sentence remains in its citation form. The citation form of BE.ANGRY
is produced with both hands with the handshape /1/8 placed on both sides of the head and
moved upward rapidly.
The sentence in (8) describes a plural state of being angry which lasts for a
prolonged period of time. The signer produces the sign ALL.THE.TIME before the sign
BE.ANGRY to indicate that the period of time over which the state of being angry
unfolds is longer than usual. The sign ALL.THE.TIME is produced with the hand in the
8

The handshape /1/ is produced by sticking the index finger out with the other fingers folded up. In this

dissertation, the names of the handshapes are all adopted from Tai and Tsay (2015).
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handshape /1/ attached to the palm of the hand in the handshape /Open B/9 and then
moved forward. The sign ALL.THE.TIME has different meanings in different context.
When used with an event, it expresses the continuance of an event.

3.2.2 The Event-Level Plural States

An event-level plural state is a state which has more than one occurrence, and these
occurrences are distributed over different points in time in the same occasion. When a
state is pluralized at the event level, it becomes an iterative state. The state in its entirety
is repeated more than one time. An example is the event described by the sentence He got
angry again and again. English usually uses adverbials such as again and again or many
times to express an iterative state. Chinese usually uses adverbials such as yici you yici
(一次又一次) ‘again and again’ or xuduo ci (許多次) ‘many times’ to express an iterative
state. TSL usually encodes the iterative state by adverbials such as AGAIN and
SEVERAL.TIMES, which is often accompanied by a reduplication of the verb.
The iteration of a state results from the application of the pluralization process to the
state viewed from event-external perspective. When we view a state from such a
perspective, we see the entire state including its boundaries, and thus the state is viewed
as a bounded state (Radden and Dirven 2007). When a bounded state is pluralized, the
state in its entirety including its boundaries is pluralized, and thus the state become
iterative. The process is illustrated Figure 3.4 below.

9

The handshape /Open B/ is produced by extending the five fingers and the palm with the index finger, the

middle finger, the ring finger, and the little finger drawn close to each other.
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A state with a focus on its entirety,

An iterative state

including its boundaries

Pluralization
process

E.g., Mother got angry several
times

time axis
state

Figure 3.4: Derivation of an Iterative (Event-level Plural) State

An example is given below with the state of being angry. The state of being angry is
denoted by the predicate BE.ANGRY in TSL (Liu 2005: 24-25). The singular state of
being angry is expressed by the predicate BE.ANGRY in its citation form, as shown in (9).
The plural state of being angry is expressed by the reduplicated predicate BE.ANGRY
accompanied by an adverbial, as shown in (10).

(9) HE BE.ANGRY. (repeating (7))
‘He was angry.’

(10) MOTHER

[BE.ANGRY]+

SEVERAL.TIMES.

‘Mother got angry several times.’
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a. MOTHER

b. [BE.ANGRY]+

c. SEVERAL.TIMES
Figure 3.5: Mother got angry several times in TSL

The sentence in (9) describes a state of being angry. This state occurs for one time.
The predicate BE.ANGRY in the sentence remains in its citation form. The citation form
of BE.ANGRY is produced with both /1/ hands placed on both sides of the head and
moved upward rapidly.
The sentence in (10) describes a state of being angry which occurs more than one
time. The predicate BE.ANGRY is reduplicated. The reduplication is signed by repeating
the movement of the predicate. The reduplication is interruptible. In addition, the signer
produces the adverbial SEVERAL.TIMES after the verb BE.ANGRY. The adverbial
SEVERAL.TIMES is signed by holding out one hand’s index finger, middle finger, ring
finger, and little finger one by one above the palm of the other hand.
Note that reduplication of a verb may produce more than one meaning. For example,
as Tsay and Myers (2009) pointed out, the reduplication of a verb like ASK does not only
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mean the repetition of the asking action, but also “has a connotation of getting more
annoying (intensity)” (Tsay and Myers 2009: 92-93). Likewise, the reduplication of the
verb BE.ANGRY in the sentence in (10), in addition to meaning getting angry several
times, may also have a connotation of getting angrier and angrier.

3.2.3 The Occasion-Level Plural States

An occasion-level plural state is a state which has more than one occurrence, and
these occurrences are distributed over points in different periods of time, namely in
different occasions. When a state is plural at the occasion level, it is a periodic state. A
periodic state recurs periodically. An example is the event described by the English
sentence He is angry every day. English usually expresses a periodic state by adverbials
such as often or every day. Chinese usually expresses a periodic state by adverbials such
as jingchang (經常) ‘often’ or meitian (每天) ‘every day’. TSL usually encodes the
periodic state by using the adverbials that express habitual or periodic occurrences, such
as OFTEN, EVERY.DAY, etc.
The periodic recurrences of a state results from adopting an event-external
panoramic perspective and applying the pluralization process to the occasion which
contains the state. When we view a state from such a perspective, we view this state in a
larger time frame and also see other events in the time frame, which, together with the
state, constitute an occasion. In such a situation where an occasion is pluralized, the state
has to recur after other events have occurred. In other words, the state recurs after a
period of time.
For example, in the English sentence He watched the movie yesterday, we not only
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see the event of watching the movie, but also see the other events which also occurred
yesterday, such as washing the car, having a dinner, and so on. When a state viewed from
such a perspective is pluralized, not only the state is pluralized, but other events in the
same occasion are also pluralized. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.6 below.

A state with a focus

A periodic state (recuring in multiple

on its entirety and the

occasions)

occasion where it

E.g., He is angry every day

occurs
Pluralization
time axis

process

state
occasion

Figure 3.6. Derivation of a Periodic (Occasion-level Plural) State

An example is given below with the state of being angry. The state of being angry is
denoted by the predicate BE.ANGRY in TSL (Liu 2005: 24-25). The singular state of
being angry is expressed by the predicate BE.ANGRY in its citation form, as shown in
(11). The occasion-level plural state of being angry is expressed by the predicate
BE.ANGRY accompanied by the frequency adverbial OFTEN, as shown in (12). It can
also be accompanied by the habitual adverbial EVERY.DAY, as shown in (13). The
predicate BE.ANGRY cannot be reduplicated.
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(11) HE BE.ANGRY. (repeating (7))
‘He is angry.’

(12) HE [OFTEN+]

BE.ANGRY.

‘He is often angry.’

a. HE

b. [OFTEN+]

c. BE.ANGRY
Figure 3.7: He is often angry in TSL
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(13) HE [EVERY.DAY+]

BE.ANGRY.

‘He is angry every day.’

a. [EVERY.DAY+]
Figure 3.8: He is angry every day in TSL

The sentence in (11) describes a singular state of being angry. The state occurs one
time. The state is denoted by the predicate BE.ANGRY. The predicate BE.ANGRY in the
sentence remains in its citation form. The citation form of BE.ANGRY is produced with
both /1/ hands placed on both sides of the head and moved upward rapidly.
The sentence in (12) describes a plural state of being angry which recurs in most
occasions, or in other words, recurs frequently. The verb remains in its citation form. The
time over which an occasion unfolds is unspecified. The signer produces the sign OFTEN
before the predicate BE.ANGRY to indicate that the state of his being angry recurs
frequently. The sign OFTEN is produced with the /1/ hand drawing circles near the head.
The sentence in (13) describes a plural state of his being angry which occurs in every
occasion. The verb remains in its citation form. The period of time over which an
occasion unfolds is specified by the noun DAY. The periods of time over which the
occurrences of the occasion unfold are specified by the adverbial EVERY.DAY. The
adverbial EVERY.DAY is signed by touching one temple with the finger tip of the /1/
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hand and then touching the palm of the other hand with the back of the /1/ hand. The
movements of the /1/ hand are performed repeatedly.

3.2.4 Summary

To express a phase-level plural (prolonged) state, TSL can use the adverbial such as
ALL.THE.TIME, but does not use the reduplication. To express an event-level plural
(iterative) state, it can reduplicate the verb and produce an accompanying adverbial such
as SEVERAL.TIMES and AGAIN. To express an occasion-level (periodic) state, it can
use the frequency adverbials like OFTEN or habituality adverbials like EVERY.DAY.
This is summarized in Table 3.2 below. Note that the term ‘zero marking’ here refers to
the phenomenon that a verb has no overt marker on the form.

Table 3.2 TSL Pluralization Strategies for States
Phase-level Plurality

Type 1:

E.g., He was

Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like

continuously angry

ALL.THE.TIME

Event-level Plurality

Type 1:

E.g., He got angry

Interrupted reduplication of the verb with an adverbial like

several times

AGAIN produced between reduplicants
Type 2:
Uninterrupted reduplication with an adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES produced after all the reduplicants
Type 3:
Zero Marking with an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES
produced after all the reduplicants

Occasion-level

Type 1:
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Plurality

Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like

E,g., He is angry

OFTEN and EVERY.DAY

every day.

3.3 The Plural Activities

An activity is a dynamic, durative, atelic event. It can be pluralized at all the three
levels of time frame, namely, the phase level, the event level, and the occasion level. I
will discuss the phase-level plurality in Section 3.3.1, the event-level plurality in Section
3.3.2, and the occasion-level plurality in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 The Phase-Level Plural Activities

An activity is a durative event, composed of more than one phase. This kind of
durativity is inherent, resulting from the activity’s temporal structure. In TSL, the verbs
which denote activities can have optional reduplicate signing movements in the citation
form to express the inherent durativity of the activities. What I will discuss in this section
is the derived durativity which results from a pluralization process.
A phase-level plural activity is an activity whose phases have more occurrences than
the phases in a singular activity. When an activity is plural at the phase level, it is a
prolonged activity. A prolonged activity lasts for a longer time than usual. An example is
the event described by the sentence He kept hammering the table. English usually
expresses a prolonged activity by adverbials such as continuously or by constructions
such as keep V-ing or V and V as in the phrase hammer and hammer the table. Chinese
usually expresses a prolonged activity by adverbials such as yizhi (一直) ‘continuously’
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or butingdi (不停地) ‘without cease’. TSL usually encodes a prolonged activity by using
the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME or by reduplicating the verb.
The prolongation of an activity results from the application of the pluralization
process to the activity viewed from an event-internal perspective. When we view an
activity from an event-internal perspective, we see the phases inside the activity but do
not see the boundaries of the activity, and thus the activity is viewed as an unbounded
activity (Radden and Dirven 2007). When an unbounded activity is pluralized, only the
phases are pluralized, and thus the activity becomes prolonged. The process is illustrated
in Figure 3.9 below.

An activity with a focus on the

A prolonged activity

inner phase

E.g., He kept hammering the table
Pluralization
repeated phases

process
A

B

C
A

Notation:

and : stage in event;

A: pre-inception stage;

B

C

: boundary between phases

B: inception stage;

C: extension stage

Figure 3.9: Derivation of a Prolonged (Phase-level Plural) Activity

In ASL, according to Rathmann (2005), a continuative event (i.e., a phase-level
plural event) is expressed by a verb whose movement is altered to the effect that the
signing duration is longer than in the citation form. Rathmann’s example in ASL is with
an activity verb, as cited below (Rathmann 2005: 35).
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(14) TODAY, MARY COOK, JOHN COOK-continuative. (ASL)
‘Today, Mary cooked, but John cooked even longer.’

The ASL sentence in (14) describes Mary’s and John’s cooking. John’s cooking is
prolonged while Mary’s is not. The activity of John’s prolonged cooking is denoted by the
verb COOK which bears the Continuative morpheme and has a longer signing duration.
In BSL, according to Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999), in verbs which do not have
path movement, such as LOOK and HOLD, the continuative aspect (i.e., the phase-level
plurality) is expressed by an extended hold.
In TSL, an example is given in (15), (16), (17) below with the activity hammer. The
activity hammer is denoted by the verb HAMMER in TSL. The singular activity hammer
is expressed by the verb HAMMER in its citation form, as shown in (15). The phase-level
plural activity hammer can be expressed by the verb HAMMER accompanied by the
morpheme ALL.THE.TIME, as shown in (16). Alternatively, it can also be expressed by
the verb HAMMER with a reduplicated verb form, as shown in (17).

(15) TABLE HE HAMMER.
‘He hammered the table.’
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a. TABLE

b. HE

c. HAMMER
Figure 3.10: He hammered the table in TSL

(16) HE ALL.THE.TIME

HAMMER

TABLE.

‘He kept hammering the table.’

a. HE

b. ALL.THE.TIME

c. HAMMER

d. TABLE
Figure 3.11: He kept hammering the table in TSL
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(17) TABLE HE

[HAMMER]+++.

‘He kept hammering the table.’

a. TABLE

b. HE

c. [HAMMER]+++
Figure 3.12: He kept hammering the table in TSL

The sentence in (15) describes a singular activity of hammering the table. The
process of hammering the table was carried out one time. The verb HAMMER in the
sentence remains in its citation form. The citation form of HAMMER is produced with a
/Curved-baby L/10 hand moving downward rapidly one time or two times, imitating a
10

The handshape /Curved-baby L/ is produced by curling the index finger like a hook with the thumb
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person hammering an object with a hammer. In the sentence in (15), the signing
movement of the verb HAMMER is carried out one time.
The sentence in (16) describes a plural activity of hammering a table for a prolonged
period of time. The process of wiping the table is repeated and the duration of the activity
is prolonged. Before producing the verb HAMMER, the signer produces the adverbial
ALL.THE.TIME to indicate that the activity of hammering the table lasts for a longer
period of time than usual. The sign ALL.THE.TIME is produced with the /1/ hand
attached to the palm of the /Open B/ hand and then moved forward.
The sentence in (17) also describes a plural activity of hammering a table for a
prolonged period of time, but uses a different strategy to express the plurality. The
strategy is to reduplicate the verb. We can see that the signing movement of the verb
HAMMER is repeated three times. The reduplication is uninterrupted, having no other
signs inserted in between repeated signs.
When the citation form of an activity verb already contains reduplicate movements
to encode the inherent durativity, the plural form of the verb encodes the derived
durativity by more repetitions than those in the citation form (see also Liu 2005: 26-28),
as can be seen in the following example.

straightened and drawn close to the palm and the other fingers folded up.
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(18) THAT WINDOW HE

[WIPE+].

‘He wiped that window.’

a. THAT

b. WINDOW

c. HE

d. [WIPE+]
Figure 3.13: He wiped that window in TSL

(19) THAT WINDOW HE

ALL.THE.TIME

[WIPE+]+.

‘He kept wiping that window.’
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a. ALL.THE.TIME

b. [WIPE+]+
Figure 3.14: He kept wiping that window in TSL

The sentence in (18) describes a singular activity of wiping the window. The process
of wiping the table is performed one time. The verb WIPE in the sentence, which denotes
the activity, remains in its citation form. The citation form of the verb is produced with an
/S/11 hand moving up and then moving down, imitating a person wiping an object with a
wiper. The signing movements are performed two times.
The sentence in (19) describes a plural activity of wiping the window for a

11

The handshape /S/ is produced by folding the five fingers up to the effect that the hand takes the shape of

a fist.
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prolonged period of time. Before the verb HAMMER, the signer produces the adverbial
ALL.THE.TIME to indicate that activity of hammering the window lasts for a longer
period of time than usual. The sign ALL.THE.TIME is produced with the /1/ hand
attached to the palm of the /Open B/ hand and then moved forward.
In the sentence, the signer also reduplicates the verb. The signer performs an extra
up-down movement. Thus, the signing movements are performed three times in total. In
this example, we see that the two devices, the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME and the
reduplication of the verb, are compatible with each other. They can be used together.
Another example is given in (20) and (21) with the activity of asking. The citation
form of the verb ASK is shown in Figure 3.15. The prolonged activity of asking can be
expressed by reduplicating the verb ASK uninterruptedly, as shown in (20), or be
expressed by the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME together with the uninterrupted reduplication
of the verb, as shown in (21).

Figure 3.15 Citation form of ASK.HIM

(20) I [ASK.HIM]+++.
‘He kept asking him.’
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a. I

b. [ASK.HIM]+++
Figure 3.16: He kept asking him in TSL

(21) I ALL.THE.TIME

[ASK.HIM]+++.

‘He kept asking him.’

The sentences in (20) and (21) describes a prolonged activity of my asking him. The
citation form of ASK is signed by pointing the finger tips of the /5/12 hand at the place
where the person being asked is signed. The pointing movement is performed one time.
The prolongation of the activity is expressed by reduplicating the verb. We can see that in
the two alternative sentences in (20) and (21) the pointing movement is performed four
times.

12

The handshape /5/ is produced by stretching out the five fingers and the palm.
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3.3.2 The Event-Level Plural Activities

An event-level plural activity is an activity which has more than one occurrence, and
these occurrences are distributed over different points in time in the same occasion. When
an activity is pluralized at the event level, it becomes an iterative activity. The activity in
its entirety is repeated more than one time. An example is the event described by the
sentence He hammered the table again and again.
English usually expresses an iterative activity by adverbials such as again and again
or many times. Chinese usually expresses an iterative activity by adverbials such as yici
you yici (一次又一次) ‘again and again’, yizai (一再) ‘again and again’ or xuduo ci (許多

次) ‘many times’ or by constructions such as V le you V as in the phrase qiao le you qiao
(敲了又敲) ‘hammer it again and again’. TSL usually encodes the iterative activity by
using the reduplication of the verb interrupted by adverbials such as AGAIN or by the use
of an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES placed after the verb with the verb form
unchanged.
The iteration of an activity results from the application of the pluralization process to
the activity viewed from event-external perspective. When we view an activity from such
a perspective, we see the entire event including its boundaries, and thus the activity is
viewed as a bounded activity (Radden and Dirven 2007). When a bounded activity is
pluralized, the activity in its entirety is pluralized, and thus the activity become iterative.
The process is illustrated in Figure 3.17 below.
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An activity with a focus on its
entirety, including its boundaries

An iterative activity
Pluralization
process

E,g., He hammered the table
again and again

time axis
activity
Figure 3.17 Derivation of an Iterative (Event-level Plural) Activity

In ASL, according to Rathmann (2005), an iterative event (i.e., an event-level plural
event) is expressed by reduplicating the movements in the verb form. Rathmann’s
example is with an activity verb, as cited below (Rathmann 2005: 38).

(22) JOHN COOK-iterative.
‘John cooked repeatedly.’

The ASL sentence in (22) describes John’s cooking which is performed more than
one time. The activity of John’s repeated cooking is denoted by the verb COOK which
bears the Iterative morpheme and has reduplicated movement.
In BSL, according to Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999), the signer uses fast
reduplication with repeated short movements to express iterative aspect (i.e., the
event-level plurality).
In TSL, an example is the activity of hammering in (23) and (24) below. The activity
of hammering is denoted by the verb HAMMER in TSL. The singular activity of
hammering is expressed by the verb HAMMER in its citation form, as shown in (23). The
plural activity of hammering is expressed by repeating the movement of the verb
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HAMMER with an adverbial AGAIN inserted between repeated verb movements, as
shown in (24).

(23) TABLE HE HAMMER. (repeating (15))
‘He hammered the table.’

(24) TABLE HE HAMMER

AGAIN HAMMER

AGAIN HAMMER.

‘He hammered the table again and again.’

a. TABLE

b. HE

c. HAMMER

d. AGAIN

e. HAMMER

f. AGAIN
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g. HAMMER
Figure 3.18: He hammered the table again and again in TSL

The sentence in (23) describes a singular activity of hammering the table. The
process of hammering the table was carried out one time. The verb HAMMER in the
sentence remains in its citation form. The citation form of HAMMER is produced with a
/Curved-baby L/ hand moving downward rapidly, imitating a person hammering an object
with a hammer. The signing movement of the verb HAMMER is carried out one time.
The sentence in (24) describes a plural activity of hammering a table. The activity is
repeated time after time. The sentence means that he hammered the table and then he
stopped hammering. After he had stopped hammering, he performed the hammering again.
He repeated the process of hammering the table time after time.
In order to express the iterative meaning of the sentence, the signer produces the
adverbial AGAIN after the first production of the verb HAMMER. After that, the signer
produces the verb HAMMER again. Then the signer produces the adverbial AGAIN again.
After that, the signer repeats the verb HAMMER one more time. The sign AGAIN is
produced by moving the /V/13 hand downward with the palm facing the body and the
finger tips facing the other side of the signing space.
13

The handshape /V/ is produced by sticking out the index finger and the middle finger with them drawn

apart and with the other fingers folded up.
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Another example is given below with the activity of wiping. The activity of wiping
is denoted by the verb WIPE. The singular activity of wiping is expressed by the verb
WIPE in its citation form, as shown in (25). The plural activity of wiping is expressed by
repeating the movements of the verb WIPE with an adverbial AGAIN inserted between
repeated verb movements, as shown in (26).

(25) THAT WINDOW HE

[WIPE+]. (repeating (18))

‘He wiped that window.’

(26) HE

WINDOW

[WIPE+]

AGAIN

[WIPE+]

AGAIN

[WIPE+]+

AGAIN

[WIPE+].
‘He wiped that window again and again.’

a. HE

b. WINDOW

c. [WIPE+]
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d. AGAIN

e. [WIPE+]

f. AGAIN

g. [WIPE+]+
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h. AGAIN

i. [WIPE+]
Figure 3.19: He wiped that window again and again in TSL

The sentence in (25) describes a singular activity of wiping the window. The process
of wiping the table is performed one time. The verb WIPE in the sentence, which denotes
the activity, remains in its citation form. The citation form of the verb is produced with a
/S/ hand moving up and then moving down, imitating a person wiping an object with a
wiper. The signing movements are performed two times.
The sentence in (26) describes a plural activity of wiping the window. The activity is
repeated time after time. The sentence means that he wiped the table and then stopped
wiping. After he had stopped wiping, he performed the wiping again. He repeated the
process of wiping the window time after time.
In order to express the iterative meaning of the sentence, the signer produces the
adverbial AGAIN after the first production of the verb WIPE. After that, the signer
produces the verb WIPE again. Then the signer produces the adverbial AGAIN again.
After that, the signer produces the verb WIPE one more time. Then the signer produces
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AGAIN once again. At the end, the signer produces WIPE again. The sign AGAIN is
produced by moving the /V/ hand downward with the palm facing the body and the finger
tips facing the other side of the signing space. Note that the dominant hand of the signer
in this sentence is the left hand.
The signer can produce an optional adverbial SUCCESSIVELY to indicate that the
activity occurs one after another in a row. An example is given in (27) with the activity of
asking.

(27) I [ASK.HIM]+

AGAIN ASK.HIM

SUCCESSIVELY.

‘I asked him again and again.’

a. I

c. AGAIN

b. [ASK.HIM]+

d. ASK.HIM
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e. SUCCESSIVELY
Figure 3.20: I asked him again and again in TSL

The sentence in (27) describes an iterative activity of my asking him again and again.
After producing the figure, I, the signer produces the verb ASK. The movement of the
verb ASK is repeated one time to indicate the durativity of the activity. After that, the
signer produces the adverbial AGAIN and then produces the verb ASK again. Finally, the
signer produces the adverbial SUCCESSIVELY to indicate that the activity occurs one
after another in a row.

3.3.3 The Occasion-Level Plural Activities

An occasion-level plural activity is an activity which has more than one occurrence,
and these occurrences are distributed over points in different periods of time, namely in
different occasions. When an activity is plural at the occasion level, it is a periodic
activity. A periodic activity recurs periodically. An example is the event described by the
sentence He often hammers the table. English usually expresses a periodic activity by
adverbials such as often or every day. Chinese usually expresses a periodic activity by
adverbials such as jingchang (經常) ‘often’ or meitian (每天) ‘every day’. TSL usually
expresses the periodic activity by using the adverbials that express habitual or periodic
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occurrences, such as OFTEN, EVERY.DAY, etc.
The periodic recurrences of an activity results from adopting an event-external
panoramic perspective and applying the pluralization process to the occasion which
contains the activity. When we view an activity from such a perspective, we view this
activity in a larger time frame and also see other events in the time frame, which, together
with the activity in question, constitute an occasion. In such a situation where an occasion
is pluralized, the activity recurs after other events have occurred. In other words, the
activity recurs after a period of time. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.21 below.

An activity with a focus

A periodic activity (recuring in multiple

on its entirety and the

occasions)

occasion where it occurs

E.g., I ask him every day
Pluralization

time axis

process

activity
occasion
Figure 3.21 Derivation of a Periodic (Occasion-level Plural) Activity

An example is given below with the activity of standing. The activity of standing is
denoted by the verb STAND in TSL. The singular activity of standing is expressed by the
verb STAND in its citation form, as shown in (28). The occasion-level plural activity of
standing is expressed by the verb STAND accompanied by the morpheme OFTEN, as
shown in (29).
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(28) HE STAND DOOR.
‘He stood at the door.’

a. HE

b. STAND

c. DOOR

Figure 3.22: He stood at the door in TSL

(29) HE [OFTEN+]

STAND DOOR.

‘He often stands at the door.’

a. HE

b. [OFTEN+]

c. STAND

d. DOOR
Figure 3.23: He often stands at the door in TSL

The sentence in (28) describes a singular activity of his standing at the door. The
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activity occurs one time. The activity is denoted by the verb STAND. The verb STAND in
the sentence remains in its citation form. The citation form of STAND is produced by
placing the /V/ hand on the /Open B/ hand with the finger tips of the /V/ hand pointing
downward and touching the palm of the /Open B/ hand, imitating a human being standing
on the ground.
The sentence in (29) describes a plural activity of his often standing at the door,
meaning that he stands at the door in most occasions, or in other words, that he stands at
the door frequently. The signer produces the sign OFTEN before the verb STAND to
indicate the frequent recurrences of his standing at the door. The sign OFTEN is produced
with the /1/ hand drawing circles near the head.
Other examples are given in (30) and (31) with the plural activity of asking. In
addition to using the frequency or the habituality adverbials, the signer also reduplicates
the verb. The citation form of ASK is produced by performing the pointing movement of
the /5/ hand one or two times. The plural form of the verb is produced by performing the
pointing movement more than two times.

(30) I [OFTEN+]

[ASK.HIM]+++.

‘I often ask him.’

a. I

b. [OFTEN+]
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c. [ASK.HIM]+++
Figure 3.24: I often ask him in TSL

(31) I [EVERY.DAY+]

[ASK.HIM]+++.

‘I ask him every day.’

Figure 3.25 Citation form of EVERY.DAY

The sentences in (30) describe a periodic activity of my often asking him. The signer
produces the adverbial OFTEN to express the periodicity and the high frequency. In
addition, the signer performs the verb four times. The sentences in (31) describe a
periodic activity of my asking him every day. The signer produces the adverbial
EVERY.DAY to express the periodicity. In addition, the signer performs the verb four
times. In both (30) and (31), the reduplication of the verb is optional, while the adverbial
is necessary. If there is only reduplication of verb but no frequency or habituality
adverbial, the sentence will no longer have the periodic interpretation.
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3.3.4 Summary

To express a phase-level plural (prolonged) activity, TSL can use the adverbial
ALL.THE.TIME or the uninterruptible reduplication of the verb. To express an
event-level plural (iterative) activity, TSL can reduplicate the verb and produce an
adverbial like AGAIN between reduplicants. To express an occasion-level (periodic)
activity, TSL can use the frequency adverbials like OFTEN or habituality adverbials like
EVERY.DAY. When the adverbials are used to express the occasion-level event plurality,
the verb can be reduplicated optionally. This is summarized in Table 3.3 below.

Table 3.3 TSL Pluralization Strategies in Activities
Phase-level Plurality

Type 1:

E.g., He kept

Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like

hammering the table

ALL.THE.TIME
Type 2:
Uninterrupted reduplication of the verb

Event-level Plurality

Type 1:

E.g., He hammered

Interrupted reduplication of the verb with an adverbial like

the table again and

AGAIN produced between reduplicants

again

Type 2:
Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES

Occasion-level

Type 1:

Plurality

Uninterrupted reduplication of the verb accompanied by an

E.g., I ask him every

adverbial like OFTEN and EVERY.DAY

day

Type 2:
Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like
OFTEN and EVERY.DAY
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3.4 The Plural Achievements

An achievement is a dynamic, telic, instantaneous single-phase event that consists of
a change of state, an implicit preliminary state and an implicit resultant state. Since
achievements are instantaneous single-phase events, they cannot undergo phase-level
pluralization. Thus, I will not discuss the phase-level plural (prolonged) achievements. I
will discuss the event-level plural (iterative) achievements in Section 3.4.1 and the
occasion-level plural (periodic) achievements in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1

The Event-Level Plural Achievements

An event-level plural achievement is an achievement which has more than one
occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over different points in time in the same
occasion. When an achievement is pluralized at the event level, it is an iterative
achievement. The achievement in its entirety is repeated more than one time. An example
is the event described by the sentence The window broke again and again, spoken in a
context where it was a windy season so the window broke again and again and people had
to repair it again and again.
English usually expresses an iterative achievement by adverbials such as again and
again or many times. Chinese usually expresses an iterative achievement by adverbials
such as yici you yici (一次又一次) ‘again and again’ or xuduo ci (許多次) ‘many times’
or by the construction V le you V as in the phrase po le you po (破了又破) ‘break again
and again’. TSL usually encodes the iterative achievement by reduplicating the verb and
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producing an adverbial AGAIN or MORE between the reduplicated verbs or by the use of
an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES placed after the verb with the verb form unchanged.
The iteration of an achievement results from the application of the pluralization
process to the achievement viewed from event-external perspective. When we view an
achievement from such a perspective, we see the entire event including its boundaries,
and thus the achievement is viewed as a bounded achievement (Radden and Dirven 2007).
When a bounded achievement is pluralized, the achievement in its entirety is pluralized,
and thus the achievement becomes iterative. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.26
below.

An achievement with a focus on its
entirety

An iterative achievement
Pluralization E.g., The window broke again and
process

again

time axis
achievement

Figure 3.26 Derivation of an Iterative (Event-level Plural) Achievement

In French Sign Language (LSF), according to Kuhn (2015), signers use the
morpheme -rep, which is “full repetition of the exact same motion of the verb” (Kuhn
2015: 124), to express multiple occurrences of an event through time with the same
participant. Kuhn’s example is the achievement verb FORGET. His example is cited
below (Kuhn 2015: 126).
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(32) MY FRIENDS

CL-area FORGOT-rep

BRING CAMERA.

‘My friends (as a whole) forgot to bring a camera again and again.’

The LSF sentence in (32) describes an event of my friends’ (as a whole) forgetting to
bring a camera which has more than one occurrence through time. The signer reduplicates
the verb FORGET to express the plurality of the event.
Achievements involve a change of state. Thus, before an achievement reoccurs, extra
events which describe a restoration of state will be evoked. Talmy (2000) distinguishes
between two types of change-of-state event: the resettable type, as in fall, and the
non-resettable type, as in die. According to him, the two types can be identified by the
compatibility with expressions of iteration. The resettable type is compatible with
expressions like many times, or again, as in (33a), whereas the non-resettable type is not,
as in (33b).

(33) a. He fell many times.
b. *He died many times.

When the resettable type of event has more than one occurrence, there must be a
reverse change of state between each occurrence. For example, in the sentence in (33a)
there must be a standing-up event between each occurrence of falling.
Some languages require an explicit expression of the reverse change of state while
some do not. English and most other spoken languages do not require it, while TSL does.
A TSL example is given in (34) with the achievement break. The achievement break
is denoted by the verb BREAK, signed by pulling two /S/ hands together and pulling
them apart with the hands making a twist. In the citation form of the verb, the movements
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are performed only once. The iterative achievement break is expressed by the
reduplication of the verb BREAK accompanied by the adverbial AGAIN. Between the
performances of the verb BREAK, the signer produces the verb REPAIR and the word
FINISH to express the restoration of state, as shown in (34).

(34) WINDOW BREAK

REPAIR

FINISH AGAIN BREAK.

‘The window broke again and again.’

a. WINDOW

b. BREAK

c. REPAIR

d. FINISH

e. AGAIN

f. BREAK

Figure 3.27: The window broke again and again in TSL

The sentence in (34) describes an achievement of the window’s breaking which
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occurs more than one time. The signer produces the verb BREAK two times. After the
first production of the verb, which describes the window’s state change from unbroken to
broken, the signer produces the verb REPAIR and the aspect marker FINISH to describe
the window’s state change from broken back to unbroken. Then the signer produces the
adverbial AGAIN and then repeats the verb BREAK to mean that the achievement of the
window’s breaking happens again.

3.4.2 The Occasion-Level Plural Achievements

An occasion-level plural achievement is an achievement which has more than one
occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over points in different periods of time,
namely in different occasions. When an achievement is plural at the occasion level, it is a
periodic achievement. A periodic achievement recurs periodically. Examples are the event
described by the sentence The window often breaks and the event described by the
sentence He often discovers new restaurants. English usually expresses a periodic
achievement by adverbials such as often or every day. Chinese usually expresses a
periodic achievement by adverbials such as jingchang (經常) ‘often’ or meitian (每天)
‘every day’. TSL usually encodes the periodic achievement by using the temporal
adverbials that express habitual or periodic occurrences, such as OFTEN, EVERY.DAY.
The periodic recurrences of an achievement results from adopting an event-external
panoramic perspective and applying the pluralization process to the occasion which
contains the achievement. When we view an achievement from such a perspective, we
view this achievement in a larger time frame and also see other events in the time frame,
which, together with the achievement in question, constitute an occasion. In such a
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situation where an occasion is pluralized, the achievement recurs after other events have
occurred. In other words, the achievement recurs after a period of time. The process is
illustrated in Figure 3.28 below.

An achievement with a

A periodic achievement (recuring in

focus on its entirety and

multiple occasions)

the occasion where it
occurs

E.g., He discovers new restaurants every
Pluralization

day

process
time axis

achievement

occasion
Figure 3.28 Derivation of a Periodic (Occasion-level Plural) Achievement

In LSF, according to Kuhn (2015), signers use the morpheme -rep, which is “full
repetition of the exact same motion of the verb” (Kuhn 2015: 124), to express multiple
occurrences of an event through time with the same participant. Kuhn’s example is the
achievement verb FORGET. His example is cited below (Kuhn 2015: 126).

(35) (OFTEN) ONE

PERSON FORGET-rep

ONE WORD.

‘One person often forgot one word.’

The LSF sentence in (35) describes a scene where one person often forgot one word.
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This event has more than one occurrence through time, and these occurrences are
distributed over different occasions. The signer reduplicates the verb FORGET to express
the plurality of the event.
In TSL, the signer uses the frequency adverbials like OFTEN or habituality
adverbials like EVERY.DAY to express an achievement’s occasion-level plurality. An
example is given in (36) and (37) with the achievement discover. The achievement
discover is denoted by the verb DISCOVER. The singular achievement discover is
expressed by the verb DISCOVER in its citation form, produced by sticking out the index
finger and the middle finger of the /S/ hand and pointing the finger tips at the discovered
objects. This movement is performed once. The plural achievement discover is expressed
by verb DISCOVER in its citation form accompanied by the adverbials such as OFTEN,
as shown in (36), and EVERY.DAY, as shown in (37).

(36) HE [OFTEN+]

DISCOVER

NEW RESTAURANT.

‘He often discovers new restaurants.’

a. HE

b. [OFTEN+]

c. DISCOVER
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d. NEW

e. RESTAURANT

Figure 3.29: He often discovers new restaurants in TSL

(37) HE [EVERY.DAY+]

DISCOVER

NEW RESTAURANT.

‘He discovers new restaurants every day.’

The sentence in (36) describes a plural achievement of discovering new restaurants
which recurs in more than one occasion. The signer produces the sign OFTEN before the
verb DISCOVER to mean that the event of discovering occurs in most occasions, or in
other words, occurs frequently.
The sentence in (37) describes a plural achievement of discovering new restaurants
which recurs in more than one occasion. The signer produces the sign EVERY.DAY
before the verb DISCOVER to mean that the event of discovering occurs in every
occasion. In this case, the period of time over which an occasion unfolds is the temporal
unit, one day. Thus, the multiple periods of time over which the multiple occasions unfold
are specified by the adverbial EVERY.DAY. The adverbial EVERY.DAY is signed by
touching one temple with the finger tip of the /1/ hand and then touching the palm of the
other hand with the back of the /1/ hand. The movements are performed repeatedly.
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3.4.3 Summary

To express an event-level plural (iterative) achievement, TSL can reduplicate the
verb and produce an adverbial like AGAIN between reduplicants. To express an
occasion-level (periodic) achievement, it can use the frequency adverbials like OFTEN or
habituality adverbials like EVERY.DAY. This is summarized in Table 3.4 below.

Table 3.4 TSL Pluralization Strategies in Achievements
Phase-level Plurality

Non-applicable

Event-level Plurality

Type 1:

E.g., The window

Interrupted reduplication of the verb with an adverbial like

broke again and

AGAIN produced between reduplicants

again

Type 2:
Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES

Occasion-level

Type 1:

Plurality

Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like

E.g., He discovers

OFTEN and EVERY.DAY

new restaurants
every day

3.5 The Plural Accomplishments

Accomplishments are processes that are followed by a change of state as an outcome.
They are dynamic, durative, and telic events. In TSL, accomplishments can be pluralized
at the phase level, the event level, and the occasion level. I will discuss the phase-level
plurality in Section 3.5.1, the event-level plurality in Section 3.5.2, and the occasion-level
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plurality in Section 3.5.3.

3.5.1 The Phase-Level Plural Accomplishments

A phase-level plural accomplishment is an accomplishment whose phases have more
than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over different points in time.
When an accomplishment is plural at the phase level, it is a prolonged accomplishment. A
prolonged accomplishment lasts for a longer time than usual. An example is the event
described by the sentence He kept hammering the table until it broke.
English usually expresses a prolonged accomplishment by adverbials such as
continuously or by constructions such as keep V-ing or V and V as in the phrase hammer
and hammer the table until it broke. Chinese usually expresses a prolonged
accomplishment by adverbials such as yizhi (一直) ‘continuously’ as in the phrase yizhi
qiao dao huai ‘continuously hammer until break’ (一直敲到壞) ‘keep hammering until it
breaks’. TSL usually encodes a prolonged accomplishment by reduplicating the verb
when the verb form involves movements, by holding the signing gesture when the verb
form does not involve movements, or by using the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME.
An accomplishment has inherent durativity. In TSL, the verbs which denote
accomplishments can have optional reduplicate signing movements to express the
inherent durativity of the accomplishments. What I will discuss in this section is the
derived durativity which results from the pluralization process. We will see that when a
verb already has reduplicate movements in its citation form, it will have extra reduplicate
movements in its plural form.
The prolongation of an accomplishment results from the application of the
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pluralization process to the accomplishment viewed from an event-internal perspective.
When we view an accomplishment from an event-internal perspective, we see the phases
inside the process but do not see the boundaries of the accomplishment. Thus, the
accomplishment is viewed as an unbounded accomplishment (Radden and Dirven 2007).
When an unbounded accomplishment is pluralized, only the phases are pluralized, and
thus the accomplishment becomes prolonged. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.30
below.

An accomplishment with a

A prolonged accomplishment

focus on the inner phase

E,g., He kept hammering the table until it
Pluralization

broke

process
repeated phases

A

B

C

D

E
A

Notation:

and

: stage in event;

B

C

D

E

: boundary between phases

A: pre-inception stage; B: inception stage; C: extension stage; D: culmination stage;
E: post-culmintion stage;
Figure 3.30: Derivation of a Prolonged (Phase-level Plural) Accomplishment

In TSL, when the form of the verb involves movements, the phase-level plurality in
an accomplishment is expressed by reduplicating the verb. An example is given in (38),
(39), and (40) with the accomplishment hammer something broken. The accomplishment
hammer something broken is denoted by the verbs HAMMER and BREAK. The singular
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accomplishment hammer something broken is expressed by the verbs HAMMER and
BREAK in their citation form, as shown in (38). The plural accomplishment keeping
hammer something until it breaks is expressed by reduplicating the verb HAMMER and
then signing the verb BREAK, as shown in (39).
In TSL, it’s possible for signers to measure the length of the duration of an
accomplishment. The length of the duration can be described by temporal adverbials such
as SHORT, LONG, or FOR.ONE.HOUR. An example is given in (40) where the length of
the duration of hammering the table is described by the adverbial FOR.SO.LONG.

(38) HE HAMMER

BREAK

TABLE.

‘He hammered the table broken.’

a. HE

c. BREAK

b. HAMMER

d. TABLE

Figure 3.31: He hammered the table broken in TSL

(39) HE HAMMER++ BREAK TABLE.
‘He kept hammering the table until it broke.’
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a. HE

b. HAMMER++

c. BREAK

d. TABLE

Figure 3.32: He kept hammering the table until it broke in TSL

(40) HE HAMMER++

FOR.SO.LONG

BREAK

TABLE.

‘He hammered the table for a long time until it broke.’
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Figure 3.33 Citation Form of FOR.SO.LONG

The sentence in (38) describes a singular accomplishment of hammering the table
broken. The verbs HAMMER in the sentence remains in its citation form. The sentence in
(39) describes the accomplishment of keeping hammering the table until it breaks. The
signer reduplicates the verb HAMMER to indicate that the process of hammering the
table lasts for a longer time than usual. The sentence in (40) also describes the
accomplishment of keeping hammering the table until it breaks. In addition to
reduplicating the verb HAMMER to indicate the prolongation of the process of
hammering, the signer also produces the adverbial FOR.SO.LONG to express the
measure of the length of the duration.
When the form of the verb does not involve movements, the phase-level plurality in
an accomplishment is expressed by holding the signing gesture for a period of time.
Example are given in (41), (42), (43), and (44) with the accomplishment reading
something and then understanding it. The accomplishment reading something and then
understanding it is denoted by the verbs LOOK and KNOW. The singular
accomplishment is expressed by the verbs in their citation form, as shown in (41). The
plural accomplishment is expressed by holding of signing gesture of the verb LOOK to
make the signing duration longer than that of the citation form, as shown in (42).
In TSL, it’s possible for signers to measure the length of the duration of an
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accomplishment. When the length is long, which usually results from the phase-level
pluralization of an event, the long length can be expressed by the adverbial
FOR.SO.LONG, as shown in (43). When the length is short, which suggests that the event
does not undergo the phase-level pluralization, the short length can be expressed by the
adverbial SUDDENLY, as shown in (44). One thing worth noting is that in the case of a
short length, the signer does not reduplicate or hold the form of the verb. In other words,
the signing duration of the verb is not prolonged.

(41) THIS

UTTERANCE

HE

LOOK

[KNOW++].

‘He read the sentence and then understood it.’

a. THIS

b. UTTERANCE

c. HE

d. LOOK

e. [KNOW++]
Figure 3.34: He read the sentence and then understood it in TSL
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(42) THIS

WORD

UTTERANCE

HE

LOOKprolonged

[KNOW++].

‘He kept reading this sentence and then understood it.’

a. THIS

b. WORD

d. HE

e.14 LOOKprolonged

14

c. UTTERANCE

Note that the verb LOOKprolonged in the sentence in (42) is signed by holding the hand in the handshape

/F/ for a longer time than usual.
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f. [KNOW++]
Figure 3.35: He kept reading this sentence and then understood it in TSL

(43) HE

LOOK THIS

FOR.SO.LONGprolonged

WORD

UTTERANCE

LOOKprolonged

[KNOW++].

‘He read this sentence for a long time and then understood it.’

a. LOOKprolonged

b. FOR.SO.LONGprolonged
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c. [KNOW++]
Figure 3.36: He read this sentence for a long time and then understood it in TSL

(44) THIS

WORD UTTERANCE

HE

LOOK

SUDDENLY [KNOW++].

‘He read this sentence for a short time and then understood it.’

a. LOOK

b. SUDDENLY
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c. [KNOW++]
Figure 3.37: He read this sentence for a short time and then understood it in TSL

The sentence in (41) describes a singular accomplishment of reading the sentence
and then understanding it. The verb LOOK in the sentence remains in its citation form. It
is produced by placing the /F/ hand in front of one eye, imitating a person looking at a
thing through a scope. The sentence in (42) describes a plural accomplishment of keeping
reading the sentence and then understanding it. The signer holds the signing gesture of the
verb LOOK for a longer period of time, so the signing duration is longer than that of the
citation form. The holding of the gesture means that the process of reading the sentence
lasts for a longer time than usual.
The sentence in (43) also describes a plural accomplishment of keeping reading the
sentence and then understanding it. In addition to holding the signing gesture of the verb
LOOK to indicate the prolongation of the process of reading, the signer also produces the
adverbial FOR.SO.LONG to express the long length of the duration. The sentence in (44)
also describes a plural accomplishment of keeping reading the sentence and then
understanding it. However, in this sentence, the signer produces the adverbial
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SUDDENLY to express the short length of the duration. Furthermore, the signer does not
hold the signing gesture of the verb.
TSL can also encode a prolonged accomplishment by using the adverbial
ALL.THE.TIME, as shown in (45) below.

(45) HE

IRON.NAIL [HAMMER+]

TABLE

UNABLE

ALL.THE.TIME

[HAMMER+]+

BREAK.

‘He did not know how to hammer a nail and kept hammering it until the table broke.’

a. HE

b. IRON.NAIL

c. [HAMMER+]15

15

The citation form of HAMMER can be signed by moving the hand in the handshape /Curved-baby L/

downward one time or two times. In the case here, the hand movement is performed two times. The
repetitive movements here can be seen as the inherent movements of the citation form.
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d. UNABLE

e. ALL.THE.TIME

f. [HAMMER+]+

g. TABLE

h. BREAK

Figure 3.38: He did not know how to hammer a nail and kept hammering it until the table
broke in TSL

The sentence in (45) describes a scene where he did not know how to hammer a nail
and kept hammering it until the table broke. The event of keeping hammering a nail until
the breaking of the table is an internally plural accomplishment which has a longer
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duration than usual. In order to express the prolongation of the hammering event, the
signer reduplicates the verb HAMMER. The reduplication is signed by repeating the
inherent repetitive movements of the verb. In addition, the signer also produces the
adverbial ALL.THE.TIME before the verb HAMMER to indicates the prolongation of the
event.

3.5.2 The Event-Level Plural Accomplishments

An event-level plural accomplishment is an accomplishment which has more than
one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over different points in time in the
same occasion. When an accomplishment is pluralized at the event level, it becomes an
iterative accomplishment. The accomplishment in its entirety is repeated more than one
time. An example is the event described by the sentence He hammered the table broken
again and again.
English usually expresses an iterative accomplishment by adverbials such as again
and again or many times. Chinese usually expresses an iterative accomplishment by
adverbials such as yici you yici (一次又一次) ‘again and again’, xuduo ci (許多次) ‘many
times’ or yizai (一再) ‘again and again’ as in the phrase yizai qiao huai zhe zhang zhuozi
‘again and again hammer break this CL table’ (一再敲壞這張桌子) ‘hammer the table
broken again and again’. TSL usually encodes the iterative accomplishment by
reduplicating the verb with the reduplication interrupted by an adverbial like AGAIN or
MORE or by the use of an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES placed after the verb with
the verb form unchanged.
The iteration of an accomplishment results from the application of the pluralization
process to the accomplishment viewed from event-external perspective. When we view an
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accomplishment from such a perspective, we see the entire accomplishment including its
boundaries, and thus the accomplishment is viewed as a bounded accomplishment
(Radden and Dirven 2007). When a bounded accomplishment is pluralized, the
accomplishment in its entirety is pluralized, and thus the accomplishment become
iterative. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.39 below.

An accomplishment with a focus

An iterative accomplishment

on its entirety, including its
boundaries

E.g., He hammered the table
Pluralization

broken again and again

process
time axis
accomplishment
Figure 3.39 Derivation of an Iterative (Event-level Plural) Accomplishment

In Ugandan Sign Language (UgSL), according to Lutalo-Kiingi (2014), signers use
the reduplication of the verb to mean that an event is performed more than one time.
Lutalo-Kiingi’s example is with the accomplishment verb SEND, as cited below
(Lutalo-Kiingi 2014: 133).

(46) YESTERDAY SEND-REDUP+z.
‘Yesterday I sent it there several times.’

The UgSL sentence in (46) describes a plural event of my sending it there which
occurs several times in the period of time specified by the adverbial YESTERDAY. The
signer reduplicates the verb SEND to mean that the event of sending occurs several times.
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In TSL, the event-level plural accomplishment is signed by reduplicating the verb
and producing an adverbial like AGAIN which accompanies each reduplicant of the verb.
An example is given below with the accomplishment copying something. The
accomplishment copying something is denoted by the verbs STUDY and WRITE as a set.
The singular accomplishment is expressed by the verbs in their citation form, where each
verb is signed one or two times. The plural accomplishment is expressed by repeating the
verb set STUDY and WRITE and producing a sign AGAIN which accompanies each
reduplicant of the verb, as shown in (47).

(47) THIS

BOOK

HE

[STUDY+]

WRITE

FINISH

AGAIN

[STUDY+]

WRITE FINISH AGAIN SUCCESSIVELY.
‘He copied this book again and again successively.’

a. THIS

b. BOOK

c. HE

d. [STUDY+]

e. WRITE
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f. FINISH

g. AGAIN

h. [STUDY+]

j. FINISH

i. WRITE

k. AGAIN

l. SUCCESSIVELY
Figure 3.40: He copied this book again and again successively in TSL

The sentence in (47) describes a plural accomplishment of copying the book again
and again. After signing the ground this book and the figure he, the signer produces the
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verb set STUDY and WRITE. The verb STUDY has repetitive movements in its citation
form to indicate the inherent durativity of the activity of studying. Then the signer
produces the aspect marker FINISH to indicate that the book-copying accomplishment
has reached its culminating endpoint. Then the signer produces the adverbial AGAIN.
After that, the signer produces the verbs STUDY, WRITE, and the aspect marker FINISH
again. After that, the signer produces the adverbial AGAIN again. At the end, the signer
produces the adverbial SUCCESSIVELY to indicate that the occurrences of the
book-copying accomplishment take place successively.
Accomplishments involve change of state so the iteration of it evokes a restoration
of state before each re-occurrence of the change of state. TSL is a language which
explicitly expresses the restoration of state. An example is given in (48) and (49) with the
accomplishment of hammering the table broken. The accomplishment is denoted by the
verbs HAMMER and BREAK. The singular accomplishment is expressed by the verbs in
their citation form, as shown in (48).
The plural accomplishment is expressed by reduplicating the verbs and before each
repetition of the verb an adverbial which denotes the iteration of an event is produced. In
the example below, such an adverbial is MORE. The adverbial MORE has the same
function as the adverbial AGAIN of expressing the iteration of an event. The example is
given in (49).

(48) HE TABLE

HAMMER

BREAK.

‘He hammered the table broken.’
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a. HE

b. TABLE

c. HAMMER

d. BREAK

Figure 3.41: He hammered the table broken in TSL

(49) THIS

TABLE

HAMMER

HE

HAMMER

BREAK

REPAIR

BREAK

REPAIR

GOOD MORE

GOOD MORE HAMMER

BREAK.

‘He hammered the table broken again and again.’

a. THIS

b. TABLE

c. HE
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d. HAMMER

f. REPAIR

e. BREAK

g. GOOD

h. MORE

j. BREAK

i. HAMMER

k. REPAIR
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l. GOOD

n. HAMMER

m. MORE

o. BREAK

Figure 3.42: He hammered the table broken again and again in TSL

The sentence in (48) describes a singular accomplishment of his hammering the table
broken which occurs only once. The verbs HAMMER and BREAK are signed only once.
The sentence in (49) describes a plural accomplishment of his hammering the table
broken which occurs more than one time. After the first production of the verbs
HAMMER and BREAK, which express the change of the table’s state from unbroken to
broken, the signer produces the verbs REPAIR and GOOD to expresses the restoration of
the table’s state from broken back to unbroken. Then the signer produces the adverbial
MORE. After that, the singer repeats the verbs HAMMER, BREAK, REPAIR, and
GOOD. Then the signer produces MORE again. After that, the signer produces the verbs
HAMMER and BREAK one more time.
As can be seen from the phrase REPAIR GOOD ‘repair it and it becomes good’ in
the sentence in (49), TSL explicitly expresses the restoration of state. On the contrary,
English tends to leave the restoration of state unexpressed, as can be seen in the English
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translation. If the English translation expresses the restoration of state explicitly, it will
sound unnatural.

3.5.3 The Occasion-Level Plural Accomplishments

An occasion-level plural accomplishment is an accomplishment which has more than
one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over points in different periods of
time, namely in different occasions. When an accomplishment is plural at the occasion
level, it is a periodic accomplishment. A periodic accomplishment recurs periodically.
Examples are the event described by the sentence He often hammers the table broken and
the event described by the sentence He often gives her books.
English usually expresses a periodic accomplishment by adverbials such as often or
every day. Chinese usually expresses a periodic accomplishment by adverbials such as
jingchang (經常) ‘often’ or meitian (每天) ‘every day’. TSL usually encodes the periodic
accomplishment by using an adverbial that expresses habitual or periodic occurrences,
such as OFTEN or EVERY.DAY, which is accompanied by an optional reduplication of
the verb.
The periodic recurrences of an accomplishment results from adopting an
event-external panoramic perspective and applying the pluralization process to the
occasion which contains the accomplishment. When we view an accomplishment from
such a perspective, we view this accomplishment in a larger time frame and also see other
events in the time frame, which, together with the accomplishment in question, constitute
an occasion. In such a situation where an occasion is pluralized, the accomplishment
recurs after other events have occurred. In other words, the accomplishment recurs after a
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period of time. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.43 below.

An accomplishment with

A periodic accomplishment (recuring in

a focus on its entirety

multiple occasions)

and the occasion where it

E.g., I often give him books

occurs
Pluralization
time axis

process

accomplishment

occasion

Figure 3.43 Derivation of a Periodic (Occasion-Level Plural) Accomplishment

In ASL, according to Rathmann (2005), a habitual event (i.e., an occasion-level
plural event) is expressed by a verb whose movement is reduplicated. But the
reduplicated movements are smaller and faster than those of the verb which denotes an
iterative event. Rathmann’s example is with an accomplishment verb, as cited below
(Rathmann 2005: 41).

(50) JOHN GO-habitual

CHURCH.

‘John goes to church (regularly).’ or ‘John usually goes to church.’

The ASL sentence in (50) describes John’s going to Church regularly, which
becomes a property of John. The plural accomplishment of John’s regular going to
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Church is denoted by the verb GO which bears the Habitual morpheme, which is
reduplication of the verb’s movements.
In TSL, the signer uses adverbials which indicate habitual repetition, such as
OFTEN, EVERY.DAY, to express occasion-level plurality of an accomplishment. An
optional reduplication of the verb is also adopted. An example is given in (51) and (52)
with the accomplishment give. The accomplishment give is denoted by the verb GIVE.
The singular accomplishment give is expressed by the verb GIVE in its citation form, as
shown in (51), where the verb is signed only once. The plural accomplishment is
expressed by the verb accompanied by the adverbial OFTEN with an optional
reduplication of the verb, as shown in (52).

(51) I GIVE.HIM

ONE

BOOK.

‘I gave him a book.’

a. I

b. GIVE.HIM

c. ONE

d. BOOK
Figure 3.44: I gave him a book in TSL
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(52) I [OFTEN+]

[GIVE.HIM]+

BOOK.

‘I often give him books.’

a. I

b. OFTEN

c. [GIVE.HIM]+

d. BOOK
Figure 3.45: I often give him books in TSL

The sentence in (51) describes an accomplishment of my giving him a book which
occurs only once. The verb GIVE in the sentence remains in its citation form. The citation
form of GIVE is produced by moving the /Open B/ hand to the location which represents
the recipient. At the start of the movement, the palm faces downward. When it reaches the
recipient, the palm faces upward. This movement imitates a person handing an object to
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another person. The movement is performed once.
The sentence in (52) describes an accomplishment of my giving him a book which
recurs in more than one occasion. The signer produces the sign OFTEN before the sign
GIVE to indicate that the accomplishment recurs in most occasions, or in other words,
recurs frequently. In addition, the verb GIVE is repeated right after its first production.
The adverbial OFTEN is necessary while the reduplication of the verb is optional.

3.5.4 Summary

To express a phase-level plural (prolonged) accomplishment, TSL can use the
adverbial like ALL.THE.TIME, the reduplication of the verb, or the holding of the
gesture of the verb. To express an event-level plural (iterative) accomplishment, it can
reduplicate the verb and produce the adverbial like AGAIN between reduplicants. To
express an occasion-level (periodic) activity, it can use the frequency adverbials like
OFTEN or habituality adverbials like EVERY.DAY. The verb can be reduplicated
optionally. This is summarized in Table 3.5 below.

Table 3.5 TSL Pluralization Strategies in Accomplishments
Phase-level Plurality

Type 1:

E.g., He kept

Zero marking on the verb with an adverbial like

hammering the table

ALL.THE.TIME

until it broke

Type 2:

E.g., He kept reading

Uninterruptible reduplication of the verb

this sentence and then

Type 3:

understood it

Holding of gestures of the verb
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Event-level Plurality

Type 1:

E.g., He hammered

Interrupted reduplication of the verb with AGAIN produced

the table broken

between reduplicants

again and again

Type 2:
Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES

Occasion-level

Type 1:

Plurality

Uninterruptible reduplication of the verb accompanied by an

E.g., I often give him

adverbial like OFTEN and EVERY.DAY

books

Type 2:
Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial like
OFTEN and EVERY.DAY

3.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have seen that TSL has five strategies for expressing event
plurality in the domain of time: the uninterruptible and the interruptible reduplications,
the holding, the adverbial like ALL.THE.TIME, the adverbials like AGAIN and MORE,
and the adverbials like OFTEN and EVERY.DAY.
The phase-level plurality (i.e., event prolongation) is usually expressed by
prolonging the signing duration of the verb, which can be carried out by the
uninterruptible reduplication of the verb or the holding of the verb’s gesture. The
reduplication is used when the verb’s form involves movements. The holding of the
verb’s signing gesture is used when the verb’s form involves no movement. The
phase-level plurality can also be expressed by an adverbial like ALL.THE.TIME. The
adverbial ALL.THE.TIME can be used with all kinds of verbs. The prolongation of the
signing duration of the verb and the use of the adverbials are compatible with each other.
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The use of these strategies is summarized in Table 3.6 below. Note that the term ‘zero
marking’ here refers to the phenomenon that a verb has no overt marker on the form.

Table 3.6 TSL Strategies for Expressing Event Prolongation (Event Plurality at the Phase
Level of Time Frame)
Event Prolongation
Verb Form which expresses event prolongation
Type1: Prolongation of the signing duration of the verb
Subtype 1.1: Uninterruptible reduplication
Subtype 1.2: Holding of the gesture
Type 2: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial
Adverbials which express event prolongation
ALL.THE.TIME, produced before or after the verb

The event-level plurality is usually expressed by interrupted reduplication of verb
with an adverbial like AGAIN or MORE produced in the interval between repeated verbs,
by uninterrupted reduplication of verb with an adverbial like MANY.TIMES produced
after all the reduplicants, or by using an adverbial like MANY.TIMES after the verb with
the form of the verb unchanged. The use of these strategies is summarized in Table 3.7
below.
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Table 3.7 TSL Strategies for Expressing Event Iteration (Event Plurality at the Event
Level of Time Frame)
Event Iteration
Verb Form which expresses event iteration
Type 1: Interrupted reduplication of verb with an adverbial like AGAIN or MORE
produced between reduplicants
Type 2: Uninterrupted reduplication of verb with an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES
produced after all the reduplicants
Type3: Zero marking on the verb accompanied by a postverbal adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES
Adverbials which express event iteration
Type 1: AGAIN, MORE, produced between the reduplicants of the verb
Type 2: SEVERAL.TIMES, produced after the verb

The occasion-level plurality is expressed by an optional reduplication of the verb and
the obligatory use of frequency adverbials like OFTEN or habituality adverbials like
EVERY.DAY. The use of these strategies is summarized in Table 3.8 below.
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Table 3.8 TSL Strategies for Expressing Event Periodicity (Event Plurality at the
Occasion Level of Time Frame)
Event Periodicity
Verb Form which expresses event periodicity
Type 1: Uninterrupted reduplication of the verb accompanied by an adverbial
Type 2: Zero marking on the verb accompanied by an adverbial
Adverbials which express event periodicity
OFTEN, EVERY.DAY, produced before or after the verb

The use of these strategies is subject to two factors: the event types and the form of
the verb. Observing the verbs I have investigated so far, we can see that different event
types would be compatible with different strategies, and different formations of the verb
form would be, too.
When expressing event prolongation, a state verb is compatible with the adverbial
ALL.THE.TIME but is not compatible with the reduplication and the holding. When
expressing event iteration, a state verb is compatible with the interrupted reduplication
with adverbials like AGAIN or MORE placed in the interval between reduplicants of the
verb. It is also compatible with an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES placed after the verb
with the verb form unchanged or undergoing an uninterrupted reduplication. When
expressing event periodicity, a state verb is compatible with the frequency adverbial like
OFTEN and the habitual adverbial like EVERY.DAY, with the verb form unchanged. The
use of strategies with states is summarized in Table 3.9 below.
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Table 3.9 TSL Strategies for Expressing Plural States
Plural States
Plurality types

Verb form

Prolongation

Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like ALL.THE.TIME
(VERB ADV)

Iteration

Type 1: Interrupted reduplication with an adverbial like AGAIN
(VERB ADV VERB)
Type 2: Uninterrupted reduplication accompanied by an adverbial
like SEVERAL.TIMES
(VERB VERB ADV)
Type 3: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES
(VERB ADV)

Periodicity

Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like OFTEN
(VERB ADV)

When expressing event prolongation, an activity verb is not compatible with the
holding of gestures but is compatible with the reduplication. Also, it is compatible with
the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME. When expressing event iteration, an activity verb is
compatible with the interrupted reduplication of the verb with an adverbial like AGAIN
or MORE placed in the interval between reduplicants of the verb. It is also compatible
with an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES placed after the verb with the verb form
unchanged. When expressing event periodicity, an activity verb is compatible with the
frequency adverbial like OFTEN and the habitual adverbial like EVERY.DAY, with the
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verb form unchanged or undergoing an uninterrupted reduplication. The use of strategies
with activities is summarized in Table 3.10 below.

Table 3.10 TSL Strategies for Expressing Plural Activities
Plural Activities
Plurality types

Verb form

Prolongation

Type 1: Uninterrupted reduplication
(VERB VERB)
Type 2: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like
ALL.THE.TIME
(VERB ADV)

Iteration

Type 1: Interrupted reduplication with AGAIN
(VERB ADV VERB)
Type 2: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES
(VERB ADV)

Periodicity

Type 1: Uninterrupted reduplication accompanied by an adverbial
like OFTEN
(VERB VERB ADV)
Type 2: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like OFTEN
(VERB ADV)

When expressing event iteration, an achievement verb is compatible with the
interrupted reduplication of the verb with adverbials like AGAIN or MORE placed in the
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interval between reduplicants of the verb. In addition, it is also compatible with an
adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES placed after the verb with the verb form unchanged.
When expressing event periodicity, an achievement verb is compatible with the frequency
adverbial like OFTEN and the habitual adverbial like EVERY.DAY, with the verb form
unchanged. The use of strategies with achievements is summarized in Table 3.11 below.

Table 3.11 TSL Strategies for Expressing Plural Achievements
Plural Achievements
Plurality types

Verb form

Prolongation

Not applicable

Iteration

Type 1: Interrupted reduplication with AGAIN
(VERB ADV VERB)
Type 2: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES
(VERB ADV)

Periodicity

Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like OFTEN
(VERB ADV)

When expressing event prolongation, an accomplishment verb is compatible with the
uninterrupted reduplication and the holding of gestures. It is also compatible with the
adverbial ALL.THE.TIME with verb form unchanged. When expressing event iteration,
an accomplishment verb is compatible with the interrupted reduplication of the verb with
an adverbial like AGAIN or MORE placed in the interval between reduplicants of the
verb. It is also compatible with an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES placed after the verb
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with the verb form unchanged. When expressing event periodicity, an accomplishment
verb is compatible with the frequency adverbial like OFTEN and the habitual adverbial
like EVERY.DAY, with the verb form unchanged or undergoing an uninterrupted
reduplication. The use of strategies with accomplishments is summarized in Table 3.12
below.

Table 3.12 TSL Strategies for Expressing Plural Accomplishments
Plural Accomplishments
Plurality types
Prolongation

Verb form
Type 1: Uninterrupted reduplication
(VERB VERB)
Type 2: Holding of gestures
(VERBprolonged)
Type 3: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like
ALL.THE.TIME
(VERB ADV)

Iteration

Type 1: Interrupted reduplication with AGAIN
(VERB ADV VERB)
Type 2: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like
SEVERAL.TIMES
(VERB ADV)

Periodicity

Type 1: Uninterrupted reduplication accompanied by an adverbial
like OFTEN
(VERB VERB ADV)
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Type 2: Zero marking accompanied by an adverbial like OFTEN
(VERB ADV)

Different formations of the verb form would be compatible with different strategies.
We have seen that the choice between the reduplication strategy and the holding strategy
depends on how the verb is signed. If the signing of the verb involves movements, the
reduplication strategy is adopted. If the signing of the verb does not involve movements,
and only involve hand shapes and the hand orientation, the holding strategy is adopted. I
propose that the reduplication and the holding are two phonological realizations of the
same morpheme’s form. The meaning of the morpheme is that the duration of the event is
prolonged. The form of the morpheme is the temporal extension of the verb form, to the
effect that the signing duration is prolonged. The prolongation of the signing duration can
be achieved by the reduplication or the holding.
Reduplication is used in all the three levels of plurality, but it is used in different
ways. When expressing the phase-level plurality, namely the prolongation plurality, the
signer reduplicates the verb uninterruptedly without anything produced between
reduplicants. When expressing the event-level plurality, namely the iteration plurality, the
signer reduplicates the verb form interruptibly and can produce an adverbial such as
AGAIN or MORE in the interval between reduplicants of the verb. When expressing the
occasion-level plurality, namely the periodicity plurality, the signer can also reduplicate
the verb form uninterruptibly but the reduplication is optional and has to accompany a
frequency adverbial or a habituality adverbial.
We can observe that the TSL strategies for expressing event plurality are iconic or
metaphoric. For example, a prolonged event, as in He kept hammering the table, is
expressed by prolonging the signing duration of the verb. The prolongation of the signing
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duration can be achieved by repeating the signing movements or holding the signing
gestures. An iterative event, as in He hammered the table again and again, is expressed
by iterating the verb and inserting the word AGAIN between the iterated verbs. A periodic
event, as in He often hammers the table, is expressed by the adverbial OFTEN, which is
signed by drawing circles near the head. The circular movements of the sign OFTEN
metaphorically express the periodic recurrences of an event.
The expression of a plural event involves conceptualization of it. According to the
Analogue-Building Model (Taub 2001), the expression of things through iconic signs
involve three stages, namely the image selection, the schematization, and the encoding. In
image selection, some aspects of our concept of a thing are selected. In the schematization,
these selected concepts are schematized. In the encoding, the schema is represented by
the signing gestures and signing movements in the signing space in an iconic way, or
roughly speaking in a way that the components in the conceptual structure are mapped to
the components in the gestural structure (see Wilcox and Morford (2007: 175-179) for
detailed discussions). In light of this, the conceptual structuring underlying the TSL
expression of event plurality can be analyzed as follows.
The concept underlying the phase-level event plurality (i.e., event prolongation) in
TSL is the Prolongation schema. The schema Prolongation results from an application of
the concept Multiplexity (Talmy 2000c) to an unbounded event. An event is unbounded
when we see the event from an inner perspective and see the phases that constitute the
event. When we take an inner perspective, the boundary of the event is not in the scope of
attention. Since the focus of attention is on the phases in the event, it is the phases that are
reported to be multiplex. Since there exists a part-whole relationship between the phases
and the event, the reduplication of the phases is isomorphic to the prolongation of the
event.
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The concepts Multiplexity, Unboundedness, Part-Whole, and Time together
constitute the Prolongation schema. The Prolongation schema is defined here as the
extension of a thing in the domain of time as a result of the reproduction of the thing’s
composition. In terms of Talmy’s dichotomy between the structure and the content of the
cognitive representation, the Prolongation schema serves as the structure of the cognitive
representation of a prolonged event. The Prolongation schema is encoded by the
prolongation of the signing duration of the verb. The prolongation of the sign can be
achieved by one of the two devices: the uninterruptible reduplication of the signing
movements or the holding of the signing gestures. The citation form of the verb encodes
the content of the cognitive representation of the prolonged event.
While the reduplication and the holding encode a prolonged event in an iconic way,
the adverbial ALL.THE.TIME encode the event in a metaphoric way. The adverbial
ALL.THE.TIME is produced with the /1/ hand attached to the palm of the /Open B/ hand
and then moved forward. In this sign, the prolongation of an event is conceptualized as
the continuation of an event. The continuation of an event is further conceptualized
metaphorically as the motion of an object in the same direction. The motion of an object
in the same direction is represented iconically by the movement of the /1/ hand along a
straight path.
The concept underlying the event-level event plurality (i.e., event iteration) is the
Iteration schema. The Iteration schema results from an application of the concept
Multiplexity (Talmy 2000c) to a bounded event. An event is bounded when we see the
event from an outer perspective and see the event in its entirety. When we take an outer
perspective, the boundaries of the event are in the scope of attention. Since the focus of
attention is on the event in its entirety, it is the event in its entirety that is reported to be
multiplex. That is to say, we see many copies of the event.
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The concepts Multiplexity, Boundedness, and Time together constitute the Iteration
schema. The Iteration schema is defined here as the reproduction of a thing in the domain
of time. The Iteration schema serves as the structure of the cognitive representation of an
iterative event. The Iteration schema is encoded by the interruptible reduplication of the
verb which encodes the content of the cognitive representation of the iterative event, with
the adverbial like AGAIN or MORE inserted between reduplicated verbs. The
interruption between reduplicated verbs iconically encodes the boundary between the
iterated events.
The concept underlying the occasion-level event plurality (i.e., event periodicity) is
the Periodicity schema. The Periodicity schema results from an application of the concept
Multiplexity (Talmy 2000c) to the occasion which contains the event in question. An
event is viewed as contained in an occasion when we see the event from a panoramic
perspective and see the sequence of events which constitute the occasion. When we take a
panoramic perspective, the sequence of events in the occasion is in the scope of attention.
Since the focus of attention is on the occasion, it is the occasion that is reported to be
multiplex. Since there exists a part-whole relationship between the occasion and the event
in question, the reduplication of the occasion is isomorphic to the reduplication of the
event in question.
An event does not necessarily occur in every occasion. Thus, we have frequency of
the occurrence of the event, which is expressed by the frequency adverbials such as
sometimes, often, usually, always in English and OFTEN in TSL.
The concepts Multiplexity, Sequence, Part-Whole, and Time together constitute the
Periodicity schema. The Periodicity schema is defined here as the recurrence of a thing in
reproduced sequences of things in the domain of time. The Periodicity schema serves as
the structure of the cognitive representation of a periodic event. The Periodicity schema
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can be encoded by a frequency adverbial such as OFTEN or a habituality adverbial such
as EVERY.DAY. Such an adverbial accompanies the verb which encodes the content of
the cognitive representation of the periodic event.
The adverbial OFTEN metaphorically encodes the Periodicity schema. The adverbial
OFTEN is produced by drawing circle with the index finger near the head. In this sign,
the Periodicity schema is metaphorically conceptualized as the Cycle schema. In other
words, the repetition of a sequence of events is conceptualized metaphorically as the
repetition of a cycle. The Cycle schema is iconically represented by circles drawn by the
signing hand.
Comparing the event-plurality devices in TSL with those in other sign languages, we
can see that different sign languages conceptualize a plural event in different ways. For
example, LSF uses the same morpheme, i.e., -rep, to express an iterative event and a
periodic event. This suggests that LSF may conceptualize a periodic event in terms of the
Iteration schema, or in other words, conceptualize a periodic event as an iterative event.
On the contrary, in the TSL sign OFTEN, the signer conceptualizes a periodic event in
terms of the Cycle schema, or in other words, conceptualizes a periodic event as a cyclic
event.
We can also see that different sign languages encode the same concept in different
ways. For example, TSL encodes the Iteration schema by the interruptible reduplication
of the verb, while LSF and UgSL encode the same schema by the uninterrupted
reduplication of the verb.
Comparing TSL’s event-plurality strategies with ASL’s event-plurality strategies, we
can see that they are similar in the way of encoding the Prolongation schema but different
in the way of encoding the Iteration schema and the Periodicity schema. Both TSL and
ASL encodes Prolongation by prolonging the signing duration of the verb. However, TSL
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encodes Iteration by interruptible reduplication of the verb, while ASL encodes it by
uninterrupted reduplication. In TSL, when encoding Periodicity, the reduplication of the
verb cannot be used alone, while in ASL, the reduplication of the verb can be used alone.
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Chapter 4
Multiple-Participant Plural Events in Taiwan Sign Language

4.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates how TSL encodes the multiple-participant plural events1. A
multiple-participant plural event is an event which has more than one occurrence, and
these occurrences are distributed over multiple participants which take the same role. In
this chapter, I will show how TSL adopts different strategies to encode different kinds of
multiple-participant plural events.
Plurality is a grammatical category, which denotes the state of a thing of a type
having more than one instance (Radden and Dirven 2007). The concept underlying
plurality is Plexity, which is “a quantity’s state of articulation into equivalent elements”
(Talmy 2000c: 48). A quantity in the domain of space is an entity, while a quantity in the
domain of time is an event. An event is composed of participants and a relation between
participants. An event is plural or “multiplex” (Talmy 2000c) when it has more than one
occurrence. Two major and widely-discussed types of plural events are the events whose
occurrences are distributed over multiple points in time and the events whose occurrences
are distributed over multiple participants which take the same role. In this chapter, I will
discuss the latter.

1

In this dissertation, the term ‘event’ is interchangeable with the terms ‘situation’ or ‘eventuality’ which are

widely used in the literature.
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Event participants are things which are involved in an event. Event participants are
usually referred to through the roles they take. For example, in the semantic analysis of an
event, event participants are referred to through the semantic roles such as the agent and
the patient. In the grammatical analysis of a clause, event participants are referred to
through the grammatical roles such as the subject and the object. In the cognitive
linguistic framework (Langacker 1987, 1991), event participants are referred to through
the roles such as the figure and the ground. This dissertation follows the cognitive
linguistic framework and analyzes the subject of a clause as the figure and analyze the
object as the ground.
This chapter will focus on two main kinds of event participants: the figure and the
ground. There can be three ways for an event to be plural. In one way, the event has more
than one occurrence, and each occurrence involves a different figure. In one way, the
event has more than one occurrence, and each occurrence involves a different ground. In
the other way, the event has more than one occurrence, and each occurrence involves a
different figure and a different ground.
The multiple-figure plural event illustrated can be exemplified by the English
sentence Each teacher is angry, where the teacher is the figure. This sentence describes a
scene where the event of being angry has more than one occurrence and these occurrences
involve different teachers. English usually expresses the distribution of an event’s
occurrences over multiple participants by using words which have a distributive meaning,
such as each, which refers to each member of a group, not to the group collectively2.
Another example is the English sentence Each teacher asked the student, where the
2

The collective construal focuses on the collection of members and conceives of it as a single entity, while

the individual construal focuses on the individual members (Radden and Dirven 2007: 75).
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teacher is the figure and the student is the ground. This sentence describes a scene where
the event of asking has multiple occurrences and these occurrences involve different
teachers but the same student. Chinese also expresses the distribution of an event’s
occurrences over multiple participants by using distributive words like meiyi (每一)
‘each’, as in meiyi ge laoshi dou zai shengqi ‘each CL teacher all at angry’ (每一個老師

都在生氣) ‘Each teacher is angry.’ Another example is the Chinese the sentence meiyi ge
laoshi dou wen le zhe ge xuesheng ‘each CL teacher all ask LE this CL student’ (每一個

老師都問了這個學生) ‘Each teacher asked this student’.
The multiple-ground plural event can be exemplified by the English sentence The
teacher asked each student, where the teacher is the figure and the student is the ground.
This sentence describes a scene where the event of asking has multiple occurrences and
these occurrences involve the same teacher but different students. The Chinese example is
the sentence zhe ge laoshi wen le meiyi ge xuesheng ‘this CL teacher ask LE each CL
student’ (這個老師問了每一個學生) ‘He asked each teacher’.
The multiple-figure multiple-ground plural event can be exemplified by the English
sentence Each teacher asked their respective students, where the teacher is the figure and
the student is the ground. This sentence describes a scene where the event of asking has
multiple occurrences and each occurrence involves a different teacher and a different
student. English usually uses words like respective to express the one-to-one relation
between the figures and the grounds. Chinese usually expresses the one-to-one relation by
words like gezi (各自) ‘respective’, as in the sentence meiyi ge laoshi dou gezi wen le yi
ge xuesheng ‘each CL teacher all respective ask LE one CL student’ (每一個老師都各自

問了一個學生) ‘Each teacher asked his respective student’.
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English can also express multiple-participant plural events by the lexical meaning of
the verbs. For example, the event of killing a person is canonically expressed by the verbs
kill or murder, while the event of killing many people at the same time is typically
expressed by the verbs massacre or pogrom. Also, the event of a person’s walking is
usually expressed by the verbs walk or tramp, while the event of a group of people’s
walking is often expressed by the verbs march or parade.
Chinese can also express multiple-participant plural events by the modifiers of the
verbs. For example, the event of killing a person is canonically expressed by the verb sha
(殺) ‘kill’, while the event of killing many people at the same time is typically expressed
by the verb tu sha (屠殺) ‘kill slaughteringly’, which is composed of the verb tu (屠)
‘slaughter’, describing the manner of killing, and the verb sha (殺) ‘kill’. Also, the event
of a person’s eating food is usually expressed by the verb chi (吃) ‘eat’, while the event of
a group of people’s eating food is often expressed by the verb he chi (合吃) ‘eat together’,
which is composed of the adverb he (合) ‘together’ and the verb chi (吃) ‘eat’.
In LSF, according to Kuhn (2015), signers use “alternating motion of the two hands”,
abbreviated as -alt (Kuhn 2015: 124), to express distribution of multiple occurrences of
an event over participants. Examples are cited below (Kuhn 2015: 126), with the verbs
GIVE and FORGET.

(1) GROUP PEOPLE

BOOK GIVE-1-alt.

‘A group of people gave me books.’

(2) ONE PERSON FORGET-alt

SEVERAL WORDS.

‘One person forgot several words.’
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The LSF sentence in (1) describes an event of a group of people’s giving me books,
which has more than one occurrence. These occurrences are distributed over multiple
figures, i.e., people. The signer reduplicates the verb GIVE with alternate hands to
express the multiple-participant plurality of the event.
The LSF sentence in (2) describes an event of one person’s forgetting several words,
which has more than one occurrence. These occurrences are distributed over multiple
grounds, i.e., words. The signer reduplicates the verb FORGET with alternate hands to
express the multiple-participant plurality of the event.
In UgSL, according to Lutalo-Kiingi (2014), signers use the simultaneous
reduplication of the verb to mean that the occurrences of an event are distributed over
more than one location or direction. The example is cited from Lutalo-Kiingi (2014: 133),
with the verb SEND.

(3) r: YESTERDAY SEND-dual.
l:

SEND-dual.

‘Yesterday I sent them at the same time to two different places.’

The UgSL sentence in (3) describes a plural event of my sending them at the same
time to two different places, which has more than one occurrence. These occurrences
involve different objects and different places. The signer reduplicates the verb SEND by
the simultaneous use of both hands to mean that the occurrences of the event of sending
are distributed over different objects and different places at the same time.
Verbs in sign languages can be divided into different types according to their
morphological properties. Padden (1983, 1990) classifies verbs in American Sign
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Language into three types: plain verbs, agreement verbs, and spatial verbs. Such a
classification is based on two criteria: (a) whether the verb has a morphology to express
information about the person or the number of the subject and/or the object and (b)
whether the verb has a morphology to express information about location.
Based on these criteria, in ASL, plain verbs are those verbs that do not inflect for
person or number, such as BE.ANGRY. They do not take locative affixes, either.
Agreement verbs are those that inflect for person or number, but do not take locative
affixes, such as GIVE. Spatial verbs are those that do not inflect for person or number but
take locative affixes, such as WALK.
Based on Padden (1983), Smith (1989) classifies verbs in TSL into (a)
non-agreement verbs such as LIKE and BE.ANGRY, (b) agreement verbs such as GIVE
and HELP, and (c) spatial-locative predicates such as RUN and WALK.
Non-agreement verbs, which correspond to the plain verbs, do not change their form
to express agreement with the subject and/or the object. For example, the verb LIKE,
signed by the thumb and the index finger nipping the throat, does not change form in the
sentences The father likes the son and The son likes the father, where the nouns father and
son switch their grammatical roles. The grammatical relation is indicated by other
elements such as the direction of eye gaze, the use of the same hand, and auxiliary
markers (Tai and Su 2006).
Agreement verbs in TSL change forms to mark the grammatical roles of the nouns
and to express agreement with them. Agreement verbs usually contain movements or
facing of the hand(s) in their verb form. Thus, agreement verbs can use the direction of
the movements or the orientation of the facing to mark which noun is the subject and
which noun is the object. In most verbs, the movement start at the location of the subject
noun and ends at the location of the object. Also, the agreement verbs can move from and
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to the same locations where the subject and/or the object are signed in order to agree with
them on the person feature. The agreement verbs can also agree with the subject and/or
the object on the number feature. One way to express the number feature is to add an arc
path movement to the inherent movement (Tsay and Myers 2009).
Spatial-locative predicates, which correspond to the spatial verbs, also have
movements, but the movements are used to represent the movements of things. Spatial
verbs can change the direction of movements in the signing space to express the direction
of movements of the referents in the real world. The relative locations of the hands
represent the relative locations of the referents.
Chang, Su and Tai (2005) proposes that spatial verbs use the handshapes to represent
the referents when expressing motion events. According to Chang, Su and Tai (2005) such
a handshape functions as a proform. It stands for the entity which is mentioned earlier in
the discourse. When a TSL signer uses a spatial verb to express a motion event, the
handshapes denote the figure and the ground (Chang, Su and Tai 2005: 259). In addition,
the movement of the figure-representing hand with respect to the ground-representing
hand denotes the movement of the figure with respect to the ground. Also, according to
Chang (2008), in TSL spatial verbs, the direction of the hand movement denotes the route
of the figure’s movement.
Furthermore, according to Chang (2008), the spatial verbs in TSL use simultaneous
construction to express spatial relations. The simultaneous construction is a construction
where the figure, the ground, and the motion are expressed simultaneously. The
simultaneous construction is usually realized by the use of both hands, in the way in
which the handshape of one hand represents the figure and the handshape of the other
hand represents the ground.
In this chapter, we will see that TSL’s repertoire of devices for expressing
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multiple-participant event plurality include the extension of verb form, the simultaneous
spread reduplication of verb, the sequential spread reduplication of verb, the adverbials
like UNIFORMLY, and the adverbials like EACH, among others. The form extension and
the simultaneous spread reduplication can be used with the plain verbs and the spatial
verbs to express simultaneous involvement of multiple figures in an event, namely
simultaneous occurrences of an event over multiple figures. The sequential spread
reduplication can be used with all three types of verbs to express sequential involvement
of multiple figures or multiple grounds in an event.
The devices used by TSL to express multiple-participant event plurality are iconic.
We will see that the multiplicity of the participants of an event is encoded by the
multiplicity of the locations in the signing space and that the sequentiality and the
simultaneity of the occurrences of the event are encoded by the sequentiality and the
simultaneity of the reduplication of the verb respectively.
This chapter is organized as follows. After the introduction, Section 4.2 discusses
how TSL plain verbs expresses multiple event participants. I will use the verbs ANGRY,
BREAK, DIE, and EAT. Section 4.3 explores how TSL agreement verbs expresses
multiple event participants. Exemplary verbs include ASK and E-MAIL. Section 4.4
investigates how TSL spatial verbs expresses multiple event participants. Verbs studied
include WIPE and HAMMER. I will not discuss the spatial verbs which express motion
events in this chapter because they adopt a different strategy. I will discuss the them in the
next chapter. Section 4.5 tries to analyze the use of the event-plurality devices. The verb
studied in this chapter are listed in Table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1 Verbs Studied in Chapter 4
Verb Types

Verbs

Plain Verbs

ANGRY, BREAK, DIE, EAT

Agreement Verbs

ASK, E-MAIL

Spatial Verbs

WIPE, HAMMER

4.2 Multiple Event Participants in Plain Verbs

Plain verbs (i.e., non-agreement verbs) in TSL are verbs which do not change their
form to express agreement with the subject and/or the object, such as LIKE and
BE.ANGRY (Smith 1989). When the occurrences of the event are distributed over
multiple figures (i.e., subject participants) at one point in time, some plain verbs extend
the spatial coverage of the verb form in the signing space or use a simultaneous spread
reduplication, and some do not change the verb form but use other elements to express the
multiple-participant plurality. When these occurrences are distributed over multiple points
in time, the verbs usually undergo a sequential spread reduplication.
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple grounds (i.e., object
participants) and over multiple points in time, many plain verbs may undergo a sequential
spread reduplication, as in EAT.

4.2.1 Multiple Figures in Plain Verbs

When the event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed
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at the same time over the multiple figures, three possible ways of expressing the event
plurality are found. Some plain verbs may use other elements in the sentence than the
verb form, such as adverbials, to express the plurality of the event, leaving the verb form
unchanged, as in the verbs BE.ANGRY and BREAK. Some verbs may extend the area
which the verb form occupies to the effect that it covers the locations of the figures in the
signing space, as in the verb DIE. Also, some may use the simultaneous spread
reduplication, as in the verb DIE.
When these occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple points in time, the
plurality can be marked by a sequential reduplication of the verb whose reduplicants are
spread over more than one location in the signing space, as in the verbs BREAK and DIE.
The example with the verb BE.ANGRY is given below. The verb BE.ANGRY is
signed by moving the two index fingers upwards from the head, imitating gas bursting out
from an angry person’s head.

(4) HAVE ONE

TEACHER

IMPERFECTIVE.MARKER3

BE.ANGRY.

‘There is a teacher in anger.’

a. HAVE

3

b. ONE

c. TEACHER

d. IMPERFECTIVE.MARKER

The original meaning of this word is ‘at’. This word is used here as a marker for the imperfective aspect.
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BE.ANGRY
Figure 4.1: There is a teacher in anger in TSL

(5) [EACH++spread]

TEACHER

IMPERFECTIVE.MARKER

BE.ANGRY.

‘Each teacher is angry.’

a. [EACH++spread]

b. TEACHER

c. IMPERFECTIVE.MARKER

d. BE.ANGRY

Figure 4.2: Each teacher is angry in TSL

The sentence in (4) describes an event of a teacher’s being angry, and the sentence in
(5) describe an event of each teacher’s being angry. In the sentence in (4), the event has
only one occurrence. In the sentence in (5), the event has more than one occurrence, and
these occurrences are distributed over the multiple teachers which are the figures. In other
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words, each occurrence involves a different teacher. The event in (4) is considered
singular, and the verb is produced in its citation form. The event in (5) is considered
plural and the verb form does not change. The plurality of the event is inferred from the
word EACH, which indicates that the teachers are viewed individually, not as a group,
and thus that the event of the teachers’ being angry has multiple occurrences distributed
over individual teachers.
Another example is the verb BREAK, which is signed by placing the two fists
together and then pulling them apart toward the upper right and upper left sides of the
singing space respectively, imitating an object breaking apart.
The sentence in (6) below refers to a table-breaking event which has only one
occurrence. The event is denoted by the verb BREAK. The verb remains in its citation
form. The sentence in (7) below refers to a table-breaking event which has more than one
occurrence. Each occurrence involves a different table, and these occurrences take place
at the same point in time. The plurality of the event is inferred from the quantifier all and
the multiplicity of the table. The multiplicity of the table is expressed by the reduplication
of the noun TABLE, signed by repeating the sign several times from the left side to the
right side of the signing space. The simultaneity of the occurrences of the event can be
inferred from the meaning of the quantifier all.

(6) ONE TABLE BREAK.
‘A table broke.’
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a. ONE

b. TABLE

c. BREAK
Figure 4.3: A table broke in TSL

(7) [TABLE]+++spread

ALL BREAK.

‘At the same time, all tables broke.’

a. [TABLE]+++spread
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b. ALL

c. BREAK

Figure 4.4: At the same time, all tables broke in TSL

Plain verbs in TSL may also extend the spatial coverage of the verb form in the
signing space to express the plurality of the event which results from the multiplicity of
the figures. The extension of the coverage of the verb form can be achieved by
magnifying the hand movements, as shown in (9).
Plain verbs in TSL may also perform a simultaneous spread reduplication of the verb
form to express the plurality of the event. This can be achieved by reduplicating the verb
simultaneously with two hands in two locations. Each hand produces a reduplicant, as
shown in (10).
As discussed previously, plain verbs in TSL may as well leave the verb form
unchanged and express the plurality of the event through other elements in the sentence,
as shown in (11).

(8) ONE COW DIE.
‘A cow died.’
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a. ONE

b. COW

c. DIE

Figure 4.5: A cow died in TSL

(9) COW DIEextended.
‘The cows died at the same time.’

a. COW

b. DIEextended
Figure 4.6: The cows died at the same time in TSL

(10) COWi [DIE-COWPROi left hand]+[DIE-COWPROi right hand].
‘The cows died at the same time.’
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a. COW

b. [DIE-COWPROi left hand]+[DIE-COWPROi right hand]

Figure 4.7: The cows died at the same time in TSL

(11) COW GROUP SUDDENLY DIE.
‘The cows died at the same time.’

a. COW

b. GROUP

c. SUDDENLY
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d. DIE
Figure 4.8: The cows died at the same time in TSL

The sentence in (8) above refers to a singular cow-dying event which involves a
single figure, i.e., one cow, and occurs at one single point in time. This event has only one
occurrence and thus the event is considered singular. The event is denoted by the verb
DIE. The verb remains in its citation form. The citation form of DIE is produced with the
non-dominant hand supporting the dominant /5/ hand and turning the dominant hand from
the upward orientation to the downward orientation. The turning movement of the
dominant hand can be accompanied by rapid downward movement of the hand.
The sentences in (9), (10), and (11) above refer to the same plural cow-dying event
which has more than one occurrence. These occurrences are distributed over multiple
figures but take place at a single point in time. In other words, these occurrences involve
different cows but take place at the same time. The event is denoted by the verb DIE.
In (9), the hand movement of the verb DIE is magnified, turning into a sweeping
movement across the signing space. In (10), the form of the verb undergoes a
simultaneous spread reduplication. The simultaneous spread reduplication is signed with
the left hand and the right hand each producing a reduced form of the citation form of
DIE. Specifically, the left hand and the right hand are held upright separately and drop
simultaneously. The reduplicants of the verb are spread out in the signing space, not in the
same location. In (11), the form of the verb does not undergo any change. The multiplicity
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of the figures is expressed by the word GROUP. The simultaneity of the occurrences of
the event is implied by the adverbial SUDDENLY.
When the distribution of the multiple-participant occurrences of the plural event is
over multiple points in time, TSL plain verbs may perform a sequential spread
reduplication whose reduplicants are spread over more than one location in the signing
space, as can be exemplified by the following sentences.

(12) [TABLE]++++spread

[BREAK]++++spread.

‘Tables broke one by one.’

a. [TABLE]++++spread
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b. [BREAK]++++spread
Figure 4.9: Tables broke one by one in TSL

(13) [TABLE

BREAK]++++spread.

‘Tables broke one by one.’

a. [TABLE

BREAK]
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b. [TABLE

BREAK]

c. [TABLE

BREAK]

d. [TABLE

BREAK]

e. [TABLE

BREAK]

Figure 4.10: Tables broke one by one in TSL

The sentences in (12) and (13) express the same event but arrange the ordering of the
signs in different ways. The sentences refer to a table-breaking event. This event has more
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than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over multiple tables and
multiple points in time. The event is denoted by the verb BREAK which undergoes
reduplication. The noun TABLE also undergoes reduplication. The verb BREAK is
produced in the same location as the noun TABLE.
In (12), the signer first produces all the reduplicants of the noun TABLE and then
produces all the reduplicants of the verb BREAK. Their reduplicants are spread linearly
across the signing space from one side to the other side.
In (13), the signer first signs the noun and the verb for one time and then
reduplicates the noun-verb pair. The reduplicants are also spread over multiple locations
in the signing space from one side to the other side.
The sequential spread reduplication of the verb can be performed by one hand, as
shown in (14), or by two alternate hands, as shown in (15). Note that the citation form of
DIE is produced with the non-dominant hand supporting the dominant /5/ hand and
turning the dominant hand from the upward orientation to the downward orientation, as
shown in (14). The turning movement of the dominant hand can be accompanied by a
rapid downward movement of the hand. When the verb DIE is signed with one hand, it
can incorporate a handshape which represents the referent which dies, as shown in (15).
When the verb DIE incorporates a handshape, it can be seen as a classifier predicate.

(14) COW [DIE]++++spread.
‘The cows died one by one.’
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a. COW

b. [DIE]++++spread
Figure 4.11: The cows died one by one in TSL

(15) COWi

DIE-COWPROi left hand

DIE-COWPROi right hand

DIE-COWPROi right hand

DIE-COWPROi left hand

DIE-COWPROi left hand.

‘The cows died one by one.’
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a. COW

b. DIE-COWPROi left c. DIE-COWPROi right d. DIE-COWPROi left

e. DIE-COWPROi right f. DIE-COWPROi left
Figure 4.12: The cows died one by one in TSL

The sentences in (14) and (15) above describe the same cow-dying event. This event
has more than one occurrence. These occurrences are distributed over multiple figures,
i.e., the cows, as well as over multiple points in time. In other words, each occurrence
involves a different cow and takes place at a different point in time. The event is denoted
by the verb DIE. The form of the verb undergoes a sequential spread reduplication. In
(14), the sequential spread reduplication is performed by one hand, with the reduplicants
spread linearly across the signing space. In (15), the sequential spread reduplication is
performed by two hands, with the left hand and right hand each producing a reduced form
of DIE in the two hands’ respective locations. The left hand and the right hand take the
/Y/4 hand, which encodes the proform of the cow. The two hands, staying in situ, produce
4

The handshape /Y/ is produced by sticking out the thumb and the little finger with the other fingers folded

up.
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the verb alternatively and sequentially.

4.2.2 Multiple Grounds in Plain Verbs

When the event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed
over the multiple grounds and over multiple points in time, Some TSL plain verbs may
perform a sequential reduplication whose reduplicants are spread over more than one
location in the signing space, as in the verb EAT. As for the simultaneous distribution of
the occurrences over multiple grounds, since this scene is very rare in the real world and
the rarity of the scene may affect the validity of the production of the informants, I will
not discuss it here.

(16) HE EAT ONE

BULB GRAPES.

‘He ate a grape.’

a. HE

b. EAT

c. ONE

d. BULB
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e. GRAPES
Figure 4.13: He ate a grape in TSL

(17) HE GRAPES

ALL [EAT]+++spread.

‘He ate all of the grapes.’

a. HE

b. GRAPES

c. ALL
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d. [EAT]+++spread
Figure 4.14: He ate all of the grapes in TSL

The sentence in (16) describes an event of his eating a grape which involves a single
ground, i.e., a grape. The event has only one occurrence. The event is denoted by the verb
EAT. The verb remains in its citation form, which is produced by joining the fingertips of
the five fingers and touching the mouth with the fingertips, imitating the action of putting
food into the mouth. In the sentence in (17), the grape-eating event has more than one
occurrence and each occurrence involves a different grape. The verb EAT is signed with
two hands, with each hand producing a reduplicant of the verb. The two hands move from
two different locations to the mouth. The reduplication of the verb with two hands in
different locations expresses the involvement of multiple grounds in the occurrences of
the event. In addition, the movement of each hand is repeated, which constitutes a
sequential reduplication of the verb. The sequential reduplication of the verb expresses
the sequential occurrences of the event.

4.2.3 Summary

When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple figures (i.e., subject
participants) at one point in time, some plain verbs extend the spatial coverage of the verb
form in the signing space or use a simultaneous spread reduplication, and some do not
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change the verb form but use other elements to express the multiple-participant plurality.
When these occurrences are distributed over multiple points in time, the verbs usually
undergo a sequential spread reduplication.
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple grounds (i.e., object
participants) and over multiple points in time, many plain verbs may undergo a sequential
spread reduplication, as in EAT.

4.3 Multiple Event Participants in Agreement Verbs

Agreement verbs in TSL are verbs which change form, such as the direction of
movement or the orientation of facing of the hand, to express agreement with the subject
and/or the object of the sentence, as in the verbs GIVE and HELP (Smith 1989). In
agreement verbs, the subject is typically marked by the starting point of the hand
movement which constitutes the verb form, while the object is typically marked by the
end point of the hand movement.
The person feature is usually marked by the partitioned areas in the signing space.
Generally speaking, the area on the side of the signer is used to mark the first person, and
the side away from the signer is used to mark the second and the third person. The
number feature is usually marked by an arc path movement added to the verb form.
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple figures (i.e., subject
participants) at one point in time, it is common that the agreement verbs do not change
the verb form. When these occurrences are distributed over multiple points in time, the
agreement verbs may undergo a sequential spread reduplication.
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple grounds (i.e., object
participants) and over multiple points in time, the agreement verbs usually undergo a
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sequential spread reduplication.

4.3.1 Multiple Figures in Agreement Verbs

When the event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed
at the same time over the multiple figures, TSL agreement verbs usually use other
elements in the sentence than the verb form, such as adverbials, to express the plurality of
the event, leaving the verb form unchanged, as in the verbs ASK and E-MAIL.
When these occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple points in time, the
plurality can be marked by a sequential spread reduplication of the verb whose
reduplicants are spread over more than one location in the signing space, as in the verb
ASK. The plurality can also be expressed by other elements in the sentence than the verb
form, as in the verb E-MAIL.
The examples with the verb ASK are given below. The sentence in (18) only
involves the multiple-participant plurality, while the sentence in (19) involves both the
multiple-participant plurality and the temporal plurality.

(18) WEi [EACH++spread] UNIFORMLY

ASKij+HEPROj.

‘We asked him questions at the same time.’

a. WEi
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b. [EACH++spread]

c. UNIFORMLY

d. ASKij+HEPRO j

Figure 4.15: We asked him questions at the same time in TSL

(19) WEi [TURN]++spread [ASKihe j+HEPRO j]++spread.
‘We took turns asking him questions.’

a. WEi
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b. [TURN]++spread

c. [ASKihe j+HEPRO j]++spread
Figure 4.16: We took turns asking him questions in TSL

The sentence in (18) describes an event of our asking him questions at the same time.
The event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed over
multiple figures, namely, we. In other words, each occurrence involves a different figure
but involves the same ground. The event is denoted by the verb ASK, which is signed by
pointing the fingertips of the /5/ hand toward the location where the ground noun is
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signed in the signing space in order to agree with the ground noun. The form of the verb
did not undergo any change which is meant to express event plurality. The
multiple-participant plurality of the event is expressed by the word EACH, which means
that the figures, we, are viewed individually, not as a group, and thus expresses that the
asking event has more than one occurrence and one occurrence happens to one member of
us. The simultaneity of the occurrences of the event is expressed by the word
UNIFORMLY.
The sentence in (19) describes an event of our taking turns asking him questions.
The event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed over
multiple figures, namely, we, and over multiple points in time. The event is denoted by
the verb ASK. The verb is reduplicated. The reduplicants are produced sequentially at
different locations in the signing space which are arranged linearly. In addition to being
expressed by the form of the verb, the multiplicity of the participants of the occurrences
of the event and the sequentiality of the occurrences of the event are also expressed by the
word TURN, which means taking turns.
The examples with the verb E-MAIL are given below. The sentence in (20) only
involves the multiple-participant plurality, while the sentence in (21) involves both the
multiple-participant plurality and the temporal plurality.

(20) WEi

UNIFORMLY E-MAILihe j.

‘We e-mailed him at the same time.’
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a. WEi

b. UNIFORMLY

c. E-MAILihe j

Figure 4.17: We e-mailed him at the same time in TSL

(21) WEi [EACH++spread] [TURN]+spread

E-MAILihe j.

‘We took turns e-mailing him.’

a. WEi
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b. [EACH++spread]

c. [TURN]+spread

d. E-MAILihe j
Figure 4.18: We took turns e-mailing him in TSL

The sentence in (20) describes an event of our e-mailing him questions at the same
time. The event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed over
multiple figures, namely, we. In other words, each occurrence involves a different figure
but involves the same ground. The event is denoted by the verb E-MAIL, which is signed
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by pointing the fingertips of the /B/5 hand toward the location of the ground noun in the
signing space and moving the /Piled 5/6 hand toward the relevant location along the
upper edge of the /B/ hand. The form of the verb did not undergo any change which is
meant to express event plurality. The multiple-participant plurality of the event is implied
by the word UNIFORMLY, which means that the figures, we, act individually but in the
same manner and at the same time.
The sentence in (21) describes an event of our taking turns e-mailing him. The event
has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed over multiple figures,
namely, we, and over multiple points in time. The event is denoted by the verb ASK. The
form of the verb did not undergo any change which is meant to express event plurality.
The multiple-participant plurality of the event is expressed by the words EACH and
TURN. The sequentiality of the occurrences of the event is expressed by the word TURN.

4.3.2 Multiple Grounds in Agreement Verbs

When the event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed
over multiple points in time and over the multiple grounds, TSL agreement verbs may use
the sequential spread reduplication of the verb, or other elements than the verb form such
as adverbials, to express the plurality of the event, as in the verbs ASK and E-MAIL. As
for the simultaneous distribution of the occurrences over multiple grounds, since this
situation is very rare in the real world, I will not discuss it here.
The examples with the verb ASK are given below. The sentences in (22) and (23)
5

The handshape /B/ is produced by folding the thumb up, with the other fingers and the palm stretched out.

6

The handshape /Piled 5/ is produced by folding the five fingers up, with them not touching the palm.
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describe the same singular event whose third-person multiple grounds are viewed
collectively, or namely as a group. The verb in (22) is marked for agreement with the
ground on the person feature but not on the number feature. The marker for the third
person is the location in the partition of the signing space which is away from the signer.
A verb is marked for the third person when the movement in its form starts or ends at the
third-person location. The verb in (23) is marked for agreement on both person and
number. The verbal marker for the nominal plural number is an arc path movement added
to the citation form of the verb.
The sentences in (24) and (25) describe the same plural event whose multiple
grounds are viewed individually. In (24), the plurality of the event is implied by the word
EACH, while in (25), it is encoded by a sequential spread reduplication of the verb.
The sentences in (23) and (25) are similar in that they all involve more than one
ground, and thus their grounds are all plural. However, they are different in that the
grounds in the sentence in (23) are viewed collectively, and thus the event, having one
occurrence, is singular while the grounds in the sentence in (25) are viewed individually,
and thus the event, having more than one occurrence, is plural.
Both the sentences in (25) and (26) describes a temporally plural event. The
difference between them is that in (25) the occurrences involve different participants
while in (26) the occurrences involve the same participant. We can see that the
reduplicants of the verb in (25) are spread over more than one location while the
reduplication of the verb in (26) is performed in one location.

(22) THEYi

Ij

ASKji+THEYPRO i.

‘I asked them (collectively).’
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a. THEYi

b. Ij

c. ASKji+THEYPROi
Figure 4.19: I asked them (collectively) in TSL

(23) Ii

[ASKij+THEYPROj]arc path movement.

‘I asked them (collectively).’

b. [ASKij+THEYPRO j]arc path movement

a. Ii

Figure 4.20: I asked them (collectively) in TSL

(24) Ii

ASKij+THEYPRO j

THEYj

[EACH++spread].

‘I asked each of them.’
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a. Ii

b. ASKij+THEYPRO j

c. THEYj

d. [EACH++spread]
Figure 4.21: I asked each of them in TSL

(25) Ii

[ASKij+THEYPRO j]++++spread.

‘I asked each of them.’

a. Ii
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b. [ASKij+THEYPRO j]++++spread
Figure 4.22: I asked each of them in TSL

(26) Ii

[ASKij++HEPRO j] AGAIN [ASKij+HEPRO j]in-situ

SUCCESSIVELY.

‘I asked him again and again.’

a. Ii

b. [ASKij++HEPRO j]
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c. AGAIN

d. [ASK ij+HEPRO j]in-situ

e. SUCCESSIVELY
Figure 4.23: I asked him again and again in TSL

The sentence in (22) describes an event of my asking them questions at a single
point in time, with them viewed collectively or namely as a group. Thus, the event has
only one occurrence. The event is denoted by the verb ASK. The form of the verb did not
undergo any change which is meant to express event plurality. Also, there is no element in
the sentence which suggests event plurality. Thus, this event is considered singular. In
addition, the verb is not marked for the nominal plurality of the ground.
The sentence in (23) describes the same event as the sentence in (22) describes, but
the verb has an extra arc path movement in its form to mark the nominal plurality of the
ground.
The sentence in (24) describes an event of my asking each of them questions. The
event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed over multiple
grounds, namely, they, and over multiple points in time. In other words, each occurrence
involves the same figure but a different ground and takes place at a different point in time.
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The event is denoted by the verb ASK. The form of the verb did not undergo any change
which is meant to express event plurality. The multiple-participant plurality of the event is
expressed by the word EACH. The sequentiality of the occurrences of the event is not
expressed by any element in the sentence but can be inferred from the language user’s
world knowledge of such a scene.
The sentence in (25) describes the same event as the sentence in (24). However, in
(25), the multiple-participant temporal plurality is expressed by the sequential spread
reduplication of the verb.
The sentence in (26) describes an event of my asking him questions again and again.
The event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over
multiple points in time but involve only one ground. This event only involves temporal
plurality. This event is denoted by the verb ASK. The form of the verb undergoes an
interrupted sequential in-situ reduplication. Comparing the sentences in (25) and (26), we
can see that the events in the two sentences all involve temporal plurality but the former
also involves multiple-participant plurality while the latter does not. Thus, the verb in the
former sentence performs a spread reduplication while the verb in the latter sentence
performs an in-situ reduplication.
The examples with the verb E-MAIL are given below. The sentence in (27) describes
a singular event. The event has more than one ground and these grounds are viewed as a
group. The verb in this sentence is marked for agreement with the ground on person but
not on number. The sentences in (28) and (29) describe the same plural event whose
multiple grounds are viewed individually. In (28), the multiple-participant plurality of the
event is implied by the word EACH, while in (29), it is encoded by a spread reduplication
of the verb.
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(27) Ii

E-MAILij

GIVEij+THEYPROj THEYj.

‘I e-mailed them (collectively).’

a. Ii

b. E-MAILij

c. GIVEij+THEYPROj

d. THEYj
Figure 4.24: I e-mailed them (collectively) in TSL

(28) Ii

E-MAILij

GIVEij+THEYPROj

THEYj

[EACH++spread].

‘I emailed each of them.’
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a. Ii

b. E-MAILij

c. GIVEij+THEYPROj

d. THEYj

e. [EACH++spread]
Figure 4.25: I emailed each of them in TSL

(29) Ii

[E-MAILij]++spread GIVEij+THEYPROj

THEYj.

‘I emailed each of them.’
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a. Ii

b. [E-MAILij]++spread

c. GIVEij+THEYPROj

d. THEYj
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Figure 4.26: I emailed each of them in TSL

The sentence in (27) describes a singular event of my e-mailing them at a single
point in time, with them viewed as a group. Thus, the event has only one occurrence. The
event is denoted by the verb E-MAIL and GIVE. The form of these verbs did not undergo
any change which is meant to express event plurality. Also, there is no element in the
sentence which suggests event plurality.
The sentence in (28) describes a plural event of my e-mailing each of them. The
event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed over multiple
grounds, namely, they, and over multiple points in time. In other words, each occurrence
involves the same figure but a different ground and takes place at a different point in time.
The event is denoted by the verbs E-MAIL and GIVE. The form of these verbs did not
undergo any change which is meant to express event plurality. The multiple-participant
plurality of the event is expressed by the word EACH. The sequentiality of the
occurrences of the event is not expressed by any element in the sentence but can be
inferred from the language user’s world knowledge of such a scene.
The sentence in (29) describes the same event as the sentence in (28). However, in
(29), the multiple-participant temporal plurality is expressed by the sequential spread
reduplication of the verb.
When an event has multiple figures and multiple grounds and one figure is paired
with one ground, TSL agreement verbs can express this kind of multiple-participant
plurality by other elements in the sentence than the verb form when the occurrences are
simultaneous, as shown in (30), or by the sequential spread reduplication of the verb
when the occurrences are sequential, as shown in (31).
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(30) WEi [ONE.ON.ONE]++spread [ASKij+HEPRO j]arc path movement.
‘We asked them questions in a one-on-one manner at the same time.’

a. WEi

b. [ONE.ON.ONE]++spread

c. [ASKij+HEPRO j]arc path movement
Figure 4.27 We asked them questions in a one-on-one manner at the same time in TSL

(31) WEi [ONE.ON.ONE]++spread [TURN]+spread

[ASKij+HEPRO j]++spread.

‘We took turns asking them questions in a one-on-one manner.’
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a. WEi

b. [ONE.ON.ONE]++spread

c. [TURN]+spread

d. [ASKij+HEPRO j]++spread
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Figure 4.28: We took turns asking them questions in a one-on-one manner in TSL

The sentence in (30) describes an event of our asking them questions in a one-on-one
manner at the same time. The event has more than one occurrence, and each occurrence
involves a different figure and a different ground. The event is denoted by the verb ASK.
The verb is marked for agreement with the ground on the third-person feature by facing
the hand toward the third-person location, which is also associated with the ground, and
on the plural number by an arc path movement added to the verb form. The form of the
verb did not undergo any change which is meant to express event plurality. The
multiple-participant plurality of the event is expressed by the word ONE.ON.ONE.
The sentence in (31) describes an event of our taking turns asking them questions in
a one-on-one manner. The event has more than one occurrence and each occurrence
involves a different figure and a different ground and takes place at a different point in
time. The event is denoted by the verb ASK. The verb is marked for the third-person
feature but not for the plural nominal number. The verb undergoes a sequential spread
reduplication, which is meant to express the multiple-participant sequential plurality of
the event. The multiple-participant plurality of the event is also expressed by the word
ONE.ON.ONE. The sequential plurality of the event is also expressed by the word TURN,
which means taking turns.

4.3.3 Summary
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple figures (i.e., subject
participants) at one point in time, it is common that the agreement verbs do not change
the verb form. When these occurrences are distributed over multiple points in time, the
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agreement verbs may undergo a sequential spread reduplication.
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple grounds (i.e., object
participants) and over multiple points in time, the agreement verbs usually undergo a
sequential spread reduplication.

4.4 Multiple Event Participants in Spatial Verbs

Spatial verbs can change the direction of the movements or the orientation of the
hand to represent the spatial relation between things in the real world. Verbs such as
WIPE and HAMMER are spatial verbs because they can change of the direction of the
movement to represent the direction of the movement of the things involved in the
relevant actions. In other words, in the verbs WIPE and HAMMER, the hand moves to
the locations associated with the wiped thing and the hammered thing respectively.
Another reason why I treat the verbs WIPE and HAMMER as spatial verbs, not as
agreement verbs, is that they cannot bear the marker for the plural number of the subject
and/or the object, such as the arc path movement, which is commonly seen on agreement
verbs.
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple figures (i.e., subject
participants) at one point in time, some spatial verbs can extend the spatial coverage of
the verb form in the signing space. When these occurrences are distributed over multiple
points in time, it is common that the spatial verb can undergo a sequential spread
reduplication.
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple grounds (i.e., object
participants) and over multiple points in time, it is common that the spatial verb can
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undergo a sequential spread reduplication.

4.4.1 Multiple Figures in Spatial Verbs

When the event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed
at the same point in time over the multiple figures, some TSL spatial verbs can extend the
spatial coverage of the verb form in the signing space so that it covers the locations of the
figures in the signing space, as in the verb WIPE. The example is given in (33). The verbs
may also perform the form extension together with a simultaneous spread reduplication
produced with two hands, as shown in (34).
When these occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple points in time, the
plurality can be marked by a sequential spread reduplication of the verb whose
reduplicants are spread over more than one location in the signing space, as in the verb
WIPE. The example is given in (35).
The event in the sentence in (32) is singular. The event in the sentences in (33) and
(34) have the multiple-participant plurality but no temporal plurality. The event in the
sentence in (35) has both the multiple-participant plurality and the temporal plurality.

(32) THAT WINDOWi

HEj

[WIPEi++WINDOWPROi].

‘He wiped that window.’
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a. THAT

b. WINDOWi

c. HEj

c. [WIPEi++WINDOWPROi]
Figure 4.29: He wiped that window in TSL

(33) WINDOWi

THEYj

TOGETHER

[WIPEi ++]extended.

‘They wiped a window together at the same time.’

a. WINDOWi

b. THEYj

c. TOGETHER
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d. [WIPEi ++]extended
Figure 4.30: They wiped a window together at the same time in TSL

(34) WINDOWi

THEYj

TOGETHER

[WIPEi++]extended+[WIPEi++]extended.

‘They wiped a window together at the same time.’

a. WINDOWi

b. THEYj

c. TOGETHER
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d. [WIPEi++]extended+[WIPEi++]extended
Figure 4.31: They wiped a window together at the same time in TSL

(35) THAT WINDOWi

THEYj

[TURN]+spread [WIPEi+spread]+spread.

‘They took turns wiping the window.’

a. THAT

b. WINDOWi
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c. THEYj

d. [TURN]+spread

e.7 [WIPEi+spread]+spread
Figure 4.32: They took turns wiping the window in TSL

7

The verb WIPE in the sentence in (35) here is signed by repeating the movements of the verb in different

locations, which constitutes a spread reduplication of the verb. However, because the signer changes the
signing locations at a fast speed, the repetition of the movements in multiple locations look like the
extension of the movements over multiple locations, as in the verb WIPE in the sentence in (33).
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The sentence in (32) describes an event of his wiping that window. The event has
only one occurrence. The event is denoted by the verb WIPE. The verb is in the citation
form. The citation form of the verb WIPE is signed by facing the palm of the fist toward
the location associated with the thing being wiped and swinging the fist, imitating the
action of wiping. The hand movement is performed one time or two times.
The sentence in (33) describes an event of their wiping a window together. The event
has more than one occurrence and these occurrences, taking place at the same point in
time, are distributed over multiple figures. In other words, each occurrence involves a
different member of us but the same window. The involvement of multiple participants in
these occurrences and the simultaneity of these occurrences are indicated by the word
TOGETHER. The event is denoted by the verb WIPE. The coverage of the verb form in
the signing space is extended by extending the movements over different locations and by
producing extra movements.
The sentence in (34) describes the same event as the sentence in (33) describes. In
this sentence, likewise, the coverage of the verb form in the signing space is extended by
extending the movements over different locations and by performing extra movements. In
addition, the verb undergoes a simultaneous spread reduplication which is signed by using
both hands at the same time, with each hand producing a reduplicant at their respective
locations. The extension of the verb form and the simultaneous reduplication of the verb
are meant to express the involvement of multiple figures in the occurrences.
The sentence in (35) describes an event of their taking turns wiping a window. The
event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over multiple
figures and over multiple points in time. In other words, each occurrence involves a
different member of us, involves the same window, and takes place at a different point in
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time. The involvement of multiple participants in these occurrences and the sequentiality
of these occurrences are indicated by the word TURN, which means taking turns.
The event in the sentence in (35) is denoted by the verb WIPE. The verb undergos a
sequential spread reduplication. The reduplicants of the verb are produced sequentially in
different locations in the signing space. The spreading of the reduplication is to express
the multiplicity of the figures. The sequentiality of the reduplication is to express the
sequentiality of the occurrences of the event.

4.4.2 Multiple Grounds in Spatial Verbs

When the event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences are distributed
over multiple points in time and over multiple grounds, TSL spatial verbs may use a
sequential spread reduplication to express the plurality of the event, as in the verbs
HAMMER and WIPE. As for the simultaneous distribution of the occurrences over
multiple grounds, since this scene is very rare in the real world and the rarity of the scene
may affect the validity of the production of the informants, I will not discuss it here.
The examples with the verb HAMMER are given below. The sentences in (36), (37),
and (38) describe different kinds of table-hammering events. The table-hammering event
in (36) is singular. The table-hammering event in (37) involves the temporal plurality
alone. The table-hammering event in (38) involves both the multiple-participant plurality
and the temporal plurality.

(36) TABLEi

HEj

HAMMERi.

‘He hammered the table.’
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a. TABLEi

b. HEj

c. HAMMERi
Figure 4.33: He hammered the table in TSL

(37) TABLEi

HEj

HAMMERi

AGAIN HAMMERi

AGAIN HAMMERi.

‘He hammered the table again and again.’

a. TABLEi

c. HAMMERi

b. HEj

d. AGAIN
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e. HAMMERi

f. AGAIN

g. HAMMERi
Figure 4.34: He hammered the table again and again in TSL

(38) TABLEi

HEj

HAMMERi

[TABLE]spread

[HAMMERi]spread [TABLE]spread

[HAMMERi]spread.
‘He hammered tables one after another.’

a. TABLEi

b. HEj
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c. HAMMERi

e. [HAMMERi]spread

d. [TABLE]spread

f. [TABLE]spread

g. [HAMMERi]spread
Figure 4.35: He hammered tables one after another in TSL

The sentence in (36) describe a singular event of his hammering the table. The event
has only one occurrence. The event is denoted by the verb HAMMER. The verb is in the
citation form, which is signed by moving the fist up and down one time or two times near
the location of the thing being hammered, imitating the action of holding a hammer and
hammering a thing.
The sentence in (37) describes a plural event of his hammering the table again and
again. The event has more than one occurrence and these occurrences involve only one
figure and one ground but are distributed over multiple points in time. In other words,
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these occurrences involve one person and one table but take place at more than one point
in time. The event is denoted by the verb HAMMER. The form of the verb undergoes a
sequential in-situ reduplication. The sequentiality of the reduplication expresses the
sequentiality of these occurrences. The in-situ status of the reduplication expresses the
involvement of a single participant.
The sentence in (38) describes a plural event of his hammering tables one after
another. The event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed
over multiple grounds, namely, tables, and over multiple points in time. In other words,
these occurrences involve the same person but different tables and take place at different
points in time. The event is denoted by the verb HAMMER. The verb undergoes a
sequential spread reduplication. The sequentiality of the reduplication expresses the
sequentiality of these occurrences. The spreading of the reduplication expresses the
multiple-participant plurality of the event.
Comparing the sentences in (37) and (38), we can see that the events in the two
sentences all involve temporal plurality, but the former does not involve the
multiple-participant plurality while the latter does. Thus, the verb in the former sentence
performs an in-situ reduplication while the verb in the latter sentence performs a spread
reduplication.
The examples with the verb WIPE are given below. The sentences in (39) and (40)
describe different kinds of window-wiping events. The window-wiping event in (39)
involves the temporal plurality alone, while the window-wiping event in (40) involves
both the multiple-participant plurality and the temporal plurality.
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(39) HEi

WINDOWj

[WINDOWPROj+WIPEj+]

[WINDOWPROj+WIPEj+]

AGAIN

AGAIN [WINDOWPROj+WIPEj+]+

AGAIN

[WINDOWPROj+WIPEj+].
‘He wiped that window again and again.’

a. HEi

b. WINDOWj

c. [WINDOWPROj+WIPEj+]

d. AGAIN

e. [WINDOWPROj+WIPEj+]
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f. AGAIN

g. [WINDOWPROj+WIPEj+]+

h. AGAIN

i. [WINDOWPROj+WIPEj+]
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Figure 4.36: He wiped that window again and again in TSL

(40) WINDOWi

HEj

WIPEi+WINDOWPROi

[WIPEi+WINDOWPROi]spread

[FINISH]spread

FINISH [WINDOWi]spread
[WINDOWi]spread [WIPEi

+WINDOWPROi]spread [FINISH]spread.
‘He wiped up windows one after another.’

a. WINDOWi

b. HEj

c. WIPEi+WINDOWPROi

d. FINISH

e. [WINDOWi]spread
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f. [WIPEi+WINDOWPROi]spread

g. [FINISH]spread

h. [WINDOWi]spread

i. [WIPEi+WINDOWPROi]spread

j. [FINISH]spread
Figure 4.37: He wiped up windows one after another in TSL

The sentence in (39) describes a plural event of his wiping the window again and
again. The event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences involve only one
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figure and one ground but are distributed over multiple points in time. In other words,
these occurrences involve one person and one window but take place at more than one
point in time. The event is denoted by the verb WIPE. The form of the verb undergoes a
sequential in-situ reduplication. The sequentiality of the reduplication expresses the
sequentiality of these occurrences. The in-situ status of the reduplication expresses the
involvement of one single participant.
The sentence in (40) describes a plural event of his wiping windows one after
another. The event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed
over multiple grounds, namely, tables, and over multiple points in time. In other words,
these occurrences involve the same person but different windows and take place at
different points in time. The event is denoted by the verb WIPE. The verb undergoes a
sequential spread reduplication. The sequentiality of the reduplication expresses the
sequentiality of these occurrences. The spreading of the reduplication expresses the
multiple-participant plurality of the event.
Comparing the sentence in (39) with the one in (40), we can see that the events in the
two sentences all involve temporal plurality, but the former does not involve the
multiple-participant plurality while the latter does. Thus, the verb in the former sentence
performs an in-situ reduplication while the verb in the latter sentence performs a spread
reduplication.
When an event has multiple figures and multiple grounds, and one figure is paired
with one ground, some TSL spatial verbs can express this kind of multiple-participant
plurality of the event by the extension of the verb form when the occurrences are
simultaneous, as shown in (41), or by the sequential spread reduplication when the
occurrences are sequential, as shown in (42) and (43).
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(41) [WINDOWi+spread]+spread THEYj
[WIPEi+]extended

[INDIVIDUAL]++spread

UNIFORMLY

FINISH.

‘They finished wiping their respective windows at the same time.’

a. [WINDOWi+spread]+spread

b. THEYj

c. [INDIVIDUAL]+++spread

d. UNIFORMLY
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e. [WIPEi+]extended

f. FINISH
Figure 4.38: They finished wiping their respective windows at the same time in TSL

(42) [WINDOWi+spread]+spread THEYj

[WIPEi+]

FINISH NEXT [WIPEi+]spread

[FINISH]spread [NEXT]spread [WIPEi+]spread.
‘They finished wiping their respective windows one after another.’

a. [WINDOWi+spread]+spread

b. THEYj
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c. [WIPEi+]

d. FINISH

e. NEXT

f. [WIPEi+]spread

g. [FINISH]spread

h. [NEXT]spread

i. [WIPEi+]spread
Figure 4.39: They finished wiping their respective windows one after another in TSL
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(43) [EACH++spread] WINDOWi

THEYj

[INDIVIDUAL]++spread

[WIPEi+]++spread.

‘They wiped their respective windows one after another.’

a. [EACH++spread]

b. WINDOW i

c. THEYj

d. [INDIVIDUAL]++spread
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e. [WIPEi+]++spread
Figure 4.40: They wiped their respective windows one after another in TSL

The sentence in (41) describes an event of their finishing wiping their respective
windows at the same time. The event has more than one occurrence, and each occurrence
involves a different figure and a different ground. The event is denoted by the verb WIPE.
The verb undergoes an extension of the spatial coverage of the form. The extension is
performed by producing the inherent repetitive movements in different locations and by
producing extra movements.
The sentence in (42) describes an event of their finishing wiping their respective
windows one after another. The event has more than one occurrence and each occurrence
involves a different figure and a different ground and takes place at a different point in
time. The event is denoted by the verb WIPE. The verb undergoes a sequential spread
reduplication. The sequentiality of the reduplication expresses the sequentiality of the
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occurrences of the event. The spreading of the reduplication expresses the involvement of
multiple participants in the occurrences. The sequentiality of the occurrences and the
involvement of multiple participants in the occurrences are also expressed by the word
NEXT.
The way how the sequential spread reduplication of the verb is performed can also
be seen in the sentence in (43), where there is no word inserted between the reduplicants
of the verb. The sentence in (43) describes an event of their wiping their respective
windows one after another. The event has more than one occurrence, and each occurrence
involves a different figure and a different ground and takes place at a different point in
time. The event is denoted by the verb WIPE. The verb undergoes a sequential spread
reduplication. The sequentiality of the reduplication expresses the sequentiality of the
occurrences of the event. The spreading of the reduplication expresses the involvement of
multiple participants in the occurrences.

4.4.3 Summary

When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple figures (i.e., subject
participants) at one point in time, some spatial verbs can extend the spatial coverage of
the verb form in the signing space. When these occurrences are distributed over multiple
points in time, it is common that the spatial verb can undergo a sequential spread
reduplication.
When the occurrences of the event are distributed over multiple grounds (i.e., object
participants) and over multiple points in time, it is common that the spatial verb can
undergo a sequential spread reduplication.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has investigated the strategies used by TSL to express the event
plurality which results from multiplexity of the event participants. Three kinds of
strategies have been found. One strategy is to use modifying words such as EACH,
TOGETHER, UNIFORMLY, TAKING.TURNS. One strategy is to reduplicate the verb
with the reduplicants spread over the signing space. The spread reduplication of the verb
can be divided into two kinds: the simultaneous spread reduplication and the sequential
spread reduplication. The other strategy is to extend the spatial coverage of the form of
the verb in the signing space.
Some plain verbs such as DIE uses the simultaneous spread reduplication or the
spatial extension of the movements in the verb form to express simultaneous occurrences
of an event over multiple figures. These verbs use the sequential spread reduplication to
express the sequential occurrences of an event over the multiple figures and/or the
multiple grounds. They also use the modifying words with verb form unchanged to
express all types of plurality. The use of strategies in plain verbs is summarized in Table
4.2 below.
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Table 4.2 Strategies for Expressing Multiple-Participant Plural Events in TSL Plain verbs
Plural Events in Plain verbs

Multiple figures

Simultaneous occurrences

Sequential occurrences

Type 1:

Type 1:

Zero marking accompanied by

Zero marking accompanied by

an adverbial

an adverbial

Type 2:

Type 2:

Spatial extension of the

Sequential spread reduplication

movements in the verb form
Type 3:
Simultaneous spread
reduplication
Multiple grounds

Not applicable

Type 1:
Zero marking accompanied by
an adverbial
Type 2:
Sequential spread reduplication

Some agreement verbs such as ASK use an adverbial with the verb form unchanged
to express the simultaneous or sequential occurrences of an event over the multiple
figures and the sequential occurrences of an event over the multiple grounds. These verbs
can also use the sequential spread reduplication to express sequential occurrences of an
event over the multiple figures and/or the multiple grounds. The use of strategies in
agreement verbs is summarized in Table 4.3 below.
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Table 4.3 Strategies for Expressing Multiple-Participant Plural Events in TSL Agreement
verbs
Plural Events in Agreement verbs

Multiple figures

Simultaneous occurrences

Sequential occurrences

Type 1:

Type 1:

Zero marking accompanied by

Zero marking accompanied by

an adverbial

an adverbial
Type 2:
Sequential spread reduplication

Multiple grounds

Not applicable

Type 1:
Zero marking accompanied by
an adverbial
Type 2:
Sequential spread reduplication

Some spatial verbs such as WIPE uses the simultaneous spread reduplication or the
spatial extension of the movements in the verb form to express the simultaneous
occurrences of an event over multiple figures. These verbs use the sequential spread
reduplication to express sequential occurrences of an event over the multiple figures
and/or the multiple grounds. These verbs can also use the modifying words to express all
types of plurality. The use of strategies in spatial verbs is summarized in Table 4.4 below.
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Table 4.4 Strategies for Expressing Multiple-Participant Plural Events in TSL Spatial
verbs
Plural Events in Spatial verbs

Multiple figures

Simultaneous occurrences

Sequential occurrences

Type 1:

Type 1:

Zero marking accompanied by

Zero marking accompanied by

an adverbial

an adverbial

Type 2:

Type 2:

Spatial extension of the

Sequential spread reduplication

movements in the verb form
Type 3:
Simultaneous spread
reduplication
Multiple grounds

Not applicable

Type 1:
Zero marking on the verb with
an accompanying adverbial
Type 2:
Sequential spread reduplication
of verb

Two observations can be made about how TSL verbs express the multiple-participant
plurality of an event. One is that TSL verbs usually use the production of the verb over
multiple locations in the signing space to express the occurrences of the event over
multiple participants (which take the same grammatical role). The other is that TSL verbs
usually use sequential reduplication of the verb to express the sequential occurrences of
the event.
From these two observation, we can see that TSL’s expression of multiple-participant
event plurality follows the iconicity principles that participants in an event are represented
by locations in the signing space and multiplicity of the participants is encoded by the
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multiplicity of the locations and that events are denoted by verbs and the sequentiality and
the simultaneity of the occurrences of the event are encoded by the sequentiality and the
simultaneity of the reduplication of the verb respectively. Note that the spatial verbs
which express motion events follow a different principle. I will discuss them in the next
chapter.
An observation is that agreement verbs seem to have more restrictions on the change
of the form than plain verbs and spatial verbs. Specifically, agreement verbs are less
likely to be able to undergo simultaneous reduplication and form extension while plain
verbs and spatial verbs are able to undergo simultaneous reduplication and form extension.
The difference in the restrictions on the change of the form can be attributed to the fact
that the agreement verbs’ form change for event-plurality expression are closed-class
elements while the spatial verbs’ form change for event-plurality expression are
open-class elements and the fact that the agreement verbs’ form encode both the
grammatical categories and the idiosyncratic content of the referent action while the plain
verbs’ form mainly encode the idiosyncratic content of the referent action.
Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999) proposes that agreement verbs use the signing space
as the syntactic space and the spatial verbs use the signing space as the topographic space.
The syntactic space is used to encode grammatical categories such as the person and the
number features and grammatical relations. Different partitions in the syntactic space
encode different person features. The location of a noun in the syntactic space expresses
its person feature. The movement of a verb in the syntactic space expresses the
grammatical relation and the features of the subject and/or the object. The topographic
space is used to represents spatial relations between things in the real world. The
movement of the verb and the location of the noun in the topographic space represent the
movement and the location of their referents in the real world.
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An example that shows the difference between agreement verbs and spatial verbs is
the sentences I asked him a question, where the verb ASK is an agreement verb and I
walked over there, where the verb WALK is a spatial verb. In the sentence I asked him a
question, the movement of the verb has to start from the location near the signer’s body to
identify the signer as the subject and to agree with the subject on the person feature. On
the contrary, as Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999: 146) notes, “in ‘I walked over there’ the
spatial verb sign can start anywhere, not just at a location near the signer’s body”. In other
words, where the sign starts off in the signing space depends on where the signer starts off
in the real world. Furthermore, Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999: 146) notes that “if the
location is near the signer, it just means that the area in question is placed near the signer
in the signer’s mental map.”
Therefore, we can say that the direction of the movement of the agreement is a
closed-class element while the direction of the movement of the spatial verb is an
open-class element. I propose that the elements in an agreement verb for expressing event
plurality are closed-class elements while the elements in a spatial verb for expressing
event plurality are open-class elements. The closed class is known to have a limited
number of members while the open class is known to have an unlimited number of
members. This explains why agreement verbs only have the sequential spread
reduplication while spatial verbs can have the sequential spread reduplication, the
simultaneous spread reduplication, and the form extension.
The closed-class status of the reduplication of an agreement verb and the open-class
status of the reduplication of a spatial verb can also be seen in the phenomenon that the
arrangement of the reduplicants of the agreement verb in the signing space is usually
fixed while the arrangement of the reduplicants of the spatial verb in the signing space is
usually flexible.
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For example, in the sentence I hammered each table, the cluster of locations
associated with the tables in the signing space can be arranged in a left-right manner, in a
front-back manner, vertically, or randomly according to how the tables are arranged in the
real world. Accordingly, the reduplicants of the spatial verb HAMMER can be arranged in
a left-right manner, in a front-back manner, vertically, or randomly.
On the contrary, in the sentence I asked each boy, the agreement verb ASK is
canonically signed by moving the hand repeatedly to the locations associated the boys in
a left-right manner, no matter how the locations of the boys are arranged in the real world.
Plain verbs and agreement verbs differ in that the verb form of the former does not
encode agreement while the verb form of the latter does. Thus, I propose that, unlike the
form of the agreement verbs, which encodes both the grammatical categories and the
idiosyncratic content of the referent action, the form of the plain verbs mainly encodes the
idiosyncratic content of the referent action. Since the way the plain verbs are signed
depends on the way the actions are carried out in the real world, the way they are signed
is subject to change.
In the Analogue-Building Model (Taub 2001), iconic signs in sign languages are
analyzed as iconically representing the concepts in the language users’ mind. The
concepts to be represented by the signs are selected aspects of the language users’
packaged knowledge about the thing they intend to refer to. These selected concepts of
the referent may undergo the process of schematization before being encoded by the
gestural structure of a sign language.
I have proposed that different types of verbs focus on and express different aspects
of an event. Roughly speaking, the plain verbs iconically encode the schematized
idiosyncratic contents of the referent event in the real world. For example, the form of the
verb EAT mimics humans’ actions of putting food into the mouth with a hand. The
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agreement verbs, using the direction of the movement to express the grammatical relation
and using partitions of the signing space to express the person feature of the subject
and/or the object, metaphorically encode the grammatical categories which constitute the
grammatical realization of the referent event. The spatial verbs iconically encode the
spatial relations between the participants of the referent event in the real world.
In other words, plain verbs and spatial verbs mainly encode the content of an event’s
cognitive representation, while agreement verbs encode both the content and the structure
of an event’s cognitive representation but emphasize the structure of the representation.
This proposal can explain why agreement verbs have a limited array of event-plurality
strategies such as the sequential spread reduplication while plain verbs have more options
such as the sequential spread reduplication, the simultaneous spread reduplication, and
the form extension.
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Chapter 5
Plural Motion Events in Taiwan Sign Language

5.1 Introduction

This chapter, as a part of the discussion on the multiple-participant event plurality,
investigates how TSL expresses the plural motion events. A motion event is an event
which describes the spatial relation between things. A motion event is plural when it has
more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over more than one
participant which serves as the figure, the location, the source, the path, or the goal. In
this chapter, I will show how TSL adopts different strategies to encode different kinds of
plural motion events.
Plurality is a grammatical category, which denotes the state of a thing of a type
having more than one instance (Radden and Dirven 2007). The concept underlying
plurality is Plexity, which is “a quantity’s state of articulation into equivalent elements”
(Talmy 2000c: 48). A quantity in the domain of space is an entity, while a quantity in the
domain of time is an event. An event is composed of participants and a relation between
participants. An event is plural or ‘multiplex’ (Talmy 2000c) when it has more than one
occurrence. Two major and widely-discussed types of plural events are the events whose
occurrences are distributed over multiple points in time and the events whose occurrences
are distributed over multiple participants. In this chapter, I will discuss the latter with a
focus on the motion event.
The investigation in this chapter will focus on the motion event in Talmy (1983,
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2003). According to Talmy (1983), languages conceptualize a spatial scene as composed
of the figure, which is the object located in a location or moving along a route, and the
ground, which is the object serving as a reference point, with respect to which the place of
the figure is defined. For example, in the spatial scene described by the sentence The ball
is in the box1, the ball is the figure and the box is the ground. The ball is located in the
inner space of the box. The box serves as a reference object used to define the location of
the ball.
The route which the figure moves along can be divided into three components. One
is the starting point of the route. It is termed the source. One is the path of the route. It is
termed the path. The other is the end point of the route. It is termed the goal.
A motion event is plural when it has more than one occurrence. There are two main
ways in which the motion event can have more than one occurrence. One is the way in
which each occurrence involves a different point in time, as in The guest went to the
restaurant again and again. One is the way in which each occurrence involves a different
participant, as in These guests went to the restaurant at the same time, where each
occurrence involves a different figure, or The magician went to these restaurants at the
same time, where each occurrence involves a different place. In this chapter, I will focus
on the way in which each occurrence involves a different figure. This way can be further
divided into five kinds. One is the way in which these occurrences involve the same place.
One is the way in which each occurrence involves a different location, one a different
source, one a different path, and the other a different goal.
In TSL, motion events are observed to be expressed mainly by the spatial verbs, also
known as the classifier predicates (Chang, Su and Tai 2005; Chang 2008; Tai and Su 2013,
1

Talmy (1983) sees a static scene as a motion event which involves ‘zero motion’.
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among others). A classifier predicate is characterized by the use of a handshape,
traditionally called ‘classifier’.
According to Chang, Su and Tai (2005) such a handshape functions as a proform. It
stands for an object which is mentioned earlier in the discourse. When a TSL signer uses a
classifier predicate to express a motion event, the handshapes denote the figure and the
ground (Chang, Su and Tai 2005: 259). In addition, the movement of the
figure-representing hand with respect to the ground-representing hand denotes the
movement of the figure with respect to the ground. Also, according to Chang (2008), in
TSL classifier predicates, the direction of the hand movement denotes the route of the
figure’s movement.
Furthermore, according to Chang (2008), the classifier predicates in TSL use
simultaneous construction to express spatial relations. The simultaneous construction is a
construction where the figure, the ground, and the motion are expressed simultaneously.
The simultaneous construction is usually realized by the use of both hands, in the way in
which the handshape of one hand represents the figure and the handshape of the other
hand represents the ground. The way TSL expresses a motion event can be exemplified by
the sentence in (1) below.

(1) HOUSEi

CARj

CARPROj-GOj past i+HOUSEPROi.

‘A car went past a house.’
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a. HOUSEi

b. CARj

c. CARPROj-GOj past i+HOUSEPROi

Figure 5.1: A car went past a house in TSL

The sentence above reports a car’s traveling past a house. In this event, the car is the
figure because the sentence intends to describe its route. The house is the ground because
the route of the car’s motion is defined with respect to it. In the sentence, the nouns,
HOUSE and CAR, are signed first, and the verb GO is signed next. In the verb GO, the
shape of the left hand, i.e., the handshape /Open B/, represents the house, the shape of the
right hand, i.e., the handshape /Bent C/, represents the car, and the path movement of the
right hand represents the motion of the car. The path of the car through the region beside
the house is represented by the path of the right hand through the region beside the left
hand.
In English, as we can see in the English translation, the car is denoted by the noun a
car, the motion is denoted by the verb went, and the house is denoted by the noun a house.
The preposition past designates the path of the car’s motion at the region beside the house.
The figure, the ground, and the motion are expressed sequentially in English. On the
contrary, they are expressed simultaneously in TSL.
This chapter is organized as follows. After the introduction, Section 5.2 discusses the
motion event which has multiple figures and one ground which serves as a place. Section
5.3 discusses the motion event which has multiple figures and multiple grounds. Section
5.4 concludes this chapter.
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5.2 Multiple Figures and One Single Place

The figure is the thing in a spatial scene whose place the language user intends to
describe. One way for a motion event to be plural is for its occurrences to be distributed
over multiple figures. An example is the scene described by the sentence The two students
arrived at the classroom at the same time in English and the sentence zhe liangge xue
sheng tongshi dao jiaoshi (這兩個學生同時到教室) ‘The two students arrived at the
classroom at the same time’ in Chinese. In the scene, one single student’s arriving the
classroom constitutes one single occurrence of the event, and the occurrences take place
at the same time. In other words, the English sentence can be paraphrased as At one point
in time, this student arrived at the classroom, and that student arrived at the classroom,
too. In the English and Chinese sentences, the multiple-figure plurality of the event is
inferred from the multiplicity of the figures viewed individually.
In TSL, the motion event is typically expressed by the spatial verbs. The figure and
ground are represented by proforms. The movement of the figure-representing hand with
respect to the ground-representing hand expresses the movement of the figure with
respect to the ground. A multiple-figure plural motion event is usually expressed by the
reduplication of the proform or by the reduplication of the spatial verb which bears the
proform. Since a spatial verb bears a proform, the reduplication of the spatial verb will
result in a reduplication of the proform. The figure-denoting proforms reproduced in the
multiple reduplicants of the verb can be used to express the figures involved in the
multiple occurrences of the event.
In a static scene, the multiple-figure plurality of an event can be expressed by a
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sequential spread reduplication of the verb, as shown in (3). In a dynamic scene, the
multiple-figure plurality of an event can be expressed by reduplicating the verb
simultaneously or sequentially, as shown in (4) and (5), (8) and (9), (10) and (11). If the
occurrences are simultaneous, the reduplication of the verb will usually be simultaneous.
If the occurrences are sequential, the reduplication of the verb will usually be sequential.

(2) BOOKi

ONE

TABLEj

BOOKPROi-Oni on j+TABLEPROj.

‘There is a book on the table.’

a. BOOKi

b. ONE

c. TABLEj

d. BOOKPROi-Oni on j+TABLEPROj
Figure 5.2: There is a book on the table in TSL

(3) TABLEi

BOOKj

[BOOKPROj-Onj on i+TABLEPROi]++spread.

‘There are books on the table.’
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a. TABLEi

b. BOOKj

c. [BOOKPROj-Onj on i+TABLEPROi]++spread
Figure 5.3: There are books on the table in TSL

The sentence in (2) describes a spatial scene where a book is on the table. This event
is singular, only involving one figure and one location. In the sentence, the signer first
presents the book, serving as the figure, and the table, serving as the ground. Then the
signer produces the spatial verb ON without reduplication. The verb ON is signed by
placing one /Open B/2 hand, which represents the book, on the other /Open B/ hand,
which represents the table. The position of the book-representing hand on the
table-representing hand represents the position of the book on the table.
The sentence in (3) describes a spatial scene where there are books on the table. This
event is plural, involving multiple figures and one location. The spatial verb ON is
reduplicated, and the reduplicants are produced sequentially in different locations in the
2

The handshape /Open B/ is signed by extending out the palm and the five fingers with the fingers, not

including the thumb, pulled together.
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signing space, or namely are spread over the signing space. The reduplication of the verb
ON in multiple locations here expresses that the books occupy multiple locations on the
table but does not express that the books occupy multiple tables. The latter case will be
discussed in the next section with the example in (13) where there is a wide interval
between the locations where the reduplicants of the verb ON are produced. In later
passages, we will see more cases where the reduplication of the verb does not express the
spatial relations between the figures and the ground but the spatial relations between the
figures themselves.
The sentences in (4) and (5) below describe a dynamic scene where the figures move
with respect to the ground. The sentence in (4) only involves the multiple-figure plurality
while the sentence in (5) involves both the multiple-figure plurality and the temporal
plurality. The verb in (4) undergoes a simultaneous reduplication while the verb in (5)
undergoes a sequential reduplication with each reduplicant containing a reduplication of
the proform.

(4) THAT HOUSEi

CARj

MANY [CARPROj]++side by side+CARPROj

[CARPROj-GOj past i+CARPROj-GOj past i]side by side.
‘At the same time, many cars went past that house.’

a. THAT

b. HOUSEi

c. CARj
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e. 3 [CARPROj]++side by side+CARPROj

d. MANY

f. [CARPROj-GOj past i+CARPROj-GOj past i]side by side
Figure 5.4: At the same time, many cars went past that house in TSL

(5) THAT HOUSEi

CARj

MANY [CARPROj]++end to end+CARPROj

[[CARPROj+CARPROj]end to end-GOj past i]++.
‘Many cars went past that house one after another.’

a. THAT

3

b. HOUSEi

c. CARj

The sign [CARPROj]++side by side+CARPROj is a reduplication of the noun CAR. This sign is produced by

placing the right /Bent C/ hand in multiple locations sideward to the effect that the reduplicants of CAR are
aligned side by side.
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d. MANY

e. [CAR PROj]++end to end+CARPROj

f. [[CARPROj+CARPROj]end to end-GOj past i]++
Figure 5.5: Many cars went past that house one after another in TSL

The sentence in (4) describes a plural event of cars’ going past that house at the same
time. The event has more than occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed over
different cars at the same point in time. In other words, each occurrence is a single car’s
going past the house, and these occurrences take place at the same time. The event is
denoted by the verb GO which undergoes a simultaneous spread reduplication. The verb
is signed with the /Bent C/4 hand, which represents the car. The verb GO is signed by

4

The handshape /Bent C/ is signed by extending out the palm and all the fingers with the inner side of the

thumb facing the palm.
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moving both /Bent C/ hands at the same time past the location where the house is signed.
The /Bent C/ hands are aligned side by side with an interval between them, which is the
canonical way of signing the simultaneous reduplication of a verb. The reduplication of
the verb expresses the multiple occurrences of the event. The simultaneous reduplication
of the verb expresses the simultaneous occurrences of the event.
Note that in (4) the spreading of the reduplication of the verb does not express that
there is more than one path defined with respect to the ground, but expresses that each
figure moves along a path defined with respect to other figures. In other words, the spatial
relation between the two /Bent C/ hands does not express the spatial relations between the
figures and the ground, but express the spatial relations between the figures themselves.
The sentence in (5) describes the plural event of cars’ going past that house one after
another. The event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed
over different cars and over different points in time. In other words, each occurrence is a
single car’s going past the house, and these occurrences take place at different times. The
event is denoted by the verb GO which undergoes a sequential in-situ reduplication. The
verb GO is signed by moving both /Bent C/ hands together past the location where the
house is signed. The /Bent C/ hands are aligned in the way in which the fingertips of one
/Bent C/ hand connect with the root of the other /Bent C/ hand. The path movement of the
aligned /Bent C/ hands are repeated several times in the same location in the signing
space.
The in-situ status of the reduplication indicates that the figures only move along one
path. The sequentiality of the reduplication expresses the sequentiality of the occurrences
of the event. The two /Bent C/ hands which are used simultaneously and placed close to
each other perform a reduplication of the proform. The reduplication of the proform
expresses the multiplicity of the figures which the proforms denote. The spatial relation
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between the two proforms represents the spatial relations between the figures.
The expression of the multiple occurrences of an event distributed over multiple
figures can also be accompanied by an expression of the multiplicity of the figures by the
handshape, as shown in (8) and (9). The sentence in (6) describes a singular event. The
multiplicity of the figures can be expressed by a particular handshape, as shown in (7), (8)
and (9). The sentence in (7), where the verb is not reduplicated, can describe a singular
event or a plural event. The sentences in (8), where the verb is reduplicated by alternate
hands, describe a plural event. The multiplicity of the figures can also be expressed by a
reduplication of the handshape, as shown in (9).

(6) RESTAURANTi

HAVE ONE GUESTj

GUESTPROj/Min/-GOi+RESTAURANTPROi.
‘There was a guest going into the restaurant.’

a. RESTAURANTi

d. GUESTj

b. HAVE

c. ONE

e. GUESTPROj/Min/-GOi+RESTAURANTPROi

Figure 5.6: There was a guest going into the restaurant in TSL
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(7) RESTAURANTi

GUESTSj

MANY

GUESTPROj/5/-GOi+RESTAURANTPROi.

‘Many guests went into the restaurant.’

a. RESTAURANTi

b. GUESTSj

c. MANY

d. GUESTPROj/5/-GOi+RESTAURANTPROi.

Figure 5.7: Many guests went into the restaurant in TSL

(8) RESTAURANTi

GUESTSj

[GUESTPROj/Left 5/-GOi GUESTPROj/Right 5/-GOi]+.
‘Crowds of guests went into the restaurant one after another.’
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a.5 [GUESTPROj/Left 5/-GOi

GUESTPROj/Right 5/-GOi]+

Figure 5.8: Crowds of guests went into the restaurant one after another in TSL

(9) RESTAURANTi

GUESTSj [[GUESTPROj/5/+GUESTPROj/5/]end to end-GOi]+++.

‘Crowds of guests went into the restaurant one after another.’

a.6 [[GUESTPROj/5/+GUESTPROj/5/]end to end-GOi]+++
Figure 5.9: Crowds of guests went into the restaurant one after another in TSL

5

The verb [GUESTPROj/Left 5/-GOi

GUESTPROj/Right 5/-GOi]+ in the sentence in (8) is produced by

moving the hands forward alternately. Each hand moves two times, and thus the hands move four times
totally.
6

The verb [[GUESTPROj/5/+GUESTPROj/5/]end to end-GOi]+++ in the sentence in (9) is produced by moving the

hands forward together four times.
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The sentence in (6) describes a singular event of a guest, as the figure, walking into
the restaurant, as the ground. The singularity of the guest is expressed by the word ONE.
The event is denoted by the spatial verb GO, which is signed with the /Y/ hand serving as
the proform of the guest and the /Open B/ hand serving as the proform of the restaurant. A
single /Y/ hand canonically represents a single person when it is used to represent a
human being.
The signer first produces the ground REATAURANT and then produces the figure
GUEST in a different location in the signing space. Afterwards, the signer produces the
verb GO, which is signed by moving the /Y/ hand into the space under the /Open B/ hand,
which is positioned in the location where RESTAURANT is signed. The movement of the
/Y/ hand into the space under the /Open B/ hand represents the movement of the guest
into the restaurant. The verb does not undergo any kind of reduplication, which expresses
that the event of going into the restaurant only involves one guest, one point in time, and
one restaurant.
The sentence in (7) describes an event of the many guests going into the restaurant.
The multiplicity of the guests is expressed by the word MANY. The event can be singular
or plural, depending on whether the guests are viewed collectively or individually. The
event is denoted by the verb GO, which is signed with a /5/7 hand serving as the proform
of the guests. A single /5/ hand canonically represents people, rather than a person, when
it is used to represent human beings. The verb GO is signed by moving a /5/ hand into the
space under the /Open B/ hand, which is positioned in the location where RESTAURANT
is signed and serves as the proform of the restaurant. The verb does not undergo
reduplication.
7

The handshape /5/ is signed by extending the palm and the five fingers wide open.
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The sentence in (8) describes a plural event of the guests going into the restaurant
sequentially. The event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are
distributed over multiple guests and over multiple points in time. The event is denoted by
the verb GO, which is signed with the /5/ hands. The verb GO is signed by moving the /5/
hands alternately to the location associated with the restaurant. The path movement of the
verb is performed four times in the same location in the signing space by the alternate
hands. The signer uses the sequential in-situ reduplication of the verb to express the
occurrences of the event at the same place at different points in time.
The sentence in (9) describes the same event as the sentence in (8) does. The verb
GO in (9) also undergoes a sequential in-situ reduplication. However, the sequential
reduplication is performed in a different way. In (8), the signer moves the two /5/ hands
alternately, but in (9), the signer moves the two /5/ hands together with one hand placed
closely behind the other hand. The movement of the /5/ hands is also performed four
times. The use of the hands aligned together constitutes a reduplication of the proform.
The reduplication of the proform expresses the multiplicity of the figures the proforms
denote. The spatial relation between the proforms express the spatial relation between the
figures.
The reduplication of the proform can also be performed in a way in which the
reduplicants are aligned side by side, as shown in (10) below. In addition, the sentence in
(11) shows that, in the sequential reduplication of a verb with alternate hands, the
handshape which represents a single person can also be used.

(10) RESTAURANTi

SCHOOLj

STUDENTk

[STUDENTPROk/5/+STUDENTPROk/5/]side by side-GOji.
‘The students went from a school to a restaurant at the same time.’
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a. RESTAURANTi

c. STUDENTk

b. SCHOOLj

d. [STUDENTPROk/5/+STUDENTPROk/5/]side by side-GOji

Figure 5.10: The students went from a school to a restaurant at the same time in TSL

(11) RESTAURANTi

SCHOOLj

[STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOji

STUDENTk
STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOji]++.

‘The students went from a school to a restaurant one after another.’

a. RESTAURANTi

b. SCHOOLj
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c. STUDENTk

d. [STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOji

STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOji]++

Figure 5.11: The students went from a school to a restaurant one after another in TSL

The sentence in (10) describes an event of students’ going from a school to a
restaurant at the same time. The event has more than one occurrence. A single student’s
going constitutes a single occurrence of the event. These occurrences take place at the
same time. The event is denoted by the verb GO which is signed by moving the two /5/
hands together, which represent crowds of students, from the location where SCHOOL is
signed to the location where RESTAURANT is signed. The signer uses the motion of the
/5/ hands to represent the motion of the students.
The figure-denoting /5/ hands in the sentence in (10) are moved simultaneously and
placed close to each other, compared to the figure-denoting /Bent C/ hands in the sentence
in (4) where there is a wide interval between the /Bent C/ hands. The placement of the
two /5/ hands close to each other in the sentence in (10) can be analyzed as constituting a
reduplication of the proform which the /5/ hand serves as. On the contrary, the placement
of the two /Bent C/ hands apart from each other in the sentence in (4) can be analyzed as
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constituting a reduplication of the verb which bears the proform which the /Bent C/ hand
serves as. The multiplicity of the proforms in the sentence in (10) expresses the
multiplicity of the figures which the proforms denote. The /5/ hands in the sentence in (10)
are aligned side by side. The side-by-side alignment of the proforms represent the
side-by-side alignment of the figures which results from the simultaneous movements of
the figures.
When the figure-denoting proform in a verb is reduplicated and aligned in a
particular way (without the verb being reduplicated), the event can be considered
involving multiple-figure plurality because in such a situation the multiple figures are
viewed individually. The individual view of the figures is entailed by the aligned
proforms’ expression of the spatial relations between the figures. If the figures are viewed
collectively, the focus of the language user’s attention will be on the figures as a whole,
and thus (s)he will not be able to observe the spatial relations between the figures. In the
case with reduplicated aligned proforms here, the multiple-figure plurality of the event is
not expressed by the reduplication of the verb, but inferred from the multiplicity of the
figures viewed individually.
The sentence in (11) describes an event of students’ walking from a school to a
restaurant one after another. The event has more than one occurrence. Each occurrence is
a single student’s going from the school to the restaurant. These occurrences take place at
different times. The event is denoted by the verb GO which is signed by moving the /1/8
hands, which represent the students, from the location where SCHOOL is signed to the
location where RESTAURANT is signed. A single /1/ hand is typically used to represent a
single person when it is used to represent a human being. The signer uses the motion of
8

The handshape /1/ is signed by extending out the index finger with the other fingers folded.
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the /1/ hands to represent the motion of the students. The /1/ hands are moved repeatedly,
alternately, and sequentially. This constitutes a sequential reduplication of the verb GO,
which expresses the sequential occurrences of the event.
In summary, a multiple-figure plural motion event is usually expressed by the
reduplication of the proform or by the reduplication of the spatial verb which bears the
proform. Since a spatial verb bears a proform, the reduplication of the spatial verb will
result in a reduplication of the proform. The figure-denoting proforms reproduced in the
multiple reduplicants of the verb can be used to express the figures involved in the
multiple occurrences of the event.
In a static scene, the multiple-figure plurality of an event can be expressed by a
sequential spread reduplication of the verb. In a dynamic scene, the multiple-figure
plurality of an event can be expressed by reduplicating the verb simultaneously or
sequentially. If the occurrences of the event are simultaneous, the reduplication of the
verb will usually be simultaneous. If the occurrences of the event are sequential, the
reduplication of the verb will usually be sequential.

5.3 Multiple Figures and Multiple Places

The ground is the thing in a spatial scene which is used to specify the place of the
figure. There are four kinds of place: the location where the figure is situated, the source
where the figure starts off, the path where the figure goes along, and the goal where the
figure arrives. The multiple locations are usually expressed by multiple signing locations
of the verb, as elaborated in Section 5.3.1. The multiple sources are usually expressed by
multiple starting points of the verb’s movement, as elaborated in Section 5.3.2. The
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multiple paths are usually expressed by multiple paths of the verb’s movement, as
elaborated in Section 5.3.3. The multiple goals are usually expressed by multiple end
points of the verb’s movement, as elaborated in Section 5.3.4.

5.3.1 Multiple Locations

One kind of plural motion event is an event whose occurrences are distributed over
more than one location in space. Examples are the scenes described by the sentence the
pens are on many tables, where the pens are located on more than one table, and the
sentence police officers stand in front of every gate, where the police officers are located
at more than one gate. The Chinese examples are the sentence bi zai hen duo zhuozi shang
‘pen at very many table top’ (筆在很多桌子上) ‘The pens are on many tables’ and the
sentence jingchamen zhan zai meiyi shan men de qianmian ‘police stand at each CL gate
DE front’ (警察們站在每一扇門的前面) ‘Police officers stand in front of every gate’. In
these examples, the multiple occurrences of the event are implied by the multiple
locations where the figures are located. One single figure being in one single location
constitutes one single occurrence of the event.
The motion event with more than one location is expressed in TSL by signing the
verb which expresses the location of the figure in more than one location in the signing
space which is associated with the ground. For example, the event of pens located on
more than one table is expressed by reduplicating the verb ON in multiple locations
where the table is signed, as shown in (13) below.
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(12) TABLEi

BOOKj

[BOOKPROj-Onj on i+TABLEPROi]++spread. (repeating (3))

‘There are books on the table.’

a. TABLEi

b. BOOKj

c. [BOOKPROj-Onj on i+TABLEPROi]++spread
Figure 5.12: There are books on the table in TSL

(13) [EACH+]

TABLEi

BOOKj

[BOOKPROj-Onj on i+TABLEPROi]++spread with intervals.

‘There is a book on each table.’

a. [EACH+]

b. TABLEi

c. BOOKj
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d. [BOOKPROj-Onj on i+TABLEPROi]++spread with intervals
Figure 5.13: There is a book on each table in TSL

The sentence in (12) describes a spatial scene where there are books on the table.
This event is plural, involving multiple figures and one location. The books are the
figures, and the table is the ground, which defines the location. The spatial verb ON is
reduplicated sequentially, and the reduplicants are produced in different locations or
namely are spread over the signing space.
The sentence in (13) describes a spatial scene where there is a book on each table.
This event is plural, involving multiple figures and multiple locations. The books are the
figures, and the tables are the grounds, which defines the locations. The spatial verb ON
is reduplicated sequentially, and the reduplicants are produced in different locations or
namely are spread over the signing space. In addition, there are wide intervals between
the reduplicants.
In (12), there are also spatial intervals between reduplicants of the verb, but the
intervals in (13) are much wider than those in (12). The wide intervals in (13) indicate the
multiple locations defined by the grounds, while the narrow intervals in (12) indicate the
multiple locations defined by the figures themselves. The multiple occurrences of the
event are expressed by the reduplication of the verb. The multiplicity of the figures is
expressed by the proforms reproduced in each reduplicant of the verb. The multiplicity of
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the locations is expressed by the multiplicity of the locations in the signing space where
the reduplicants of the verb are produced.

5.3.2 Multiple Sources

Another kind of plural motion event is an event whose occurrences are distributed
over more than one source. Examples are the scenes described by the sentence The
students walked from many schools and the sentence The cats jumped down from different
tables. The Chinese sentences are xueshengmen cong xuduo xuexiao zou lai ‘students
from many school walk come’ (學生們從許多學校走來) ‘The students walked from
many schools’ and zhexie mao cong butong zhuozi shang tiao xia lai ‘these cat from
different table top jump down come’ (這些貓從不同桌子上跳下來) ‘The cats jumped
down from different tables’. In these sentences, one individual figure’s movement from
one individual source constitutes one individual occurrence of the event.
The motion event with more than one source is expressed in TSL by moving the
hand which represents the figure from more than one starting point in the signing space.
For example, the event of students’ moving from more than one school is expressed by
reduplicating the verb GO with each reduplicant moving from a different location which
is associated with the school, as shown in (15) below. The sentence in (14) and the
sentence in (15) are similar in that their occurrences are both distributed over multiple
points in time and multiple participants, but they are different in that the former has
occurrences distributed over the same place while the latter has occurrences distributed
over different places.
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(14) RESTAURANTi

SCHOOLj

[STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOji

STUDENTk
STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOji]++. (repeating (11))

‘The students went from a school to a restaurant one after another.’

a. RESTAURANTi

b. SCHOOLj

c. STUDENTk

d. [STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOji

STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOji]++

Figure 5.14: The students went from a school to a restaurant one after another in TSL

(15) RESTAURANTi

[SCHOOLj]++spread STUDENTk

[STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOji

STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOji]++spread.

‘The students went from more than one school to one restaurant one after another.’
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a. RESTAURANTi

b. [SCHOOLj]++spread

c. STUDENTk
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d. [STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOji

STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOji]++spread

Figure 5.15: The students went from more than one school to one restaurant one after
another in TSL

The sentence in (14) describes an event of students’ going from a school to a
restaurant. The event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are distributed
over multiple figures and multiple points in time but take place in the same place. The
students are the figures, the school is the source, and the restaurant is the goal.
The signer first produces the noun RESTAURANT in a location and produces the
noun SCHOOL in another location in the signing space. Then the signer produces the
noun STUDENT. Afterwards, the signer produces the verb GO, which is signed by
moving the /1/ hand, which serves as the proform of the student, from the location where
SCHOOL is signed to the location where RESTAURANT is signed. The signer uses the
motion of the hand to represent the motion of the figure. The verb GO is produced six
times sequentially in the same location in the signing space by alternate hands.
The movements of all the reduplicants of the verb have the same starting point. This
expresses that all the figures move from the same source. The verb is reduplicated
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sequentially. The signer uses the sequential reduplication of the verb to represent the
occurrences of the event at different points in time.
The sentence in (15) describes an event of students’ going from more than one
school to one restaurant. The event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences
are distributed over more than one source, more than one figure and more than one point
in time. The signer first signs the goal RESTAURANT. Then the signer signs the source
SCHOOL in a different region from the one where the sign RESTAURANT is produced.
The source SCHOOL is produced three times in different locations to indicate that there
are more than one school. Next, the signer signs the figure STUDENT. Afterwards, the
signer produces the verb GO.
The verb GO is produced by sequentially repeatedly moving two alternate /1/ hands
from the locations where the reduplicants of SCHOOL are signed to the location where
RESTAURANT is signed. The motion of the /1/ hands from the multiple signing
locations of SCHOOL to the signing location of RESTAURANT represents the student’s
motion from the multiple schools to the restaurant. The motion of the /1/ hands from more
than one location indicates the distribution of the occurrences of the event over more than
one source.
The sequential reduplication of the motion indicates the distribution of the
occurrences over more than one point in time. The event of students’ going sequentially
from the schools to the restaurant is a derived activity which is a combination of each
student’s going from the school to the restaurant. We can see in this example that a
derived activity like this is expressed by sequential uninterrupted reduplication of the verb,
where one reduplicant expresses one subevent which occurs at one point in time.
The uninterrupted reduplication in the case of a derived activity is similar to the
uninterrupted reduplication in the case of a prolonged activity in the form they take and in
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the type of contents they express. They both express the event-internal temporal plurality.
However, they are different in that the former expresses the multiplicity of the subevents
in an activity while the latter express the prolongation of an activity.
If the multiple figures move simultaneously, the hands which represent the figures
will move simultaneously, rather than sequentially. Take the event of the students going
from each school to a restaurant as an example. If the students start off at the same time,
the hands which represent the students start at the same time. On the contrary, if the
students start off one after another, the hands which represent the students start off one
after another.

(16) RESTAURANTi

[EACH+spread]

[STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOji

SCHOOLj

STUDENTk

STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOji]++spread.

‘The students went from each school to a restaurant one after another.’

a. RESTAURANTi

b. [EACH+spread]
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c. SCHOOLj

d. STUDENTk

e. [STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOji

STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOji]++spread

Figure 5.16: The students went from each school to a restaurant one after another in TSL

(17) RESTAURANTi

[EACH+spread]

SCHOOLj

STUDENTk

[[STUDENTPROk/5/-GOji]+[STUDENTPROk/5/-GOji]]spread side by side.
‘The students went from each school to a restaurant at the same time.’
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a. [[STUDENTPROk/5/-GOji]+[STUDENTPROk/5/-GOji]]spread side by side
Figure 5.17: The students went from each school to a restaurant at the same time in TSL

The sentence in (16) describes an event of students’ going sequentially from each
school to a restaurant the occurrences of which are distributed over more than one figure,
more than one source, and more than one point in time. The signer first signs the goal
RESTAURANT. Later, the signer produces the word EACH and the source SCHOOL in a
different region from the one where the sign RESTAURANT is produced. The word
EACH is produced by moving the /1/ hand onto the /Open B/ hand two times. Each time
the movement is produced in a different location. These locations are arranged in a row.
The word EACH indicates that there are more than one school and the event involves
each of the schools. Next, the signer signs the figure STUDENT. Afterwards, the signer
produces the verb GO.
The verb GO in (16) is produced by sequentially repeatedly moving two alternate /1/
hands from the locations where SCHOOL is signed to the location where RESTAURANT
is signed. The /1/ hands represents the students. The motion of the /1/ hands from the
signing location of SCHOOL to the signing location of RESTAURANT represents the
student’s motion from the school to the restaurant. The motion of the /1/ hands starts from
more than one starting point, and this indicates that the occurrences of the event are
distributed over more than one source. Furthermore, the sequentiality of the reduplication
of the motion indicates the distribution of the occurrences over more than one point in
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time.
The sentence in (17) describes an event of students’ going simultaneously from each
school to a restaurant the occurrences of which are distributed over more than one figure,
more than one source, but only one point in time. The signer first signs the goal
RESTAURANT. Later, the signer produces the word EACH and the source SCHOOL in a
different region from the one where the sign RESTAURANT is produced. The word
EACH is produced by moving the /1/ hand onto the /Open B/ hand two times. Each time
the movement is produced in a different location. These locations are arranged in a row.
The word EACH indicates that there are more than one school and the event involves
each of the schools. Next, the signer signs the figure STUDENT. Afterwards, the signer
produces the verb GO.
The verb GO in (17) is produced by simultaneously moving two /5/ hands from the
location where SCHOOL is signed to the location where RESTAURANT is signed. The
/5/ hand represents students. The signer uses two /5/ hands simultaneously to produce the
verb. In such a situation, the verb is reduplicated simultaneously. The simultaneous
reduplication with two hands indicates the distribution of the occurrences of the event
over more than one figure.
The motion of the /5/ hands from the signing location of SCHOOL to the signing
location of RESTAURANT represents the student’s motion from the school to the
restaurant. The motion of the /5/ hands starts from more than one location. This indicates
that the occurrences of the event are distributed over more than one source. The
reduplicants of the verb GO are produced simultaneously. This indicates that the
occurrences of the event take place at the same point in time.
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5.3.3 Multiple Paths

Yet another kind of plural motion event is an event whose occurrences are
distributed over more than one path. An example is the scene where the cars move along
more than one path, described by the English sentence The cars went past both sides of
the house, and the Chinese sentence chezi cong fangzi liang bian jingguo ‘car from house
two side pass’ (車子從房子兩邊經過) ‘The cars went past both sides of the house’. One
individual car’s moving past the house along one individual side constitutes one
individual occurrence of the event.
The motion event with more than one path is expressed in TSL by moving the hand
which represents the figure along more than one path in the signing space. For example,
the event of cars’ moving past a house on both sides is expressed by reduplicating the
verb GO with the reduplicants moving along the two different paths on the two sides of
the location where the house is signed, as shown in (19) below. The sentence in (18)
describe the cars’ moving along one path while the sentence in (19) describe the cars’
moving along more than one path.

(18) THAT HOUSEi CARj MANY [CARPROj]++end to end+CARPROj
[[CARPROj-GOj past i+CARPROj-GOj past i]end to end]++. (repeating (5))
‘Many cars went past that house one after another.’

a. THAT

b. HOUSEi

c. CARj
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e. [CAR PROj]++end to end+CARPROj

d. MANY

f. [[CARPROj-GOj past i+CARPROj-GOj past i]end to end]++
Figure 5.18: Many cars went past that house one after another in TSL

(19) HOUSEi

CARj

CARPROj-GOj past i on the right

CARPROj-GOj past i on the left.

‘The cars went past a house on both sides one after another.’

a. HOUSEi

b. CARj
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c. CARPROj-GOj past i on the right

d. CARPROj-GOj past i on the left

Figure 5.19: The cars went past a house on both sides one after another in TSL

The sentence in (18) above describes an event of many cars going past the house
sequentially. The cars only go along one path, i.e., the path on one side of the house. At
first, the signer signs the noun phrase THAT HOUSE, which is the ground. Then the
signer signs the noun phrase CAR MANY, which is the figure.
After that, in order to express the plurality of the noun CAR, the signer reduplicates
the noun by reduplicating its proform, which is realized by the /Bent C/ hand. In the
reduplication of the proform of the noun, the signer places one /Bent C/ hand close behind
the other /Bent C/ hand and pulls the former /Bent C/ hand back to the signer’s body.
Later, the signer signs the verb GO. The verb GO is signed by moving the two /Bent
C/ hands together forward past the location where HOUSE is signed. The /Bent C/ hands
are arranged in a way where one /Bent C/ hand are placed close behind the other /Bent C/
hand. The verb is signed three times. In all the three times, the /Bent C/ hands move along
the same path. This indicates that there is only one path involved in the occurrences of the
event.
The sentence in (19) describes an event of cars’s going past a house on both sides
sequentially. The cars go along two paths, namely the two paths on both sides of the
house. At first, the signer signs the noun HOUSE, which is the ground. Then the signer
signs the noun CAR, which is the figure.
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Later, the signer signs the verb GO two times. In the first time, the right /Bent C/
hand, which represents a car, moves past the location where HOUSE is signed on one side
to mean that a car goes past the house on one side. The location where the house is signed
represents the house. In the second time, the left hand, which represents another car,
moves past the location where HOUSE is signed on the other side to mean that another
car goes past the house on the other side. In the two times when the verb GO is signed,
the /Bent C/ hands move along different paths.
Comparing the sentence in (18) with the sentence in (19), we can see that the motion
event of the figures moving along more than one path is expressed by moving the
figure-representing hands along more than one path in the signing space. Specifically
speaking, when an event has multiple occurrences distributed over different paths, the
verb which denotes the event will be reduplicated with each reduplicant involving a
different path.
Both the events described in the sentences in (18) and (19) have occurrences
distributed over multiple points in time. In order to express the temporal distribution, in
both sentences, the signer performs a sequential reduplication of the verb. In addition, in
the sentence in (18), the signer also uses the arrangement of the figure-representing hands
to express the sequentiality. In the arrangement, one hand is positioned behind the other
hand. This arrangement iconically represents the cars’ running past the house one after
another.
On the contrary, when the cars go past the house simultaneously, the signer will
usually move the hands simultaneously. That is to say, the verb will undergo simultaneous
reduplication. An example is given below.
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(20) HOUSEi

CARj

[CARPROj-GOj past i on the right+CARPROj-GOj past i on the left]spread side by side.
‘The cars went past a house on both sides simultaneously.’

a. HOUSEi

b. CARj

c. [CARPROj-GOj past i on the right+CARPROj-GOj past i on the left]spread side by side
Figure 5.20: The cars went past a house on both sides simultaneously in TSL

The above sentence describes an event of cars going past a house on both sides
simultaneously. First, the signer signs the noun HOUSE and the noun CAR. Second, the
signer signs the verb GO. The verb GO is signed with the left hand and the right hand
placed side by side and moved forward simultaneously past the location where HOUSE is
signed on both sides. In the verb, the simultaneous movement of hands express that the
occurrences of the event take place at the same point in time.
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5.3.4 Multiple Goals

The other kind of plural motion event is an event whose occurrences are distributed
over more than one goal. Examples are sentences like The students walked to many
schools, where the students are the figures and the schools are the goals, and The cats
jumped to different tables, where the cats are the figures and the tables are the goals. The
Chinese translations are xueshengmen zou dao xuduo xuexiao ‘students walk to many
school’ (學生們走到許多學校) ‘The students walked to many schools’ and zhexie mao
tiao dao butong zhuozi shang ‘these cat jump to different table top’ (這些貓跳到不同桌

子上) ‘The cats jumped to different tables’. One single figure’s moving to one single goal
constitutes one single occurrence of the event.
The motion event with more than one goal is expressed in TSL by moving the hand
which represents the figure to more than one end point in the signing space. For example,
the event of students’ going to more than one restaurant is expressed by reduplicating the
verb GO with each reduplicant moving to a different location which is associated with the
restaurant, as shown in (22) below. The sentence in (21) describe the students’ going to
one restaurant while the sentence in (22) describes the students’ going to more than one
restaurant.

(21) SCHOOLi

RESTAURANTj

[STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOij

STUDENTk
STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOij]++.

‘Students went from a school to a restaurant one after another.’
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a. SCHOOLi

b. RESTAURANTj

d. [STUDENTPROk/Left 1/-GOij

c. STUDENTk

STUDENTPROk/Right 1/-GOij]++

Figure 5.21: Students went from a school to a restaurant one after another in TSL

(22) SCHOOLi

RESTAURANTj [RESTAURANTPROj]+spread

STUDENTk

[STUDENTPROk/Right 5/-GOij STUDENTPROk/Left 5/-GOij]++spread.
‘The students went from a school to many restaurants one after another.’
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a. SCHOOLi

b. RESTAURANTj [RESTAURANTPROj]+spread

c. STUDENTk
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d. [STUDENTPROk/Right 5/-GOij STUDENTPROk/Left 5/-GOij]++spread
Figure 5.22: The students went from a school to many restaurants one after another in
TSL

The sentence in (21) describes an event of students’ going from a school to a
restaurant which has more than one occurrence. These occurrences are distributed over
multiple figures and multiple points in time but take place in the same place. Since the
occurrences take place in the same place, the signer reduplicates the verb in the same
location in the signing space. The reduplication of the verb which incorporates the
proform into the verb form expresses the multiplicity of the figures. The figure-denoting
proform is realized by the handshape /1/. The handshape /1/ represents a single person
when it is used to represent humans.
The sentence in (22) describes an event of students’ going from a school to more
than one restaurant. This event has more than one occurrence, and these occurrences are
distributed over multiple figures, multiple points in time, and multiple goals. Since the
occurrences take place in more than one place, the signer reduplicates the verb in more
than one location in the signing space.
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At first, the signer produces the noun SCHOOL and the noun RESTAURANT,
which denote the grounds. Then the signer reduplicates the noun RESTARUANT to
indicate that there is more than one restaurant. The reduplication is performed by signing
the proform of the noun in different locations arranged side by side. The proform is
realized by the /Bent 5/9 hand.
Later, the signer produces the verb GO. The verb GO is produced by moving the /5/
hands alternately from the location where SCHOOL is signed to the locations where the
reduplicants of RESTAURANT are signed. The handshape /5/ represents people, rather
than a single person, when it is used to represent humans. The /5/ hands here represent
students. The movements of the /5/ hands to the multiple locations where reduplicants of
RESTAURANT are signed represents the motion of the students to the multiple
restaurants.
In the sentence in (22), the verb is repeated several times. This means that the
students move to the restaurants sequentially. The signer uses the sequential reduplication
of a verb to express the distribution of the occurrences of an event over multiple points in
time. If the occurrences of an event take place at the same point in time, the verb will
undergo simultaneous reduplication, as shown in the sentence in (23) below.

(23) RESTAURANTi

[RESTAURANTPROi]+spread

SCHOOLj

STUDENTk

[[STUDENTPROk/5/-GOji]+[STUDENTPROk/5/-GOji]]spread side by side.
‘The students went from a school to many restaurants at the same time.’

9

The handshape /Bent 5/ is signed by pulling the five fingers apart with them half curling.
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a. RESTAURANTi

b. SCHOOLj

[RESTAURANTPROi]+spread

c. STUDENTk

d. [[STUDENTPROk/5/-GOji]+[STUDENTPROk/5/-GOji]]spread side by side
Figure 5.23: The students went from a school to many restaurants at the same time in TSL

The sentence in (23) describes an event of students’ going from one school to more
than one restaurant at the same time. The occurrences of the event are distributed over
more than one figure, more than one goal, but take place at only one point in time. The
signer first signs the noun RESTAURANT and then reduplicates it two times in locations
arranged side by side, using the proform. Later, the signer produces the noun SCHOOL in
a different region from the one where RESTAURANT is produced. Next, the signer signs
the noun STUDENT.
Afterwards, the signer produces the verb GO. The verb GO is produced by
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simultaneously moving two /5/ hands from the location where SCHOOL is signed to the
locations where the reduplicants of RESTAURANT are signed. The motion of the /5/
hands represents the student’s motion. The motion of the /5/ hands to more than one
location indicates the distribution of the occurrences of the event over more than one
goal.
The verb is only signed once, and this means that the event is temporally singular.
The signer uses two /5/ hands simultaneously to produce the verb GO. This constitutes a
simultaneous spread reduplication of the verb. Each /5/ hand produces a reduplicant of the
verb and moves to a different location.

5.3.5 Summary

The multiple locations are usually expressed by multiple signing locations of the
verb. The multiple sources are usually expressed by multiple starting points of the verb’s
movement. The multiple paths are usually expressed by multiple paths of the verb’s
movement. The multiple goals are usually expressed by multiple end points of the verb’s
movement.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter investigates how TSL expresses the distribution of the occurrences of a
motion event over more than one figure and/or more than one place. TSL mainly uses the
classifier predicate to express a motion event. The classifier predicate is signed by using
the hands to represent the figure and the ground and using the spatial relations between
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the hands to represent the spatial relation between the figure and the ground. The location
or the motion of the hands in the signing space reflects the location or the motion of the
figure and the ground in the conceptualized real world.
The multiplicity of the figures can be expressed by the multiplicity of the proforms
which denote the figures. The multiplicity of the proforms can be achieved by
reduplicating the proform or reduplicating the verb which bears the proform. In a static
scene, the reduplication of the verb is usually sequential. In a dynamic scene, the
reduplication can be simultaneous or sequential. If the occurrences are simultaneous, the
reduplication of the verb will be simultaneous. If the occurrences are sequential, the
reduplication of the verb will be sequential. These strategies are summarized in Table 5.1

Table 5.1 Strategies for Expressing the Multiple Figures and One Ground in a Motion
Event in TSL Spatial Verbs
Multiple figures and One Ground
Multiple figures are

Sequential spread reduplication of the verb

located in one location
Multiple figures move

Simultaneous occurrences

Sequential occurrences

from, past, and/or to one

Type 1:

Type 1:

location

Simultaneous reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

of the verb

the verb

Type 2:

Type 2:

Side-by-side reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

of the proform

the verb accompanied by
end-to-end reduplication of
the proform

The multiplicity of the grounds which define the places can be expressed by
reduplicating the verb in more than one place in the signing space. When the figures are
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in multiple locations, the signer signs the verb in multiple locations in the signing space.
When the figures move from multiple sources, the signer signs the verb by moving the
hand from multiple starting points in the signing space. When the figures move along
multiple paths, the signer signs the verb by moving the hand along multiple paths in the
signing space. When the figures move to multiple goals, the signer signs the verb by
moving the hand to multiple end points in the signing space. These strategies are
summarized in Table 5.2 below.

Table 5.2 Strategies for Expressing the Multiple Figures and Multiple Grounds in a
Motion Event in TSL Spatial Verbs
Multiple figures and Multiple grounds
Multiple figures are

Sequential spread reduplication of the verb with wide

located in multiple

intervals

locations
Simultaneous occurrences

Sequential occurrences

Multiple figures move

Simultaneous reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

from multiple sources

of the verb with the figure

the verb with the figure

hand(s) moving from

hand(s) moving from

multiple starting points

multiple starting points

Multiple figures move

Simultaneous reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

along multiple paths

of the verb with the figure

the verb with the figure

hand(s) moving along

hand(s) moving along

multiple paths

multiple paths

Multiple figures move to

Simultaneous reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

multiple goals

of the verb with the figure

the verb with the figure

hand(s) moving to multiple

hand(s) moving to

end points

multiple end points

TSL seems to use two hands to perform the reduplication of a verb which encodes
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the multiplicity of the figures and use one hand to perform the reduplication which
encodes the singularity of the figure. Compare the sentence in (22) which describes the
scene where people went to many restaurants and the sentence in (24) which describes the
scene where a person went to many restaurants. In (22), the signer uses two hands to sign
the reduplicated verb GO. In (24), the signer uses one hand to sign the reduplicated verb.

(24) RESTAURANTi

[RESTAURANTPROi]++++spread MANY GUESTj

[GUESTPROj-GOi]+++++spread.
‘The guest went to many restaurants.’

a. RESTAURANTi

b. MANY

[RESTAURANTPROi]++++spread

c. GUESTj
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d. [GUESTPROj-GOi]+++++spread
Figure 5.24: The guest went to many restaurants in TSL

The TSL signs which express the plurality of motion event are iconic. TSL uses
multiple proforms to express multiple figures. Furthermore, TSL uses multiple places in
the signing space to encode multiple places in the conceptualization of the real world.
The iconicity comes from the use of the signing space to represent the schematized
conceptualization of the space in the real world. We have seen that TSL uses the hands
which take a particular hand shape to represent the figure component and the ground
component of the conceptualization of a spatial scene. The relative positions of the figure
hand and the ground hand in the signing space represent the relative positions of the
figure and the ground in the spatial scene. The movement of the hand from, along, or to
the location where the ground is signed represents the movement of the figure from, along,
or to the location of the ground in the spatial scene.
In simple words, the entities in the signing space (i.e., the hands) represent the
entities in the conceptualization of the real world. The relative positions in the signing
space represent the relative positions in the conceptualization of the real world. The
motion in the signing space represents the motion in the conceptualization of the real
world.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

6.1 The Findings

In the previous chapters, I have discussed three issues. The first issue is what
strategies TSL uses to express the plural states, the plural activities, the plural
achievements, and the plural accomplishments at the phase level, the event level, and the
occasion level. The second issue is how the plain verbs, the agreement verbs, and the
spatial verbs in TSL express the plural event which involves multiple figures (i.e., subject
participants) and/or multiple grounds (i.e., object participants). The third issue is what
strategies the spatial verbs in TSL use to express the plural motion events which involve
multiple figures in one place or in multiple places defined by the ground. There are three
findings.
First, in general, TSL can express a temporally plural event by zero marking on the
verb accompanied by an obligatory adverbial, by prolonging the signing duration of the
verb, or by a reduplication of the verb in multiple points in time.
TSL can express event prolongation, with all types of events, except achievements,
which are instantaneous, by zero marking on the verb accompanied by an obligatory
accompanying adverbial like ALL.THE.TIME. With durative dynamic events, i.e.,
activities and accomplishments, some verbs in TSL can also prolong the signing duration
of the verb to express event prolongation, with an adverbial like ALL.THE.TIME used
optionally. With the durative dynamic atelic events, i.e., the activities, the prolongation of
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the signing duration of the verb is usually realized by uninterruptible in-situ reduplication
while, with durative dynamic telic events, i.e., accomplishments, it can be realized by
uninterruptible in-situ reduplication or the holding of the signing gesture, depending on
whether the verb’s form involves movements.
TSL can express event iteration, with all four types of events, by the zero marking,
accompanied by an adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES. With some state verbs like
BE.ANGRY, an uninterrupted reduplication can also be used, accompanied by an
adverbial like SEVERAL.TIMES. TSL can also express event iteration, with all four
types of events, by interrupted in-situ reduplication with an adverbial like AGAIN
produced between reduplicants.
TSL can express event periodicity, with all four types of events, by zero marking on
the verb with an obligatory accompanying adverbial like OFTEN. With dynamic durative
events, i.e., activities and accomplishments, in addition to the zero marking on the verb
with an accompanying adverbial, TSL can also use uninterruptible in-situ reduplication of
the verb with an obligatory accompanying adverbial like OFTEN. The strategies for
expressing temporally plural events are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Strategies for Expressing Temporally Plural Events in TSL Verbs
Prolongation
States

Iteration

Periodicity

Zero marking with

Type 1:

Zero marking

adverbial

Zero marking with

with adverbial

adverbial
Type 2:
Uninterrupted
reduplication with
adverbial
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Type 3:
Interrupted in-situ
reduplication with
adverbial
Activities

Type 1:

Type 1:

Type 1:

Zero marking with

Zero marking with

Zero marking

adverbial

adverbial

with adverbial

Type 2:

Type 2:

Type 2:

Uninterruptible

Interrupted in-situ

In-situ

in-situ reduplication

reduplication with

uninterruptible

adverbial

reduplication with
adverbial

Achievements

Not applicable

Type 1:

Zero marking

Zero marking with

with adverbial

adverbial
Type 2:
Interrupted in-situ
reduplication with
adverbial
Accomplishments Type 1:

Type 1:

Type 1:

Zero marking with

Zero marking with

Zero marking

adverbial

adverbial

with adverbial

Type 2:

Type 2:

Type 2:

Uninterruptible

Interrupted in-situ

In-situ

in-situ reduplication

reduplication with

uninterruptible

adverbial

reduplication with
adverbial

Type 3:
Holding of gestures

Second, in general, TSL can express a multiple-participant plural event by zero
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marking on the verb with an accompanying adverbial like EACH, TOGETHER,
UNIFORMLY, TAKING.TURNS, by an extension of the verb form over multiple
locations in the signing space, or by a reduplication of the verb in multiple locations in
the signing space which are associated with the noun which denotes the participant.
Some plains verbs and some spatial verbs in TSL can express the simultaneous
occurrences of the multiple-figure plural event by zero marking on the verb with an
accompanying adverbial, by extension of the verb form, or by simultaneous spread
reduplication of verb. Agreement verbs in TSL usually express the simultaneous
occurrences of the multiple-figure plural event by zero marking on the verb with an
accompanying adverbial. All three types of verbs in TSL usually expresses the sequential
occurrences of the multiple-figure plural event by zero marking on the verb with an
accompanying adverbial or by sequential spread reduplication of the verb. The strategies
for expressing multiple-figure plural events are summarized in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Strategies for Expressing Multiple-Figure Plural Events in TSL Verbs

Plain Verbs

Simultaneous occurrences

Sequential occurrences

Type 1:

Type 1:

Zero marking accompanied by

Zero marking accompanied by

an adverbial

an adverbial

Type 2:

Type 2:

Spatial extension of verb form

Sequential spread reduplication

Type 3:
Simultaneous spread
reduplication
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Agreement Verbs

Zero marking accompanied by

Type 1:

an adverbial

Zero marking accompanied by
an adverbial
Type 2:
Sequential spread reduplication

Spatial Verbs

Type 1:

Type 1:

Zero marking accompanied by

Zero marking accompanied by

an adverbial

an adverbial

Type 2:

Type 2:

Spatial extension of verb form

Sequential spread reduplication

Type 3:
Simultaneous spread
reduplication

All three types of verbs in TSL usually expresses the sequential occurrences of the
multiple-ground plural event by zero marking on the verb with an accompanying
adverbial or by sequential spread reduplication of the verb. The strategies for expressing
multiple-ground plural events are summarized in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3 Strategies for Expressing Multiple-Ground Plural Events in TSL Verbs
Simultaneous occurrences
Plain Verbs

Sequential occurrences
Type 1:

Not applicable

Zero marking accompanied by
an adverbial
Type 2:
Sequential spread reduplication
Agreement Verbs

Type 1:

Not applicable

Zero marking accompanied by
an adverbial
Type 2:
Sequential spread reduplication
Spatial Verbs

Type 1:

Not applicable

Zero marking accompanied by
an adverbial
Type 2:
Sequential spread reduplication

Third, in general, TSL can express the multiplicity of the figures in a motion event
by reduplicating the proform which denote the figure or reduplicating the verb which
bears the proform. In a static scene, the reduplication of the verb is usually sequential and
spread over the signing space. In a dynamic scene, the reduplication can be simultaneous
or sequential, depending on whether the occurrences of the event are simultaneous or
sequential, and can be in-situ or spread. The strategies for expressing multiple-figure
motion event are summarized in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4 Strategies for Expressing the Multiple Figures and One Ground in a Motion
Event in TSL Spatial Verbs
Simultaneous occurrences

Sequential occurrences

Multiple figures are

Sequential spread

Not applicable

located in one location

reduplication of the verb

Multiple figures move

Type 1:

Type 1:

from, past, and/or to one

Simultaneous reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

location

of the verb

the verb

Type 2:

Type 2:

Side-by-side reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

of the proform

the verb accompanied by
end-to-end reduplication of
the proform

The multiplicity of the places defined by the grounds in a motion event can be
expressed by reduplicating the verb in multiple places in the signing space which are
associated with the noun which denotes the ground. When the figures are in multiple
locations, the signer reduplicates the verb in multiple locations. When the figures move
from multiple sources, along multiple paths, or to multiple goals, the signer reduplicates
the verb by moving the hand from multiple starting points, along multiple paths, or to
multiple end points in the signing space, respectively. The strategies for expressing
multiple-figure plural events are summarized in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5 Strategies for Expressing the Multiple Figures and Multiple Grounds in a
Motion Event in TSL Spatial Verbs
Simultaneous occurrences

Sequential occurrences

Multiple figures are

Sequential spread

Not applicable

located in multiple

reduplication of the verb

locations

with wide intervals

Multiple figures move

Simultaneous reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

from multiple sources

of the verb with the figure

the verb with the figure

hand(s) moving from

hand(s) moving from

multiple starting points

multiple starting points

Multiple figures move

Simultaneous reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

along multiple paths

of the verb with the figure

the verb with the figure

hand(s) moving along

hand(s) moving along

multiple paths

multiple paths

Multiple figures move to

Simultaneous reduplication

Sequential reduplication of

multiple goals

of the verb with the figure

the verb with the figure

hand(s) moving to multiple

hand(s) moving to

end points

multiple end points

6.2 The Implications

One of the major differences between sign languages and spoken languages is in the
modality of communication they use. Sign languages express information through the
multi-dimensional gestural-visual channel while spoken languages express information
through the one-dimensional oral-auditory channel. Many characteristics of sign
languages come from the use of the gestural-visual modality of communication (Meier
2002; Tai 2005, 2013; Tai and Chen 2010, among others). One important effect of the
gestural-visual modality is the iconic representation of entities and events (Tai 2013).
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Through sign languages, we can observe how language users’ mind work more clearly.
We have seen that TSL can express a temporally plural event by a production of the
verb in multiple points in time. Also, TSL can express a multiple-participant plural event
by a production of the verb in multiple locations in the signing space. In addition, TSL
can express a multiple-figure plural motion event by reduplicating the proform which
denote the figure or reduplicating the verb which bears the proform.
The implication of these findings is that the amount of time spent in the production
of a verb in the signing space as well as the location occupied by a verb in the signing
space are both used as meaning-contributing elements. It can be proposed that there is a
mapping between the points in space in the real world (i.e., specifically speaking, the
conceptualized real world) and the points in space in the signing space. Likewise, there is
also a mapping between the points in time in the real world and the points in time in the
signing space.
An event which involves a single figure or ground in the real world can be
represented by a verb which is produced at a single point in space in the signing space. An
event which involves multiple figures or grounds in the real world can be represented by
a verb which is produced at multiple points in space in the signing space. For example,
the sentence He hammered many tables is usually expressed in TSL by reduplicating the
verb HAMMER in several locations which are associated with the noun TABLE. This
space-to-space mapping can be illustrated in Figure 6.1 below.
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spatial axis

spatial axis

event

verb

event

verb

event

verb
time axis

time axis

Real World

Signing Space

Figure 6.1 The Space-to-space Mapping between the Multiple Events in the Real World
and the Reduplicated Verbs in the Signing Space

Likewise, an event which occurs at only one point in time (or, in other words, it
occurs only once) in the real world can be represented by a verb which is produced at a
single point in time in the signing space (or namely it does not undergo sequential
reduplication). An event which occurs at multiple points in time (or namely it occurs
multiple times) in the real world can be represented by a verb which is produced at
multiple points in time in the signing space (or namely it undergoes sequential
reduplication). For example, the sentence He hammered the table again and again is
usually expressed in TSL by repeating the verb HAMMER several times in the same
location. This time-to-time mapping can be illustrated in Figure 6.2 below.
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spatial axis

spatial axis

event event event

verb verb verb
time axis

time axis

Real World

Signing Space

Figure 6.2 The Time-to-time Mapping between the Multiple Events in the Real World and
the Reduplicated Verbs in the Signing Space

In other words, the space in the real world is represented by the space in the signing
space, and the time in the real world is represented by the time in the signing space. More
space occupied in the real world is represented by more space occupied in the signing
space, and more time spent in the real world is represented by more time spent in the
signing space.
Comparing the event-plurality devices used by English, Chinese, and TSL, we can
see that almost all types of verbal reduplication in English and Chinese express event
plurality in the domain of time (e.g., V and V in English and V le you V in Chinese) while
in TSL we can find the reduplication which expresses the event plurality in the domain of
time and the reduplication which expresses the event plurality derived from the
multiplexity of a participant in the domain of space.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the one-dimensional oral-auditory channel of
English and Chinese and the three-dimensional visual-gestural channel of TSL.
Information related to time, such as temporal sequence, prolongation, and iteration, is
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one-dimensional and thus can be iconically represented in the one-dimensional channel
easily. On the contrary, information related to space, such as the multiplicity of entities
and the multiplicity of places, is three-dimensional and thus can be iconically represented
in the three-dimensional channel easily but is iconically represented in the
one-dimensional channel with difficulty. The visual-gestural modality offers a language
more possibilities of representing entities or events iconically.
The reduplications which express the temporal plurality of an event in English,
Chinese and TSL have similarities. First, they all have the accompanying adverbial again.
Second, the reduplication is applied either to the verb or to the accompanying adverbial.
Third, the reduplicants are interrupted by another element.
The construction V le you V ‘V aspect marker again V’ in Chinese, which expresses
the event iteration (i.e., event-level plurality), is similar in the form and the meaning to
the interrupted reduplication with again in TSL (i.e., the V AGAIN V construction), which
also expresses event iteration. The counterpart in English, namely V again and again,
which also expresses event iteration, also bears some kind of similarity in the form. The
construction also contains a verb, the adverbial again, and the reduplication, although the
reduplication is applied to the adverbial again, but not to the verb. A variant of that
construction, namely V and V again as in He rose and rose again, which also expresses
event iteration, is also similar in the form to its counterparts in Chinese and TSL. Another
variant of that construction, namely V over and over again, is also similar in the form and
the meaning to the counterparts in Chinese and TSL.
It seems that the iconic expressions of event iteration in English, Chinese, and TSL
follow a similar iconicity principle. That is, the more time occupied by an event in the
real world, the more time devoted to the expression of that event in the production of the
sentence in the signing space. If this observation is right, it can be suggested that, like
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sign languages, spoken languages can also utilize the amount of time spent in the
production of sentences as a device for iconically expressing ideas.
This dissertation has laid out a framework for surveying event plurality in sign
languages. Future researches can be conducted, for example, surveying event plurality in
other sign languages, or doing cross-linguistic comparison between sign languages. They
can reveal typological variations between sign languages. It needs further studying how
different sign languages express the same concept and how we account for it if they use
different strategies.
Further, a comparison between spoken languages and sign languages is also in need.
Spoken languages also have iconic devices. For example, as I have demonstrated,
Chinese can reduplicate the verb to mean the iteration of the event. Also, Tai (1985: 50)
has proposed that “the relative word order between two syntactic units is determined by
the temporal order of the states which they represent in the conceptual world”. Further, it
is widely-known that probably all spoken languages have onomatopoeia, which mimic the
sounds of the things. A comparison between the iconic devices in spoken languages and
the ones in signed language can reveal how iconicity is realized in different channels of
communication.
The study in the dissertation has some limitations. They are the limited number of
informants, the limited number of verbs examined, and the limited number of data
collection methods. Since different informants may use different ways to express the
same scene, it is suggested that a future research can collect data from informants with a
variety of backgrounds to see if there is any phenomenon which has not been observed in
this study. Further, since verbs in TSL which have different verb forms may use different
ways to express event plurality, it is suggested that a future research can examine more
verbs to investigate how the idiosyncratic properties of a verb affect the ways it uses to
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express event plurality. Lastly, different methods of data collection have different
strengths and weakness. This study has only collected the data through discussions with
the informants. A future research can try to use more kinds of methods such as the use of
pictures as prompts and the use of corpus, for data collection.
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APPENDIX: Handshapes in Taiwan Sign Language1

Open A
(男 nan)

C
(方 fang)

I
(女 nyu)

1

Flexed A
(副 fu)

Bent C
(紳 shen)

Flat I
(千 qian)

B
(胡 hu)

Open B
(手 shou)

Bent B
(九 jiu)

F
(錢 qian)

Open F
(WC)

G
(像 xiang)

Curved I
(蟲 chong)

K
(欠 qian)

Open K
(布袋戲
budaixi)

The handshape names and pictures are cited from Tai, James H.-Y. and Jane Tsay. 2015. Taiwan Sign

Language: History, structure, and adaptation. Oxford Handbook of Chinese Linguistics, ed. by William S-Y.
Wang and Chaofen Sun, 729-750. UK, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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L
(六 liu)

Extended N
(鴨 ya)

Bent L
(句 ju)

Curved L
(爺 ye)

Curved-baby
L
(難 nan)

Flexed L
(很 hen)

O
(零 ling)

Open O
(果 guo)

Flat O
(萬 wan)

Baby O
(呂 lyu)

Bent-baby O
(雞 ji)

R
(筆 bi)

S
(拳 quan)

U
(棕 zong)

V
(二 er)

Curved V
(二十 ershi)

W
(三 san)

Curved W
(三十 sanshi)

Unspread W
(童 tong)

X
(十 shi)

Y

L-I

X-I

1-I

Flat 1-I

(民 min)

(守 shou)

(奶奶 nainai)

(語 yu)

(龍 long)
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1
(一 yi)

3
(七 qi)

Curved 3
(虎 hu)

4
(四 si)

Curved 4
(四十 sishi)

5
(五 wu)

Bent 5
(同 tong)

5-Curved
Pinky
(八 ba)

Curved
5-Pinky
(八十 bashi)

Piled 5
(薑 jiang)

8
(借 jie)

Open 8
(菜 cai)

Crossed
Thumb-Index
(隻 zhi)

Thumb-Midde
-Pinky
(飛機 feiji)

Curved-Index
(鵝 e)

Curved middle
(博 bo)

Middle
(兄 xiong)

Curved-IndexMiddle
(高 gao)

Ring
(姐 jie)

Ring-Pinky
(百 bai)
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Bent

Curved-IndexMiddle

Thumb-Pinky
(細 xi)

(矮 ai)
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